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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many observed phenomena in animal and human societies are characterized
by the emergence of collective behavior from the individual actions of each member. Even though individuals typically have limited sensing and communication
capabilities, and hence limited direct interaction with each other, large groups
arise in which all the members appear to act in coordinated manner to achieve
tasks that would be impossible or inefficiently performed by each member alone.
Examples from biology include bird flocking and fish schooling, where moving
collectively increases the individual chances of surviving a predator attack and to
find food sources, or collective migration of cells within the body, such as platelets
for wound-healing and, arguably, cancerous cells for metastasis [17]. From a biological perspective, there is great interest in finding the mechanisms that generate
these collective behaviors, which are not yet fully understood.
Several simple mathematical models have been created over the years to
reproduce some of the features displayed by natural collectives. For example in
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[53] coordinated motion in a common direction is obtained when each individual
adjusts its direction of motion based on the average direction of its neighbors. In
[28] motion somewhat comparable to that of fish schools is achieved by combining,
for each individual, attraction from far neighbors, repulsion from close neighbors,
and velocity alignment with the neighbors that are within an intermediate range.
A similar model presented in [24] was able to predict reasonably well the conditions for emergence of collective behavior among shoaling fish in a laboratory
setting (but not in the field). While these models are useful to gain insight on
the “ingredients” for obtaining collective behavior, and their simplicity is a virtue
in this regard, they take only marginally into account the physical limitations of
the animal species involved. As such, they are typically insufficient to postulate
biologically-feasible models for the sensorimotor process guiding the actions of
each individual of the collective. Moreover, there are recently discovered aspects
of collective phenomena, such as the topological (as opposed to metric) interaction in flocks of starlings (see [3]), that violate some of the principles on which
current models are based. In this context, a control-theoretical approach to modeling natural collectives, focused on searching feasible “control-laws” that each
individual might be employing, could be very valuable to produce more realistic
models.
Aside from the biological interest in collectives, in many engineering fields
there has been a clear shift in emphasis from centralized and single-agent to
distributed and multi-agent paradigms. For example, wireless sensor networks
2

and associated data fusion techniques have been developed to provide a cheaper
and more robust alternative to centralized environmental monitoring. Similarly
in robotics, multi-agent systems composed of simple robots are often preferred
to systems based on a single sophisticated and expensive robot. The use of
distributed algorithms permits decomposition of a complex task into simpler tasks
that can be efficiently performed by simple agents; moreover the task execution
is robust to failure or loss of some of the members of the team. In the quest
for efficient distributed paradigms, it is sensible to search for inspiration in the
natural world. Some natural collectives are in fact capable of robustly performing
complicated tasks with limited sensing capabilities, in a way that is unmatched
by even the most advanced artificial (robotic) multi-agent systems. For example
the fascinating aerial displays of flocks of thousands of starlings are achieved
despite the fact that each starling interacts directly with only a small number of
its neighbors (estimated to be 6 or 7 in [3]). This justifies the growing interest
in novel design paradigms for the cooperative control of robots that are inspired
by the behavior of natural collectives, and aim at matching their performances.
The objective of this dissertation is to contribute to both the analysis of
collective motion, especially in nature, and the synthesis of new biologicallyinspired paradigms for the control of artificial formations. Towards this goal, we
explore two complementary approaches.
The first approach consists in studying the geometry of multi-body systems, to identify motions that are elementary from a geometric point of view,
3

and methods for decomposing arbitrary collective motions into these elementary
components. When dealing with very large and complex systems in motion,
such as large flocks of birds, this “top-down” approach can help to uncover the
underlying main “modes” of motion, which in turns can suggest efficient methods for analysis and modeling of these phenomena. Moreover, decomposition
in elementary components can provide criteria for comparing different collective
phenomena in nature.
The analysis of the geometry of multi-body systems in this thesis is based on
the concepts of fiber bundle and connection, which are briefly recalled in chapter
2. These concepts have been used in the physics literature to precisely define
shape and shape transformations of an n-body system. The rigid translation of
such a system can be easily identified by isolating the motion of the center of
mass from the relative particle motions with respect to the center of mass. It is
more subtle, instead, to identify the rigid rotation of the system from other types
of motion. This requires recognizing and exploiting the geometrical structure of
a principal fiber bundle with principal connection induced by kinetic energy. The
quotient space (shape space) in this bundle contains all the information on the
n-body system that is invariant to rigid motions, and hence invariant to changes
in the choice of the absolute reference frame; the fibers are instead diffeomorphic
to the rotation group. Rigid rotations of the collective are the motions along the
fibers, whereas shape transformations are the motions orthogonal to the fibers.
One drawback of this fiber bundle is that the shape space is still high-dimensional
4

and has complicated topology.
In chapter 3, after introducing this classical fibering with a convenient notation (that does not require a choice of Jacobi vectors), we uncover an alternative
geometric structure for the n-body problem. We show that the space of relative
body positions (with respect to the center of mass) can also be interpreted as
a fiber bundle with base space given by the set of full-rank coefficient of inertia
tensors (closely related to the moment of inertia tensors). This base space is only
6-dimensional and is equivalent to the space of symmetric positive-definite 3 × 3
matrices. The fibers in this case are not diffeomorphic to a rotation group but
to a Stiefel manifold, having non-trivial but well-known topology. The motions
along the fibers are the “reshufflings” of individual positions which do not alter the coefficient of inertia tensor of the n-body system, whereas the motions
orthogonal to the fibers are coefficient of inertia transformations.
Exploiting this geometric structure, it is possible to decompose any collective motion in terms of its effect on the coefficient of inertia tensor, the rigid
motions it induces on the system, and the reshuffling of the particle positions
(motion along the Stiefel manifold) it produces.
The knowledge of elementary collective motions also opens interesting opportunities in the design of artificial formations. An effective design approach
can be to design implementations of the elementary motions, and then build
more complicated motions, possibly mimicking natural collectives, by composi-
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tion of elementary ones. Inspired by this consideration, we devote chapter 4 to
the implementation of the new types of elementary motions that arise from the
alternative fiber bundle uncovered in chapter 3. We focus, whenever possible,
on distributed implementations based only on local sensing and communication
between members of the collective.
The second approach explored in this dissertation consists in starting from
known biologically-plausible individual control laws and analyzing how they can
be combined to generate collective behaviors. Models of natural collective phenomena constructed with this “bottom-up” approach take inherently into account
the biological limitations, and can therefore potentially produce improvements
over the existing mathematical models, that are often too simplistic.
Control laws associated with pursuit strategies are natural candidates for
use in the synthesis of collective motion. On the one hand, pursuit skills are
highly developed in many animal species, as they are fundamental for critical
tasks such as chasing prey or mates. On the other hand, it has been shown
in mathematical models that local pursuit between neighboring members is a
mechanism that can support the cohesive movement of multiple individuals. The
cyclic pursuit scheme, in which the i-th element of a n-unit collective pursues the
(i + 1)-th element (modulo n), can produce for example coordinated motions for
different choices of pursuit laws (see [20] and references therein).
A recurring pursuit strategy in nature is the one in which the pursuer
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approaches a target while maintaining constant absolute direction of the baseline
connecting the two positions. There is evidence that this strategy, referred to as
motion camouflage (with respect to infinity) or constant absolute target direction,
is used by hoverflies and dragonflies [41] [44] [50] as well as echolocating bats [21].
A steering law implementing this pursuit strategy in three-dimensional space has
been postulated in [47], and its biological plausibility is supported, in the case of
echolocating bats, by the experimental data in [46].
In chapter 5 we explore the use of this biologically-plausible control law as
a “building block” to generate collective behaviors. We first investigate the case
of two individuals engaged in mutual pursuit using this control law, and show
that the resulting dynamics (called mutual motion camouflage) yields rich and
coordinated motion patterns. We then suggest an extension of these dynamics to
the case of multiple agents. The fact that this control law is biologically plausible
also means that it can be implemented with limited sensing, computation and
communication capabilities of each individual. This is a highly desired feature
in the control of artificial formations, such as teams of unmanned air vehicles.
Motivated by this observation, in recent papers [38] [40] we have adapted the
mutual motion camouflage system, to make it a useful tool for the design of artificial formations that can perform spatial coverage tasks with limited individual
resources.
We conclude the dissertation summarizing the key results and suggesting
possible future directions of research in chapter 6.
7

Chapter 2

Mathematical background

In this chapter, we briefly introduce the concepts of fiber bundle, connection, and horizontal lift, used extensively in chapter 3. Understanding of these
concepts requires a certain familiarity with the basic concepts of manifold, vector
field, Riemannian metric, Lie group and group action, that are assumed to be
already familiar to the reader. Nevertheless we describe in some detail a specific
manifold, the Stiefel manifold, which is important for the analysis of chapter 3.
The material in this chapter is based on [27], [1], [10], [37] (for fiber bundles and
connections), [56](for mechanical connection) and [19](for the Stiefel manifold).

2.1

Fiber bundles

Definition 2.1.1 (Fiber bundle) Let P, F, B be smooth manifolds, referred to
as total space, fiber and base space respectively. Let π : P → B be a smooth
surjective submersion, i.e. a smooth onto mapping whose derivative dπp is onto
∀p ∈ P , referred to as the bundle projection. Then the tuple (P, π, B, F ) is a
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(smooth) fiber bundle if ∀b ∈ B the inverse image π −1 (b), called the fiber over b,
is a diffeomorphic copy of the fiber F , and each b ∈ B has a neighborhood U ⊂ B
and a fiber-respecting diffeomorphism ϕ : π −1 (U ) → U × F which completes the
following diagram (here pr1 (u, f ) , u, ∀u ∈ U, f ∈ F ):
ϕ

π

−−
−
−
−−
→

−→
−−
−−

π −1 (U ) −−−−−−→ U × F
pr1

U

Hence π −1 (U ) is diffeomorphic to U × F , and every point p ∈ π −1 (U ) can
be uniquely identified by a pair (b, f ), b ∈ U, f ∈ F . This property is called local
triviality of a fiber bundle, and if it holds globally (i.e. P ∼
= B × F ) the fiber
bundle is called globally trivial.
We will sometimes denote the fiber bundle with just the triple (P, π, B),
when we are not interested in specifying the fiber manifold.
The pair (U, ϕ) is called a fiber chart, and a collection of fiber charts (Uα , ϕα )
such that {Uα } is an open cover of P is called a fiber bundle atlas.
A smooth injective mapping that associates to each b ∈ B an element of
the fiber over b, is called a cross section of the fiber bundle. Choosing a cross
section for a fiber bundle corresponds to choosing a “reference element” on each
fiber.
The following lemma from [37] gives sufficient conditions for a fiber bundle.
Notice that in the proof of the lemma, X is the space of vector fields and FlX
t is
the flow of a vector field X ∈ X.

9

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of a fiber bundle. The black line passing
through p ∈ P is the fiber over b = π(p). The shaded region is π −1 (U ), where U
is an open neighborhood of b ∈ B.
Lemma 2.1.2 ([37], Lemma 17.2). Let π : P → B be a surjective submersion
which is proper, so that π −1 (K) is compact in P for each compact K ⊂ B, and
let B be connected. Then (P, π, B) is a fiber bundle.
Proof. We have to produce a fiber chart at each b0 ∈ B. So let (U, u) be a manifold
chart centered at b0 on B such that u(U ) ∼
= Rm (m being the dimension of
manifold B). For each b, y ∈ U let ξb (y) := (Ty u)−1 u(b); then we have ξb ∈ X(U )
which depends smoothly on b ∈ U , such that u(Flξt b u−1 (z)) = z + tu(b). Thus
each ξb is a complete vector field on U . Since π is a submersion, with the help of a
partition of unity on π −1 (U ) we may construct vector fields ηb ∈ X(π −1 (U )) which
depend smoothly on b ∈ U and are π-related to ξb : Tπ ηb = ξb ◦ π. Thus π ◦ Flηt b =
Flξt b ◦ π, so Flηt b is fiber-respecting, and since π is proper and ξb is complete, ηb
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has a global flow too. Denote π −1 (b0 ) by F . Then ϕ : U × F → π −1 (U ), defined
by ϕ(b, f ) = Flηt b (f ), is a diffeomorphism and is fiber-respecting, so (U, ϕ−1 ) is a
fiber chart. Since B is connected, the fibers π −1 (b) are all diffeomorphic.
Remark 2.1.3 If the hypothesis of lemma 2.1.2 hold and B ∼
= Rm (for some m),
then the fiber bundle is globally trivial, i.e. P ∼
= B × F.
Another sufficient condition for a fiber bundle is the existence of a free and
proper action of a Lie group on a manifold; the resulting fiber bundle is called
principal.
Definition 2.1.4 (Principal fiber bundle) Let G be a Lie group acting freely
and properly (say on the left) on the smooth manifold P , i.e. for each g ∈ G
there exists a mapping Φg : P → P such that Φg (p) = p ⇔ g = e, the identity
of the group, Φgh (p) = Φg (Φh (p))∀g, h ∈ G, p ∈ P , and moreover the mapping
(g, p) 7→ (Φg (p), p) is proper (the inverse image of every compact set is compact).
Let B be the quotient space P/G, whose elements are the equivalence classes
associated to the equivalence relation p ∼ p′ ⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. p′ = gp, and let π
be the (projection) map from each point of P into its equivalence class. Then
(P, π, B, G) is a principal fiber bundle. The fibers are in this case diffeomorphic
to the Lie group G, and the choice of a cross section can be thought of as the
choice of which element is diffeomorphic to the identity within each fiber.
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2.2

Connections and horizontal lifts
Given a fiber bundle (P, π, B, F ) and a point p ∈ P , the derivative of the

projection at p (denoted as dπp ) maps every tangent vector vp ∈ Tp P into a
corresponding tangent vector vπ(p) ∈ Tπ(p) B. If vp ∈ ker(dπp ), the tangent vector
is along the fiber direction; we call tangent vectors of this type as vertical and
Vp , ker dπp as the vertical space at p.
Definition 2.2.1 (Ehresmann connection) An Ehresmann connection A is
a vertical valued one-form on P made of linear vertical projections: ∀p ∈ P ,
Ap : Tp P → Vp is a linear map and Ap (vp ) = vp

∀vp ∈ Vp .

When an Ehresmann connection is specified, it is possible to define, ∀p ∈ P ,
an horizontal space Hp , ker Ap such that Tp P = Vp ⊕ Hp . This allows to split
uniquely any total space tangent vector into a vertical part and an horizontal
part.
Notice that if the manifold P is equipped with a Riemannian metric h., .ip :
Tp P × Tp P → R, then an Ehresmann connection can be defined by taking the
orthogonal projection:
Ap (vp ) , arg min hwp − vp , wp − vp ip , ∀vp ∈ Tp P.
wp ∈Vp

(2.1)

Given a tangent vector vp ∈ Tp P , there exists a unique horizontal vector hor(vp ) , vp − Ap (vp ), which we call the horizontal projection of vp (for a
given choice of connection). When the connection is defined as in (2.1), then
hhor(vp ), Ap (vp )ip = 0. Conversely, given a tangent vector vb ∈ Tb B and a point
12

p ∈ π −1 (b), there exist many tangent vectors in Tp P that project to vb under dπp ,
but only one that is horizontal (for the given choice of connection). We refer to
this vector as the horizontal lift of vb to Tp P , or as liftp (vb ), and we obtain it
as: liftp (vb ) = hor(wp ), where wp ∈ Tp P is any tangent vector that projects to vb
under dπp .
The curvature of an Ehresmann connection is the vertical-valued two-form
acting on two vector fields X, Y on P as follows:
B(X, Y ) , −A([hor(X), hor(Y )]),

(2.2)

where the bracket on the right-hand side is the Jacobi-Lie bracket of vector fields.
The curvature two-form is a measure of the vertical displacement (along the fiber)
that is obtained upon following a trajectory in total space produced by horizontal
lift of a closed curve in base space.
In the context of principal fiber bundles, the splitting of tangent vectors
into horizontal and vertical components is performed with respect to a principal
connection, defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.2 (Principal connection) A principal connection A on the
principal bundle (P, π, P/G, G) is an equivariant g-valued one form A : T P → g
that satisfies, ∀p ∈ P , the “projection property”: A(ξP (p)) = ξ

∀ξ ∈ g. Here

g is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G and ξP is the infinitesimal generator
corresponding to ξ ∈ g:
ξP (p) ,

d
dt

Φexp(tξ) (p).
t=0
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(2.3)

As in the case of the Ehresmann connection, the vertical and horizontal
spaces at p ∈ P can be defined as Vp , ker dπp and Hp , ker Ap respectively.
Indeed the two definitions of connection are strictly related for principal fiber
bundles, and an Ehresmann connection A can be obtained from a principal connection A as: A(vp ) = (A(vp ))P (p).
The equivariance property of A requires that: A(Tp Φg (vp )) = Adg A(vp ),
∀vp ∈ Tp P, g ∈ G, where Adg is the adjoint action of G, which is the derivative at
the origin of the map Ψg : G → G, h 7→ Ψg (h) , ghg −1 ; this property guarantees
that horizontal vectors get mapped into horizontal vectors by the derivative of
the group action.
The curvature of a principal connection form A is defined similarly to (2.2):
B(X, Y ) , −A([hor(X), hor(Y )]).
Given a principal fiber bundle and a metric that is invariant under the
action of the group, the principal connection that gives orthogonal splitting of
tangent vectors with respect to the metric is called mechanical connection and is
obtained as follows.
Definition 2.2.3 (Mechanical connection) The mechanical connection A on
the principal fiber bundle (P, π, P/G, G), associated to metric h., .i on P , is given
by:
A : T P → g,

Ap (vp ) , Ip−1 J(vp ),
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(2.4)

where J is the equivariant momentum map:
J : T P → g∗ ,

(J(vp ))(ξ) , hvp , ξP (p)i,

∀ξ ∈ g,

(2.5)

∀η, ξ ∈ g.

(2.6)

and I is the locked inertia tensor defined, ∀p ∈ P , as:
I p : g → g∗ ,

(Ip (η))(ξ) , hηP (p), ξP (p)i,

Here Ip is just a compact notation for I(p); the two notations will be used
interchangeably in this dissertation.
Notice that the horizontal vectors associated to connection (2.4) are those
in the kernel of the momentum map (2.5). The motivation for using the term
mechanical connection is that if the principal fiber bundle is associated to a simple
mechanical system with symmetry [48], where G = SO(3) acts from the left on the
configuration space P and the Riemannian metric is the kinetic energy (SO(3)invariant), then the momentum map is the angular momentum, and horizontal
vectors have the clear mechanical meaning of zero angular momentum value.
To see that this connection is the one giving orthogonal splitting of tangent
vectors, observe that:
(J(vp − (Ip−1 J(vp ))P (p)))(ξ) = hvp − (Ip−1 J(vp ))P (p), ξP (p)ip =
= hvp , ξP (p)ip − h(Ip−1 J(vp ))P (p), ξP (p)ip =
= (J(vp ))(ξ) − (Ip (Ip−1 J(vp )))(ξ) = 0 ∀ξ ∈ g,
hence, ∀vp ∈ Tp P :
hvp − (Ip−1 J(vp ))P (p), (Ip−1 J(vp ))P (p)ip = (J(vp − (Ip−1 J(vp ))P ))(Ip−1 J(vp )) = 0.
15

Given a principal fiber bundle with a Riemannian metric invariant under
the group action, and given the corresponding mechanical connection, then one
can define an induced metric on the base (quotient) space as follows:
hvb , wb ib = hliftp vb , liftp wb ip

∀b ∈ B, vb , wb ∈ Tb B,

(2.7)

where p is any point belonging to the fiber over b.
Similarly, let a fiber bundle (not principal) and the Ehresmann connection
which gives orthogonal splitting of tangent vectors (with respect to a Riemannian
metric) be given. Then (2.7) can still be used to define an induced metric on base
space, provided that the Riemannian metric on total space is “bundle-like” i.e.
it satisfies: hvp , wp ip = hvq , wq iq ∀p, q ∈ π −1 (b), ∀vp , wp ∈ Hp , vq , wq ∈ Hq such
that dπp (vp ) = dπq (vq ) = vb , dπp (wp ) = dπq (wq ) = wb .

2.3

Stiefel manifold

Definition 2.3.1 (Stiefel manifold) The Stiefel manifold Vn,k is the smooth
manifold composed of “thin” orthonormal matrices:
Vn,k , {V ∈ Rn×k :

V T V = 1},

(2.8)

where k ≤ n and 1 is the k × k identity matrix.
The Stiefel manifold is also equal to the quotient space O(n)/O(n−k), with
equivalence relation on O(n):





 1 O 
.
O1 ∼ O2 ⇔ ∃Q ∈ O(n − k) s.t. O2 = O1 


O Q
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(2.9)

From (2.8), it’s easy to verify that the tangent space to an element V of
the Stiefel manifold is given by:
TV Vn,k = {∆ ∈ Rn×k :

V T ∆ + ∆T V = O}.

(2.10)

Hence tangent vectors must be such that ∆T V is skew, and for this to be the case
they must have the form: ∆ = V A + V ⊥ B, for A ∈ Rk×k skew, V ⊥ ∈ Rn×(n−k)
s.t. V T V ⊥ = O and B ∈ R(n−k)×k arbitrary.
Lemma 2.3.2. The canonical metric on the Stiefel manifold induced by
the Frobenius metric for O(n) is given by:
1
1
h∆1 , ∆2 iV = tr(AT1 A2 ) + tr(B1T B2 ) = tr(∆T1 (1 − V V T )∆2 )
2
2

(2.11)

Proof. We proceed in the way explained at the end of Section 2.2, exploiting
the definition of the Stiefel manifold as the quotient space O(n)/O(n − k), with
equivalence relation (2.9). We start with tangent vectors to Q ∈ O(n), which have
the form Λ = QE for E skew-symmetric. The flows of vertical vector fields leave
unchanged the first k columns
and therefore the vertical tangent vectors
 of Q, 

 O O 
 with C ∈ R(n−k)×(n−k) skew-symmetric.
are those of the form Λ = Q 


O C

The Frobenius (Riemannian) metric on O(n) is defined as: hΛ1 , Λ2 iQ =

tr(ΛT1 Λ2 ) = tr(E1T E2 ) and does not depend on Q. If we consider the orthogonal
splitting of tangent vectors to O(n) with respect to 
this metric, 
it is easy to see

 A −B T 
 for A ∈ Rk×k
that horizontal vectors are those of the form Λ = Q 


B O
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skew, and B ∈ R(n−k)×k arbitrary (in fact it must be Λ = Q E, with E ∈ Rn×n
skew-symmetric).
⊥
The horizontal lift of
 vector ∆ = V A + V B ∈ TV Vn,k is
 any tangent

 A −B T 
 at each Q belonging to the equivalence
therefore given by Λ = Q 


B O

class of V (i.e. each Q whose first k columns are equal to V ). Since the Frobenius

metric does not depend on Q, we caninduce
the following
metric 
onVn,k :


 AT1 B1T  A2 −B2T 



h∆1 , ∆2 iV = hliftQ ∆1 , liftQ ∆2 iQ = tr 



B2 O
−B1 O
= tr(AT1 A2 ) + 2 tr(B1T B2 ).

Instead of using exactly this metric, we multiply everything by 1/2 to obtain the
more convenient expression (2.11).

We conclude this section with a constructive proof of the expression of the
gradient of a function on the Stiefel manifold, with respect to the canonical
metric. The gradient of a function F : Vn,k → R at V ∈ Vn,k is defined as the
tangent vector ∇F (V ) that satisfies:
h∇F (V ), ∆iV = tr(FVT (V )∆) ∀∆ ∈ TV Vn,k ,
where FV ∈ Rn×k , (FV )ij ,

∂F (V )
∂Vij

(2.12)

and h., .i is the canonical metric on the Stiefel

manifold given by (2.11).
Lemma 2.3.3. The gradient of F : Vn,k → R at V ∈ Vn,k can be computed as:
∇F (V ) = FV (V ) − V FVT (V )V
18

(2.13)

Proof. From the definition of gradient (2.12) and the expression of the tangent
space to the Stiefel manifold (2.10), we have that ∇F must satisfy both of the
following:
1
tr(∇F T (1 − V V T )∆) = tr(FVT ∆) ∀∆ ∈ TV Vn,k
2
∇F T V

= −V T ∇F

(2.14)
(2.15)

Substituting (2.15) into (2.14), we obtain:
1
tr(∇F T ∆ − FVT ∆ + V T ∇F V T ∆) = 0 ∀∆ ∈ TV Vn,k ,
2
which is clearly satisfied by (2.13).
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(2.16)

Chapter 3

Decomposition and analysis of collective motion

In this chapter, we present a mathematical framework for decomposing
collective motions into elementary components, derived from certain geometric
structures (fiber bundles) in n-body systems.
The first step in the analysis of the geometry of multi-body problems, discussed in section 3.1, is to separate the information on the translation of the
system, described by the center of mass motion, from the motion of each body
with respect to the center of mass. In the “translation-reduced” configuration
space, there are then at least two alternative fiber bundle structures that can be
identified.
The classical approach is to consider the left-action of the group SO(3),
corresponding to rotations of the absolute reference frame, and show that the
translation-reduced configuration space is a principal fiber bundle with respect to
this action. We briefly recall some of the main results arising from this approach
in section 3.2.
In section 3.3, we present the main contribution of this dissertation to the
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analysis of the n-body problem, represented by an alternative fiber bundle structure on the translation-reduced configuration space. This alternative fibering is
based on projecting each of the (translation-reduced) configurations to their corresponding coefficient of inertia tensor. The resulting base space is diffeomorphic
to the six-dimensional space of symmetric positive definite 3 × 3 matrices. The
fibers in this case are not groups but are diffeomorphic to Stiefel manifolds. Vertical vector fields generate rearrangements of body positions which do not alter the
coefficient of inertia tensor of the n-body system (while also leaving the center of
mass unchanged); if all the bodies have equal masses, these include the discrete
family of permutations of body positions.
In section 3.4 we discuss the relevance of this work to the analysis of collective motion. In particular we introduce decompositions of vector fields for the
n-body problem based on the classical and alternative fiber bundle structures.
We also discuss in detail the characteristics of the elementary types of collective
motions.
In section 3.6, the techniques developed in the chapter are applied to the
analysis of experimental data obtained from a starling flock.

3.1

Reduction of the translational degree of freedom
We model a collective as n point particles moving in R3 . Each particle has

an associated value of mass mi > 0, which can be thought of as the physical mass
or alternatively as the “weight” that the individual has on the decisions of the
21

collective (for collectives of indistinguishable individuals, one can think of taking
all the masses equal to each other).
We denote the position of the i-th particle with respect to an arbitrary
absolute reference frame as ri ∈ R3 . The overall configuration of the collective is
r , [r1 r2 ... rn ] ∈ R, where R ∼
= R3×n is the configuration space. We choose to
represent configurations as 3 × n matrices, as opposed to 3n-dimensional vectors;
this choice will be convenient in the following derivations.
A tangent vector to R at r is denoted by vr , [vr1 vr2 ... vrn ] ∈ Tr R.
Notice that Tr R ∼
= R3×n . The tangent bundle T R, whose elements are pairs
(r, vr ), is the phase space of the collective.
The kinetic energy is defined on phase space as:
n

E : T R → R,

E(r, vr ) ,

which can be expressed as E(r, vr ) =

1X
mi |vri |2 ,
2 i=1

1
hvr , vr ir
2

(3.1)

with respect to the following

Riemannian metric on R:
h., .ir : Tr R × Tr R → R
hvr , wr ir ,

n
X

T
mi vri
wri = tr(vr MwrT ),

(3.2)

i=1

where M = diag(m1 , ..., mn ) is the diagonal matrix of the masses (we use this
bolder script to distinguish from the total mass M defined below), and we have
used the property of vectors aT b = tr(abT ). We will refer sometimes to (3.2) as
the “metric associated to kinetic energy”.
On R, the action of (R3 , +) corresponding to translation of the abso22

lute reference frame: [r1 r2 ... rn ] 7→ [r1 + r0 r2 + r0 ... rn + r0 ] for r0 ∈ R3 , is
free and proper. The configuration space has therefore the geometrical structure of a principal fiber bundle (R, π, R/R3 , R3 ), where the quotient space is
R/R3 ∼
= R3×n /R3 ∼
= R3×(n−1) , and the projection π is defined by mapping each
configuration into its equivalence class. To provide an explicit expression for the
projection map, we introduce the center of mass:
rcom =

n
X
mi
i=1

Pn

where M =

i=1

M

ri ,

(3.3)

mi is the total mass of the system, and define:

π(r) = [c1 c2 ... cn ] , [r1 − rcom r2 − rcom ... rn − rcom ].

(3.4)

The new variables c1 , c2 , ..., cn are translation-invariant and provide a way of
describing the quotient space R/R3 as a (3n − 3)-dimensional subspace of R3×n ,
which we denote as C:
3×n

C , {c = [c1 c2 ... cn ] ∈ R

s.t.

n
X

mi ci = 0}.

(3.5)

i=1

The principal fiber bundle associated to translation is globally trivial, i.e.
R∼
= C × R3 , since every configuration r ∈ R can be unambiguously identified
by the pair (rcom , c), rcom ∈ R3 , c ∈ C, defined as in (3.3)-(3.4). Similarly, for
each r ∈ R, Tr R ∼
= Trcom R3 × Tc C and each tangent vector vr can be identified
with the pair (vcom , vc ), where vc = [vr1 − vcom vr2 − vcom ... vrn − vcom ] and
vcom =

Pn

mi
i=1 M vri .

As in C, elements of Tc C are 3 × n matrices with linearly
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dependent columns:
3×n

Tc C , {vc = [vc1 vc2 ... vcn ] ∈ R

s.t.

n
X

mi vci = 0}.

(3.6)

i=1

Moreover, the metric (3.2) is invariant to translations of the reference frame
and therefore the machinery of mechanical connection described in section 2.2 can
be used to obtain orthogonal splitting of tangent vectors in T R and horizontal lifts
of tangent vectors in T C. In the interest of brevity (and because the results are
quite straightforward in this case) we do not report the detailed derivation of the
results, but only remark that the momentum map (in the definition of mechanical
connection) corresponds to the (scaled) linear momentum J =
M vcom .

Pn

i=1

mi v i =

The resulting splitting of tangent vectors into horizontal and vertical components is given by:
vr = vc + [vcom vcom ... vcom ].

(3.7)

Clearly horizontal tangent vectors are those that leave invariant the position of
the center of mass (vcom = 0), and the horizontal lift of a tangent vector vc ∈ Tc C
is trivially hor(vc ) = vc . The metric induced on C by (3.2) and by the mechanical
connection is:
h., .ic : Tc C × Tc C → R
hvc , wc ic ,

n
X

T
wci = tr(vc MwcT ).
mi vci

(3.8)

i=1

The kinetic energy can be broken down into a vertical component Ecom (due to
the center of mass motion) and a horizontal component Erel (due to the relative
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motion of the particles with respect to the center of mass) as follows:
1
1
1
E(r, vr ) = hvr , vr ir = M |vcom |2 + hvc , vc ic , Ecom + Erel .
2
2
2

(3.9)

In the next two sections, we focus on the translation-reduced configuration
space C, as defined in (3.5), equipped with metric (3.8).
Remark 3.1.1 In the physics literature on the n-body problem (see for example [35]) the translation-reduced configurations are not usually described by
the positions of the bodies with respect to the center of mass (c1 , c2 , ..., cn )
but rather by the mass-weighted Jacobi vectors. The latter are n − 1 vectors
ρ1 , ρ2 , ..., ρn−1 ∈ R3 constructed to be invariant to translations of the absolute
reference frame, and in such a way that the kinetic energy is simply expressible as: E = Ecom + Erel = 12 M |vcom |2 +

Pn−1
i=1

|vρi |2 for (vρ1 , vρ2 , ..., vρn−1 ) ∈

Tρ1 ,ρ2 ,...,ρn−1 R/R3 . The advantages of Jacobi vectors are that they are actual coordinates for the (3n − 3)-dimensional quotient space R/R3 (hence there are no
dependencies between them, as opposed to the linearly-dependent ci ’s) and they
produce simpler expressions for the kinetic energy and the Riemannian metric
(in which the masses do not explicitly appear). Nevertheless, the definition of
Jacobi vectors depends on an arbitrary choice of clustering of the particles into
disjoint sets. Hence there is no unique way of defining these vectors, and different
choices can lead to very different equations describing the translation-invariant
evolution of the n-body system. This, together with the fact that Jacobi vectors
are much harder to visualize than the relative positions of the particles with re25

spect to the center of mass, makes us prefer (3.5) as the representation of the
translation-invariant configuration space. However we remark that it is always
possible to go from one representation to the other with appropriate (admittedly
cumbersome) algebraic transformations.

3.2

A classical fibering: reduction to shape space
Consider the following left-action of SO(3) on the (translation-reduced)

configuration space C (defined in (3.5)): [c1 c2 ... cn ] 7→ [Qc1 Qc2 ... Qcn ], where
Q ∈ SO(3) can be thought of as a rotation of the absolute reference frame. This
group action is free and proper on the following subset of configuration space,
called pre-shape space, which includes all the configurations that are at least
2-dimensional (planar):
+d

C2

, {c = [c1 c2 ... cn ] ∈ R3×n s.t.

n
X
i=1

mi ci = 0, rank(c) ≥ 2}.

(3.10)

The 1-dimensional (i.e. collinear) configurations have to be excluded from the
configuration space, because the action fails to be free; if all ci ’s are in the
same direction, then the rotations about the common direction form an isotropy
subgroup of SO(3), leaving invariant the configuration of the system.
After excluding the thin set of collinear configurations, the remaining space
+d

C2

+

+

has the geometrical structure of a principal fiber bundle (C 2 d , π, C 2 d /SO(3),

SO(3)), where the projection π maps every configuration in total space into its
+

equivalence class. The quotient space S , C 2 d /SO(3) is called the (Jacobi)
26

shape space.
+d

By the local triviality of fiber bundles, each configuration c ∈ C 2

can be

locally identified with a pair (s, Q), s ∈ S, Q ∈ SO(3). The shape space S is
(3n − 6) dimensional, and the actual mapping s = π(c) depends on the choice
of the representation of elements of S, which must be of course translation and
rotation invariant. Except for small n, there is no established method of choosing
shape coordinates that have clear physical interpretation and easy visualization.
In practice, one can settle for a sufficiently rich family of dot products and triple
products of the ci ’s (or of the Jacobi vectors). The high dimensionality and
difficult coordinatization of the shape space are the main drawbacks in using this
“classical” fibering approach when dealing with a large number of particles.
In order to identify each of the configurations c = π −1 (s) with a corresponding Q ∈ SO(3), one needs to define a (locally) smooth cross section of the
principal fiber bundle. This means choosing, smoothly for each shape s, a reference configuration c̃(s) ∈ π −1 (s) to be identified as (s, 1), where 1 here stands
for the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Then each c = π −1 (s) can be mapped into the pair
(s, Q), where Q is such that c = Qc̃. The choice of the reference configurations
c̃(s) (also called gauge convention) can also be thought of as the choice of the
body frame associated to each shape, and Q as the rotation needed to make the
body frame overlap with the absolute frame. When this terminology is used, then
c̃(s) is the configuration in the body frame. Notice that for n ≥ 4 it is impossible
to find a globally smooth gauge convention [35], i.e. the fiber bundle is not trivial.
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The Riemannian metric (3.8) is invariant under the left action of SO(3):
hQvc , Qwc iQc = tr(Qvc Mwc T QT ) = tr(vc Mwc T ) = hvc , wc ic , ∀Q ∈ SO(3).
Therefore the mechanical connection can be used to define the orthogonal splitting of tangent vectors and of the kinetic energy. In this case it is interesting to
show some of the explicit derivations.
The Lie algebra of the Lie group SO(3) is so(3), the space of 3 × 3 skewsymmetric matrices. Given ξ ∈ so(3), the infinitesimal generator of the group
+d

action Φg on C 2

induced by ξ is defined as:

ξC 2+ d (c) =

d
dt

Φexp(tξ) (c) =
t=0

d
dt

(exp(tξ))c = ξc,

(3.11)

t=0

which can also be expressed as:
ξC 2+ d (c) = [ξ × c1 ξ × c2 ... ξ × cn ]

(3.12)

where ξ ∈ R3 is the vector associated to ξ ∈ so(3) so that ξv = ξ × v, ∀v ∈ R3 .
+

Then the locked inertia tensor can be computed as follows, ∀c ∈ C 2 d :
(Ic (η))(ξ) ,hηC 2+ d (c), ξC 2+ d (c)i =
=

n
X
i=1

=

n
X
i=1

=ξ

T

mi ((ξ × ci )T (η × ci )) =
mi ξ T (ci × (η × ci )) =

n
X
i=1

mi (|ci |2 1 − ci ci T )η

∀η, ξ ∈ so(3),

(3.13)

where we have used the triple product formulae for vectors in R3 : a × b · c =
b × c · a, a × (b × c) = b(a · c) − c(a · b). Hence the locked inertia tensor is
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nothing else than the moment of inertia tensor (with respect to the center of
mass):
I(c) =

n
X
i=1

mi (|ci |2 1 − ci ci T ),

or alternatively I(c) = (tr(K(c))1 − K(c)) where K(c) =

(3.14)
Pn

i=1

mi ci ci T is the

coefficient of inertia tensor, which will be important in the next section.
A similar computation specializing (2.5) yields the momentum map, ∀(c, vc ) ∈
+

T C 2 d:
(J(c, vc ))(ξ) ,hvc , ξC 2+ d (c)i =
=
=

n
X

i=1
n
X
i=1

=ξ T

mi ((ξ × ci )T vci ) =
mi ξ T (ci × vci ) =

n
X
i=1

mi (ci × vci ) ∀ξ ∈ so(3),

(3.15)

which is simply the ξ-component of the angular momentum (with respect to the
center of mass):
J(c, vc ) =

n
X
i=1

mi (ci × vci ).

(3.16)

The mechanical connection is therefore:
Ac (vc ) , Ic−1 J(c, vc ),

(3.17)
+d

and the Ehresmann connection that projects every tangent vector vc ∈ Tc C 2
to its vertical component is:
Ac (vc ) = [Ac (vc )]C 2+ d = [Ic−1 J(c, vc ) × c1 ... Ic−1 J(c, vc ) × cn ].
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(3.18)

Horizontal tangent vectors with respect to this connection are those with zero
angular momentum, while vertical vector fields leave the shape invariant and
+

only produce rigid rotations of the collective. Given an arbitrary vc ∈ Tc C 2 d ,
it can be split (orthogonally with respect to (3.8)) into a vertical component
Ac (vc ) and a horizontal component hor(vc ) = vc − Ac (vc ); the latter can also
be expressed as the horizontal lift of a tangent vector vs ∈ Ts(c) S. Of course
the explicit expressions of the horizontal lift and of the metric induced on shape
space by the mechanical connection depend on the choice of shape coordinates
and gauge convention; we refer the reader to [35] and [57] for more on these
aspects.
The splitting of the kinetic energy Erel (which is the component of the total
kinetic energy due to the relative motion with respect to the center of mass, as
defined in (3.9)) into a vertical part due to rotation and a horizontal part due
to change of shape, can instead be done independently on the choice of shape
coordinates and gauge conventions, as follows:
1
1
1
Erel (c, vc ) = hvc , vc ic = hAc (vc ), Ac (vc )ic + hhor(vc ), hor(vc )ic
2
2
2
,

Erot (c, vc )

+

Eshape (c, vc )

(3.19)

The following formula can be derived for the rotational component Erot using
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(3.8), (3.18) and the triple vector products formulae:
n

Erot (c, vc ) =

1X
mi (Ic−1 J(c, vc ) × ci )T (Ic−1 J(c, vc ) × ci ) =
2 i=1
n

1X
mi (J(c, vc )T Ic−1 (|ci |2 1 − ci ci T )Ic−1 J(c, vc )) =
=
2 i=1

1
= J(c, vc )T Ic−1 J(c, vc ).
2

(3.20)

From (3.9), (3.19) and (3.20), we have therefore the following more detailed
breakdown of kinetic energy:
E(r, vr ) =Ecom + Erot + Eshape =
1
1
= M |vcom |2 + J(c, vc )T Ic−1 J(c, vc ) + Eshape .
2
2

(3.21)

Remark 3.2.1 Several control problems inspired by this classical fibering of the
n-body problem have been studied in the past. For example [57] studies controlled
Lagrangians dynamics in which the control has only authority on the shape space.
The controllability and optimal control problems when the control authority is
limited to shape space have been studied in [56] for a kinematic system composed
of a rigid body with two oscillators. This system is different from the n-body one
studied here, but shares with it the principal fiber bundle structure associated
to the left action of SO(3). The same is true for many other problems related
to control of nonholonomic mechanical systems (a monograph on this subject is
[9]).
Remark 3.2.2 Another symmetry group for the Riemannian metric (3.8) that
is discussed in the literature on the n-body problem is the democracy group.
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Consider the translation-invariant configuration space, represented in terms of
Jacobi vectors: C = {[ρ1 ρ2 ... ρn−1 ] ∈ R3×(n−1) }. The democracy group (D) is
defined as the group of O(n − 1) orthogonal matrices acting on the right on C as
follows: [ρ1 ρ2 ... ρn−1 ] 7→ [ρ1 ρ2 ... ρn−1 ]D, where D ∈ D ∼
= O(n − 1). Notice
that upon action of a democracy group element (often referred to as “democracy
transformation” or “kinematic rotation”), each Jacobi vector ρi gets mapped
into ρ′i =

Pn−1
j=1

Dij ρj , a linear combination of the original Jacobi vectors. The

democracy group includes the set of permutations of the Jacobi vectors; moreover
any two different choices of Jacobi vectors (constructed from different choices of
clustering of the particles) are related by a democracy transformation [35].
Only quantities that are “democracy invariant” are independent of the particle clustering used in the definition of Jacobi vectors. It is easy to verify that
the kinetic energy Erel =
democracy group action).

Pn−1
i=1

|vρi |2 is one of these quantities (invariant to the

Since democracy transformations commute with the left actions by SO(3)
corresponding to rotations of the absolute reference frame, there is a well-defined
induced action of the democracy group on shape space. Unfortunately this action
is not free, hence it is not possible to identify the shape space as a principal fiber
bundle. It is possible instead to decompose the shape space into the family of
orbits of the democracy group, and to choose appropriately some of the shape
coordinates to be democracy invariant, as described in [33] and [34] for the case
of three and four bodies.
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3.3

An alternative fibering: reduction to the space of coefficient of inertia tensors

3.3.1

Fiber bundle formulation

In this section we consider only configurations with respect to the center
of mass that are “three-dimensional”, i.e. for which rank([c1 c2 ... cn ]) = 3. We
denote this subset of the configuration space C as C 3d :
C 3d , {c = [c1 c2 ... cn ] ∈ R3×n s.t.

n
X

mi ci = 0, rank(c) = 3}.

(3.22)

i=1

C 3d is an open subset of the manifold C ∼
= R3×(n−1) , obtained removing from
C the closed set of planar configurations, hence it is a manifold. Notice that
+

C 3d ⊂ C 2 d , the subset of configuration space considered in the previous section,
but both differ from C (and from each other) by only a “thin set”. We also remark
that all the configurations composed of 3 or fewer particles are planar, hence C 3d
is empty if n < 4. Thus the results of this section are useful only for collectives
composed of at least 4 individuals (just as the results of the previous section are
useful only for 3 or more particles).
The objective of this section is to present a fiber bundle description of C 3d
which is alternative to that in section 3.2 based on the left action of SO(3). At
the heart of this alternative fibering is the map that projects each configuration
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c ∈ C 3d to the corresponding coefficient of inertia tensor:
π : C 3d → K
c 7→ K , π(c) =

n
X

mi ci ci T = cMcT .

(3.23)

i=1

Here M = diag(m1 , ..., mn ) and we have used the symbol K for the space of
coefficient of inertia tensors associated to three-dimensional configurations.
We aim to show that (3.23) is a bundle projection that defines a smooth
fiber bundle (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ) with fibers diffeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold
Vn−1,3 (whose elements are matrices V ∈ R(n−1)×3 s.t. V T V = 1). Towards this
goal, we need to introduce the following lemmas.
3×3
Lemma 3.3.1. K = Rsym,>0
, the space of symmetric, positive definite, 3 × 3

matrices, and therefore is a connected manifold.
3×3
Proof. Part I: K ⊆ Rsym,>0

Since M is diagonal (hence symmetric), every K = cMcT ∈ K is certainly symmetric. For any x ∈ R3 , xT Kx = xT cMcT x =

Pn

i=1

mi |xT ci |2 ≥ 0 which

proves that every K ∈ K is positive semidefinite. To prove that indeed each
K is positive definite, we show that rank(K) = 3. For the latter, observe that
√
√
√
1
1
1
K = cMcT = (M 2 cT )T (M 2 cT ), where M 2 = diag( m1 , m2 , ..., mn ). Hence
1

rank(K) = rank(M 2 cT ) = rank(cT ) = rank(c) = 3, where we used the fact that
1

rank(A) = rank(AT ) = rank(AT A) for each matrix A, and the fact that M 2 is
full rank.
3×3
Part II: Rsym,>0
⊆K
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3×3
We prove this by constructing, for any K ∈ Rsym,>0
, a c ∈ C 3d s.t. K = cMcT .

Since K is symmetric positive definite, there exist Q ∈ SO(3) (matrix of eigenvectors of K) and λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ∈ R+ (eigenvalues of K) such that QKQT = Λ =
1

diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ). Now K = cMcT ⇔ Λ = c̃c̃T where c̃ = QcM 2 , i.e. the
three rows of c̃ are orthogonal to each other and have norms
√

√

λ1 ,

√

λ2 and

λ3 respectively. Moreover the condition c[m1 m2 ... mn ]T = 0, which is a com-

pact way of expressing

Pn

i=1

mi ci = 0, implies the following condition on c̃:

√ √
√
c̃[ m1 m2 ... mn ]T = 0. So the problem of finding c such that K = cMct reduces to finding 3 n-dimensional vectors (the rows of c̃) which are orthogonal to
√ √ √
√ √
√
each other and to the vector [ m1 m2 ... mn ] and have norms λ1 , λ2 , λ3 .
It is easy to verify algebraically that one possible choice (as sparse as possible) is
to take c̃ equal to the following:









√

√

√

λ 1 m1
µ1
λ 2 m1
µ2

−

√

λ 2 m2
µ2
√

λ 3 m1
µ3

0


m1 +m4
m2

λ 3 m2
µ3



−

0

√

λ 3 m3
µ3



m1 +m2 +m4
m3

where µ1 , µ2 , µ3 are normalizing factors given by:
µ1 =
µ3 =

s

s

m1 (m1 + m4 )
,
m4

µ2 =

λ 1 m4
µ1
√

0
−

√

s



√



λ 2 m4
µ2

m1
m4



λ 3 m4
µ3



0···0 


0···0 



0···0

(m1 + m4 )(m1 + m2 )
m2

(m1 + m2 + m4 )(m1 + m2 + m3 + m4 )
.
m3

(3.24)

1

Therefore, by taking c = QT c̃M− 2 , we have that the following configuration
c ∈ C 3d has the specified symmetric positive definite matrix K as its coefficient
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of inertia tensor:




T 
c=Q 



√

λ1
µ1

√

λ2
µ2

√

λ3
µ3

−

√

λ2
µ2

0


−

0

m1 +m4
m2

√

λ3
µ3



√

λ1
µ1
√

√

λ3
µ3



m1 +m2 +m4
m3

m1
m4

λ2
µ2

0
−







√

λ3
µ3



0···0 


0···0 
,


0···0

(3.25)

where we remind that Q ∈ SO(3), λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ∈ R+ are obtained from an eigenvalue
decomposition of K, and µ1 , µ2 , µ3 are given by (3.24). Notice that (3.25) proves
that any desired coefficient of inertia tensor can be obtained by a configuration
in which only 4 particles are located away from the center of mass.
3×3
Hence Part I and Part II of this proof guarantee that K = Rsym,>0
. Finally,
3×3
3×3
Rsym,>0
is diffeomorphic to Rsym
, with diffeomorphism given by the matrix loga3×3
3×3 ∼
∼
rithm, and clearly Rsym
= R6 . Hence Rsym,>0
= R6 is a connected manifold.

Lemma 3.3.2. The projection map (3.23) is a smooth surjective submersion.
Proof. The surjectivity of the projection map has already been proved above,
and its smoothness is trivial. Hence we only need to prove the surjectivity of the
derivative dπc at each c ∈ C 3d .
dπc : Tc C 3d → TK K is defined as follows:
dπc (vc ) =

d
dt

π(c + tvc ) = cMvc T + vc McT =
t=0
1

1

1

1

=(cM 2 )(vc M 2 )T + (vc M 2 )(cM 2 )T
1

1

=2 sym((cM 2 )(vc M 2 )T ).

(3.26)

3×3
3×3
From lemma 3.3.1, K = Rsym,>0
and therefore TK K = Rsym
, since the tangent
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vectors to the space of symmetric positive definite matrices are themselves symmetric (not necessarily positive definite) matrices.
3×3
Given any CK ∈ Rsym
we need to prove that there is a vc ∈ Tc C 3d such that
1

1

1

1

2 sym((cM 2 )(vc M 2 )T ) = CK . We can guarantee that (cM 2 )(vc M 2 )T = CK /2,
1

satisfying the above, by taking (vc M 2 )T to be the product of the pseudo-inverse
1

of cM 2 (which exists since the matrix is full rank) and CK /2:
1

1

1

1

(vc M 2 )T =(cM 2 )T ((cM 2 )(cM 2 )T )−1 CK /2 =
1

=(cM 2 )T K −1 CK /2.
So we have the following candidate for vc :
1
vc = CK K −1 c,
2

(3.27)

and we only need to prove that vc ∈ Tc C 3d , i.e. vc [m1 m2 ...mn ]T = 0 (equivalently

Pn

i=1

mi vci = 0). The latter is immediately verified: vc [m1 m2 ...mn ]T =

1
C K −1 c[m1 m2 ...mn ]T
2 K

= 0, since c[m1 m2 ...mn ]T = 0.

By the pre-image theorem (see [23]), the previous lemma also guarantees
that for all K ∈ K the inverse image π −1 (K) is a smooth manifold of dimension
dim(C 3d )−dim(K)= (3n − 3) − 6 = 3n − 9. By showing that the projection map
is proper and that the fibers π −1 (K) are diffeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold
Vn−1,3 , we can now conclude the proof that (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ) is a fiber bundle
(using lemma 2.1.2).
Theorem 3.3.3 (The alternative fiber bundle). The projection (3.23) defines
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a smooth globally trivial fiber bundle (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ), with fibers diffeomorphic
to the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 .
Proof. Consider the subspace topologies on C 3d ⊂ R3×n and K ⊂ R3×3 . Then
the notion of compact set in C 3d and K corresponds to the notion of closed and
bounded set. Since π is a continuous map, the inverse image of each closed set
is closed. Now let CK be a bounded set in K; then there exists α < ∞ s.t.
tr(K T K) ≤ α ∀K ∈ CK (note that
The pre-image π −1 (CK ) is given by:
π −1 (CK ) =
=
=

(

(

(

n
X

c ∈ C 3d s.t. tr
c ∈ C 3d s.t.
3d

c ∈ C s.t.

p
tr(K T K) is a legitimate norm in R3×3 ).

i=1

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

n
X
i=1

Hence ∀c ∈ π −1 (CK ) we have

mi ci ci T

i=1

n
X

mj cj cj T

j=1

mi mj |ci T cj |2 ≤ α

m2i |ci |4

Pn

!

+

n
n
X
X

i=1 j=1,j6=i

m2i |ci |4 ≤ α ⇒

)

!!

≤α

)

=

=
T

2

)

mi mj |ci cj | ≤ α .
Pn

i=1

|ci |4 ≤ α/m2min ⇒

(maxi |ci |)4 ≤ α/m2min ⇒ maxi |ci | ≤ (α/m2min )1/4 < ∞. Here mmin is the
smallest mass. Since maxi |ci | is a legitimate norm in C 3d , this proves that the
inverse image of each bounded set is bounded, and completes the proof that π
is a proper map. Therefore, by lemma 2.1.2, (C 3d , π, K) is indeed a fiber bundle.
3×3
∼
Since K = Rsym,>0
= R6 , the fiber bundle is globally trivial.

Finally we can show that, given any K ∈ K, the fiber π −1 (K) is diffeomor-
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phic to Vn−1,3 . First of all, consider that:
π(c) = K ⇔ π(Qc) = Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )
1

1

1

1

⇔ (Λ− 2 QcM 2 )(Λ− 2 QcM 2 )T = 1,
1

where K = QT ΛQ is as usual an eigenvalue decomposition of K and Λ− 2

√
√
√
is the diagonal matrix diag(1/ λ1 , 1/ λ2 , 1/ λ3 ). Hence: π −1 (K) = {c ∈
1

1

C 3d s.t. (Λ− 2 QcM 2 )T ∈ Vn,3 }.
√
√
1 √
Now: c ∈ C 3d ⇔ c[m1 m2 ...mn ]T = 0 ⇔ cM 2 [ m1 m2 ... mn ]T = 0 ⇔
√
√
1 √
1
Λ− 2 QcM 2 [ m1 m2 ... mn ]T = 0.
So we can also rewrite π −1 (K) as:

p
m1 /M


 1 T T −1
..
Ṽ (c) = 
.
M 2 c Q Λ 2


p
mn /M

n
o
π −1 (K) = c ∈ R3×n s.t. Ṽ (c) ∈ Vn,4 , where




.




Now observe that, given any fixed Q̃ ∈ O(n), Ṽ (c) ∈ Vn,4 ⇔ Q̃Ṽ (c) ∈ Vn,4 (in
fact (Q̃
Ṽ )T (Q̃Ṽ ) = Ṽ T Ṽ = 1). 
In particular choose Q̃ ∈ O(n) in the form: Q̃ =
p
p
 m1 /M · · · mn /M 
, where W ∈ Vn,n−1 has columns orthogonal to
Q̃W , 


WT
p
p
the vector [ m1 /M · · · mn /M ]T . Then: Ṽ (c) ∈ Vn,4 ⇔ Q̃W Ṽ (c) ∈ Vn,4 ⇔
1

1

1

1

W T M 2 cT QT Λ− 2 ∈ Vn−1,3 ⇔ M 2 cT QT Λ− 2 = W V , for some V ∈ Vn−1,3 . In the
1

1

last step we have used the fact that W T W = 1 and the columns of M 2 cT QT Λ− 2

√
√
are in the range of W (in fact they are orthogonal to [ m1 · · · mn ]T , and thus
√
√
1
1
1
to the kernel of W T : [ m1 · · · mn ]M 2 cT QT Λ− 2 = [m1 · · · mn ]cT QT Λ− 2 = 0).
So we conclude that:
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n
o
1
1
π −1 (K) = c ∈ R3×n s.t. M 2 cT QT Λ− 2 = W V, V ∈ Vn−1,3 ,

(3.28)

where K = QT ΛQ is an eigenvalue decomposition of K, and W ∈ Vn,n−1 is
a fixed matrix chosen among those having columns orthogonal to the vector
√
√
[ m1 · · · mn ]T .
We can now establish the following diffeomorphism between π −1 (K) and
the Stiefel manifold:
fK,W : π −1 (K) → Vn−1,3
1

1

c ∈ π −1 (K) 7→ V = fK,W (c) = W T M 2 cT QT Λ− 2 ∈ Vn−1,3 ,

(3.29)

with inverse:
−1
fK,W
: Vn−1,3 → π −1 (K)
1

1

−1
V ∈ Vn−1,3 7→ c = fK,W
(V ) = QT Λ 2 V T W T M− 2 ∈ π −1 (K).

(3.30)

The smoothness of mappings (3.29) and (3.30) is a consequence of their linearity
in the arguments. Notice that these mappings vary not only with K but also
with the choice of W (hence the double suffix).
Remark 3.3.4 The choice of W defines a cross section of the fiber bundle, and
plays the role that was played by the choice of gauge convention (body reference
frame) in the case of the classical fibering of section 3.2. The Stiefel manifold is
not a group (hence there is no concept of identity), but if we arbitrarily choose
an element of the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 as a “reference”, then the choice of
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W defines which configuration within each fiber π −1 (K) gets mapped by fK,W
to the reference. For example, assume that we consider V̂ = [1 O]T as the
reference; then the associated configuration ĉ ∈ π −1 (K) s.t. fK,W (ĉ) = V̂ is
1

1

given by (using (3.30)): ĉ = QT Λ 2 (W1..3 )T M− 2 , which depends on W (actually
on the first 3 columns of W , denoted by W1..3 ). Hence if we have a desired
choice of configuration ĉ (within each fiber) that we want to be associated to
the reference element of the Stiefel manifold V̂ = [1 O]T , all we need to do is to
1

1

choose (W1..3 )T = Λ− 2 QĉM 2 , and the remaining columns of W in such a way
√
√
that W ∈ Vn,n−1 and has columns orthogonal to the vector [ m1 · · · mn ]T . For
example if we want the “sparse” configurations given by (3.25) to be associated
to the Stiefel manifold element V̂ = [1 O]T , we need to choose W1..3 as follows:


W1..3




=




√

m1
µ1

√

m1
µ2

√

m1
µ3

0

0

1 +m4 )
√
− (m
µ2 m 2

0

√

m2
µ3

+m4 )
√2
− (m1µ+m
3 m3

√1
− µ1m
0···0 
m4


√
m4
0···0 
.
µ2


√
m4
0
·
·
·
0
µ3

(3.31)

Notice however that the cross section K 7→ ĉ(K) described above is not smooth
at the coefficient of inertia tensors that have repeated eigenvalues.
Remark 3.3.5 There is another way in which Stiefel manifolds appear in the
description of n-body configurations. If the “thin” singular value decomposition is applied to the matrix of particle positions (with respect to the center of
mass): c = Qsvd Λsvd Vsvd , then the factors resulting from the decomposition are
a matrix Qsvd ∈ O(3), a diagonal matrix Λsvd (containing the singular values)
and a matrix Vsvd in the Stiefel manifold Vn,3 (not Vn−1,3 ). Compared to this
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algebraic decomposition, presented in [2], the geometric decomposition based on
the novel fiber bundle formulation presented here provides additional insight and
mathematical tools for the analysis and synthesis of collective motions. The following sections will be dedicated to elaborating on this insight and exploiting the
geometric machinery associated to the fiber bundle formulation.

3.3.2

Interpretation of the fiber bundle

The base space for the fiber bundle (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ) is the space of fullrank coefficient of inertia tensors (K). The coefficient of inertia tensor associated
to a configuration is important for several reason. The first obvious reason is
that it unambiguously defines the moment of inertia tensor of the configuration,
as already seen in section 3.2: Ic = tr(Kc )1 − Kc . There is indeed a one-toone correspondence between coefficient of inertia tensors and moment of inertia
tensors, given by:
f

K → I = tr(K)1 − K
1
f −1
I → K = tr(I)1 − I.
2

(3.32)
(3.33)

If we consider only three-dimensional configurations, then the following holds
(from eigendecomposition of K):
QKQT = diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) ⇔ QIQT = tr(K)1 − QKQT = diag(µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ),
where Q ∈ SO(3) and the eigenvalues µ1 , µ2 , µ3 of I are related to those of K
by: µ1 = λ2 + λ3 , µ2 = λ1 + λ3 , µ3 = λ1 + λ2 . Notice that the eigenvalues of
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I for a three-dimensional configuration need not only to be positive definite (as
it is the case for those of K) but also satisfy the relations: µ2 + µ3 > µ1 > 0,
µ1 + µ3 > µ2 > 0 and µ1 + µ2 > µ3 > 0. Hence the space of moment of
3×3
3×3
inertia tensors is only equivalent to a subset of Rsym,>0
(while K = Rsym,>0
).

Working with the moment of inertia tensors, as opposed to the coefficient of
inertia tensors, would have the disadvantage of having to constantly enforce these
relations between eigenvalues.
The coefficient of inertia tensor of a configuration can also be interpreted
as the scaled second moment (covariance) of the spatial distribution of mass with
respect to the center of mass. Given a collective configuration with respect to the
center of mass c = [c1 ... cn ], the corresponding spatial distribution of mass with
respect to the center of mass is dm(r) ,

Pn

mi
i=1 M δ(ci

− r), ∀r ∈ R3 , with δ being

the Dirac delta function. Then the first moment (mean) of this distribution is
always zero: rdm ,

R

R3

r dm(r) =

Pn

mi
i=1 M ci

= 0, while its second moment

(covariance) is actually given by the coefficient of inertia tensor divided by the
total mass: Covdm ,

R

R3

(r − rdm )(r − rdm )T dm(r) =

Pn

mi
T
i=1 M ci ci

= K(c)/M .

Taking this interpretation a step further, one can construct a continuous
spatial distribution of mass that coarsely approximates the actual (discrete) one,
by taking a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix equal
to K(c)/M ; the surfaces of equal mass density corresponding to this Gaussian
distribution are ellipsoids, with directions and relative lengths of the semi-axis
given by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of K. If all the masses are equal,
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Figure 3.1: Ellipsoid obtained from the coefficient of inertia tensor as a visual
approximation of the configuration of the collective.
then the spatial distribution of mass is the same as the spatial distribution of
particles, and the ellipsoid constructed from eigendecomposition of K provides
a coarse visual approximation of the configuration of the collective. The visual
approximation can be quite effective if the particles are mostly distributed in
symmetric fashion with respect to the center of mass, as shown in figure 3.1;
notice that the positions of the 300 simulated particles in the figure were drawn
from a Gaussian distribution. This ellipsoid is also strictly related to the ellipsoid
of inertia of the collective, which is obtained from the eigendecomposition of the
moment of inertia tensor: the semi-axis of the two ellipsoids have same directions
(since the corresponding matrices have same eigenvectors) but different relative
lengths.
To complete the discussion on the coefficient of inertia tensors, we remark
that

p
pPn
pPn
Tc ) =
2
tr(K) =
m
(c
i
i
i
i=1
i=1 mi |ci | gives a useful measure of the
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“size” of the collective (sometimes referred to as the “hyperradius” of the n-body
system).
We now concentrate on the fibers of the bundle (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ), which are
diffeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 . For any given K ∈ K, the fiber over
K is composed of all the configurations having K as their coefficient of inertia
tensor, given by (using (3.29)):
1

1

π −1 (K) = {QT Λ 2 V T W T M− 2 : V ∈ Vn−1,3 }.

(3.34)

What are the configuration changes that leave K invariant? Assume we have a
1

1

reference configuration: c̃ = QT Λ 2 Ṽ T W T M− 2 ∈ π −1 (K), for some Ṽ ∈ Vn−1,3 .
Since Vn−1,3 ≡ O(n − 1)/O(n − 4) (see section 2.3), Ṽ can be mapped to any
other element of the Stiefel manifold by premultiplication by orthogonal matrices
in O(n − 1): Ṽ 7→ QṼ Ṽ , ∀QṼ ∈ O(n − 1); this allows to map c̃ into any other
1

1

1

1

c ∈ π −1 (K) as follows: c̃ 7→ QT Λ 2 Ṽ T QTṼ W T M− 2 = c̃(M 2 W QTṼ W T M− 2 ), ∀QṼ ∈
O(n − 1). Hence given any c̃ ∈ π −1 (K), we have the following alternative expression for π −1 (K):
π −1 (K) = OD (c̃) , {c̃D s.t. D ∈ D},

(3.35)

where:
1

1

D = {D = M 2 W QTṼ W T M− 2 s.t. QṼ ∈ O(n − 1)}.

(3.36)

It is trivial to prove that (3.36) is a group. We refer to D as the democracy group,
because it is the analogue to the democracy group in the context of Jacobi vectors
(briefly described in remark 3.2.2). Just like the classical democracy group, (3.36)
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acts through right multiplication, is diffeomorphic to O(n − 1), commutes with
the left action of SO(3), and is a symmetry group for the metric induced by the
kinetic energy, as shown in the following.
Proposition 3.3.6. The Riemannian metric (3.8) is invariant to the democracy
group action: hvc D, wc DicD = hvc , wc ic ∀D ∈ D.
Proof.
hvc D, wc DicD =tr(vc DMDT wc T ) =
1

1

1

1

=tr(vc M 2 W QTṼ W T M− 2 MM− 2 W QṼ W T M 2 wc T ) =
1

1

=tr(vc M 2 W W T M 2 wc T ) =
=tr(vc Mwc T ) = hvc , wc ic .
Notice that we used the following useful property, arising from the definition of
Q̃W given in the proof of theorem 3.3.3:
1 = Q̃TW Q̃W = [

p

m1 /M · · ·

⇒ WWT = 1 − [

p

mn /M ]T [

p
p
m1 /M · · · mn /M ] + W W T ⇒

p
p
p
p
m1 /M · · · mn /M ]T [ m1 /M · · · mn /M ],

(3.37)

and we used the fact that vc [m1 · · · mn ]T = [m1 · · · mn ]wc T = 0 ∀vc , wc ∈
TcD C 3d .
The fibers of (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ) are therefore equivalent to the orbits of the
democracy group action on C 3d . Of course, since the fibers are diffeomorphic to
Vn−1,3 = O(n − 1)/O(n − 4), this action is not free but has an isotropy subgroup
equivalent to O(n − 4) at each configuration.
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If all the masses are equal, the orbits of the democracy group include the
discrete family of particle relabelings (or position exchanges between particles).
To show this, observe that a configuration c̃′ is obtained from c̃ via particle
relabeling if and only if c̃′ = c̃P for some permutation matrix P ∈ P (n) ⊂ O(n).
1

1

Now P ∈ D if and only if M 2 W QTṼ W T M− 2 = P for some QṼ ∈ O(n − 1), i.e.
1

1

if and only if W T M− 2 P M 2 W ∈ O(n − 1). The latter is certainly true (using
(3.37)) if M = m1, i.e. the masses are equal, but is not true in general if the
masses are distinct.
If the masses are equal (but only in this case) there exist orbits of the
democracy group that interpolate between the family of particle position exchanges; motions along these special orbits allow the particles to exchange positions (hence treating each particle “democratically”) without changing the approximated configuration of the collective (described by the coefficient of inertia
tensor corresponding to the given fiber).

3.3.3

Vertical spaces and relation to the Stiefel manifold

At any configuration c ∈ C 3d , the tangent vectors belonging to the vertical
space Vc , ker(dπc ) are those that correspond to motions along the fibers, which
leave unchanged the coefficient of inertia tensor. Using the derivative of the
projection map, already computed in (3.26), Vc can be defined as follows:
Vc = {vc ∈ Tc C 3d s.t. sym(vc McT ) = O}.
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(3.38)

Notice that the dimension of Vc is 3n − 9, since the dimension of Tc C 3d is 3n − 3
and the skew-symmetry condition (3.38) imposes six additional constraints.
From the diffeomorphism (3.29) established between each fiber π −1 (K) and
the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 , it is possible to establish a useful one-to-one mapping
between each vertical tangent vector and a corresponding tangent vector to the
Stiefel manifold:
dfK,W : Tc π −1 (K) = Vc → TfK,W (c) Vn−1,3
1

1

7→ ∆ = dfK,W (vc ) = W T M 2 vc T QT Λ− 2

vc

(3.39)

Notice that we used the fact that on any fiber K is fixed, and so are Q and
Λ. It is easy to verify that ∆ defined in (3.39) indeed satisfies the condition
sym(V T ∆) = O for tangent vectors to the Stiefel manifold (at V = fK,W (c)).
The inverse mapping of (3.39) is given by:
−1
: TV Vn−1,3 → Tf −1
dfK,W

K,W (V

∆

7→ vf −1

)π

K,W (V

−1

(K) = Vf −1

K,W (V

1

)

)
1

= QT Λ 2 ∆ T W T M − 2 .

(3.40)

The mapping (3.40) is very useful to produce vector fields in configuration
space that leave invariant the coefficient of inertia tensor (i.e. democratic motions), starting from vector fields on the Stiefel manifold. We will exploit this idea
in section 4.2.1, using a gradient vector field on Vn−1,3 to produce a democratic
motion maximizing a certain cost function.
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3.3.4

Horizontal spaces and a splitting of kinetic energy

While the vertical space Vc , ∀c ∈ C 3d , follows directly from the projection
map π, there are many possible choices for the horizontal space Hc s.t. Hc ⊕ Vc =
Tc C 3d . Since C 3d is already equipped with the Riemannian metric (3.8), which is
invariant along the fibers, it is sensible to choose Hc as the orthogonal complement
of Vc . The horizontal space defined in this way can be characterized as follows.
Proposition 3.3.7. For each c ∈ C 3d , the horizontal space Hc orthogonal to Vc ,
with respect to metric (3.8), is given by:
3×3
Hc = {vc ∈ Tc C 3d s.t. vc = Sc, S ∈ Rsym
}.

(3.41)

3×3
Proof. Every tangent vector vc = Sc, S ∈ Rsym
, is orthogonal to the vertical

space Vc :
hvc , wc ic = tr(vc Mwc T ) = tr(ScMwc T ) = 0, ∀wc ∈ Vc ,
by the fact that cMwc T is skew-symmetric if wc ∈ Vc , and the trace of the
product of any symmetric matrix and any skew-symmetric one is zero. Therefore
the set on the right hand side in (3.41) is a linear subspace of Tc C 3d included in
Hc (which by definition is itself a linear subspace of Tc C 3d ). The dimension of
3×3 ∼
such subspace is six, because Rsym
= R6 . Since Hc ⊕ Vc = Tc C 3d , the dimension

of Hc must also be equal to dim(Tc C 3d ) − dim(Vc ) = (3n − 3) − (3n − 9) = 6.
Hence, by a simple dimensional argument, the set on the right hand side in (3.41)
is actually the whole Hc .
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Since (C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ) is not a principal bundle, we cannot use the mechanical connection machinery to obtain the orthogonal splitting of a generic
tangent vector (say vc ) into its vertical and horizontal components. Instead, we
need to compute the Ehresmann connection by using the definition of orthogonal
projection of a tangent vector (recall (2.1)).
Proposition 3.3.8 (Ehresmann connection). For the smooth fiber bundle
(C 3d , π, K, Vn−1,3 ), the Ehresmann connection associated to the metric (3.8) (i.e.
the one giving the orthogonal projection of each vector vc with respect to this
metric) is given by:
Ac (vc ) = vc − S(c, vc )c,

(3.42)

where S(c, vc ) is the solution of the Lyapunov equation:
S(c, vc )K(c) + K(c)S(c, vc ) = F (c, vc ),

(3.43)

with F (c, vc ) , vc McT + cMvc T = 2 sym(vc McT ).
Proof. From the knowledge of the vertical space (3.38) and the horizontal space
(3.41), the Ehresmann connection must satisfy the following conditions, for each
vc ∈ Tc C 3d : (i) Ac (vc ) = vc − Sc, with S = S T , and (ii) sym(Ac (vc )McT ) =
O ⇒ Ac (vc )McT +cMAc (vc )T = O. The combination of these constraints yields:
(vc − Sc)McT = −cM(vc − Sc)T ⇒ SK + KS = vc McT + cMvc T , which is the
Lyapunov equation (3.43).
Since K(c) is symmetric and positive definite, the existence and uniqueness
of a symmetric solution S(c, vc ) to the Lyapunov equation (3.43) is always guar50

anteed (this is a well-known result that could be proved studying the equation in
its vector form); one way of expressing explicitly such solution is the following:
S(c, vc ) =

Z

∞

e−K(c)t F (c, vc )e−K(c)t dt,

(3.44)

0

which highlights the symmetry of S(c, vc ) and its smoothness in the arguments
(but it is not very useful in actual computations).
Alternatively, given an eigendecomposition K = QT ΛQ of the coefficient of
inertia tensor, with Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ), S(c, vc ) can be expressed as:





T
S(c, vc ) = Q (c)FΛ (c, vc )Q(c), FΛ = 





 F̃11 F̃12 F̃13


with F̃ = 
 F̃12 F̃22 F̃23


F̃13 F̃23 F̃33

F̃11
2λ1

F̃12
λ1 +λ2

F̃13
λ1 +λ3

F̃12
λ1 +λ2

F̃22
2λ2

F̃23
λ2 +λ3

F̃13
λ1 +λ3

F̃23
λ2 +λ3

F̃33
2λ3






 = Q F(c, vc ) QT .







,




(3.45)

(3.46)

As it will be shown later, the explicit expression (3.45) is more convenient
than the implicit one (3.43) when discussing certain types of elementary tangent
vectors. For this reason we will derive the mathematical tools associated to the
connection (horizontal lift, splitting of kinetic energy) using both expressions.
One issue with (3.45) is that it fails to be smooth at configurations corresponding to coefficient of inertia tensors with repeated eigenvalues.

The horizontal projection of any tangent vector vc ∈ Tc C 3d is clearly given
by hor(vc ) = S(c, vc )c = QT FΛ (c, vc )Qc. Notice that if vc is vertical, then
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F (c, vc ) = F̃ (c, vc ) = FΛ (c, vc ) = O, hence Ac (vc ) = vc , in accordance with the
projection property of Ehresmann connections.
Using the connection (3.42), it is now possible to obtain a breakdown of
the kinetic energy that is alternative to the classical one presented in section
3.2 (summarized by (3.21)). We can in fact divide the relative (to the center of
mass) component of kinetic energy Erel , defined in (3.9), into a vertical part due
to motion along an orbit of the democracy group, and a horizontal part due to
change in the coefficient of inertia tensor:
1
1
1
Erel (c, vc ) = hvc , vc ic = hAc (vc ), Ac (vc )ic + hhor(vc ), hor(vc )ic
2
2
2
,

Edem (c, vc )

+

EK (c, vc ).

(3.47)

The “horizontal” component EK can be computed as:
1
1
EK (c, vc ) = tr(S(c, vc )cMcT S(c, vc )) = tr(S(c, vc )KS(c, vc )),
2
2

(3.48)

or alternatively, using (3.45) and the invariance of the trace operator to similarity
transformations, as:
1
1
EK (c, vc ) = tr(QT FΛ (c, vc )QKQT FΛT (c, vc )Q) = tr(FΛ (c, vc )ΛFΛ (c, vc )).
2
2
(3.49)
From (3.9), (3.47) and (3.48) or (3.49), we have therefore the detailed splitting
of kinetic energy:
E(r, vr ) =Ecom + EK + Edem =
1
= M |vcom |2 +
2
1
= M |vcom |2 +
2

1
tr(S(c, vc )K(c)S(c, vc )) + Edem
2
1
tr(FΛ (c, vc )Λ(c)FΛ (c, vc )) + Edem .
2
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(3.50)
(3.51)

Given the horizontal component of a tangent vector vc ∈ Tc C 3d (i.e. hor(vc )
= S(c, vc )c = QT FΛ (c, vc )Qc), it is possible to use the push-forward of the
projection (3.26) to obtain the corresponding tangent vector in K:
dπc (S(c, vc )c) = cMcT S(c, vc ) + S(c, vc )cMcT = F (c, vc ),

(3.52)

or alternatively (in terms of the eigendecomposition of K):
dπc (QT FΛ (c, vc )Qc) = QT (FΛ (c, vc )Λ + ΛFΛ (c, vc ))Q.

(3.53)

3×3
Conversely, given any tangent vector SK ∈ TK K = Rsym
and a configuration

c ∈ π −1 (K), it is obvious from (3.52) that the horizontal lift of SK at c, i.e. the
unique horizontal vector in Tc C 3d that is projected to SK by dπc , is:
liftc SK = S(c, vc )c,

(3.54)

where S(c, vc ) solves the Lyapunov equation:
S(c, vc )K(c) + K(c)S(c, vc ) = SK .

(3.55)

Notice that, because K is a positive definite matrix, the mapping between SK
and the corresponding S(c, vc ) is a bijection. It is also easy to verify the following
alternative expression using (3.53):

liftc SK = QT GΛ Qc,






GΛ = 




where G̃ = [G̃ij ] = QSK QT .
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G̃11
2λ1

G̃12
λ1 +λ2

G̃13
λ1 +λ3

G̃12
λ1 +λ2

G̃22
2λ2

G̃23
λ2 +λ3

G̃13
λ1 +λ3

G̃23
λ2 +λ3

G̃33
2λ3






,




(3.56)

(3.57)

Since the metric (3.8) is invariant to actions of the democracy group (hence
invariant along the fibers), the induced Riemannian metric on base space K is
well defined, taking any c ∈ π −1 (K):
hSK , TK iK , hliftc SK , liftc TK i = tr (S(c, vc )K(c)T (c, vc )) ,

(3.58)

where S(c, vc ) and T (c, vc ) are solutions of the Lyapunov equations:
S(c, vc )K(c) + K(c)S(c, vc ) = SK

(3.59)

T (c, vc )K(c) + K(c)T (c, vc ) = TK .

(3.60)

Alternatively, using (3.56)-(3.57):






where HΛ = 




hSK , TK iK = hliftc SK , liftc TK i = tr (GΛ ΛHΛ ) ,


H̃11
2λ1

H̃12
λ1 +λ2

H̃13
λ1 +λ3

H̃12
λ1 +λ2

H̃22
2λ2

H̃23
λ2 +λ3

H̃13
λ1 +λ3

H̃23
λ2 +λ3

H̃33
2λ3

(3.61)




 , H̃ = QTK QT and GΛ , G̃ as before.




Notice that (3.58) and (3.61) are different from the canonical metric on the space
of symmetric positive definite matrices, which is hSK , TK iK = tr(K −1 SK K −1 TK )
(see for example [42]).

3.3.5

Comparison with the classical fibering

We complete this section with a few diagrams that display the alternative
fiber bundle side by side with the classical fiber bundle of section 3.2.
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y∈Y

The notation x ∈ X → z ∈ Z used in diagrams 1 and 2 means that X is
locally equivalent to Y × Z, i.e. any x ∈ X can be locally parametrized by a pair
(y, z) where y ∈ Y , z ∈ Z. In diagrams 3 and 4, the tree structure stands for the
decomposition into additive components.
+d

We denote as R2

and R3d the subsets of the collective configuration space

(R ∼
= R3×n ) obtained removing the configurations that do not satisfy the appropriate conditions on the coefficient of inertia tensor with respect to the center of
+d

mass: c = π(r) ∈ C 2

+

∀r ∈ R2 d , c = π(r) ∈ C 3d ∀r ∈ R3d .

In diagram 3a, the vertical component of the tangent vector could also be
expressed in the form A(c, vc )c, with A(c, vc ) ∈ R3×3 being the skew-symmetric
matrix associated to the vector Ic−1 J(c, vc ). This highlights a remarkable “duality” in the two alternative fiberings: whereas in the classical fibering the vertical
component of vc is simply equal to c premultiplied by a skew-symmetric matrix
(A(c, vc )c), in the alternative fibering the horizontal component of vc is simply
given by c premultiplied by a symmetric matrix (S(c, vc )c).

+d

rcom ∈R3
+d

Q∈SO(3)

rcom ∈R3

c ∈ C 3d
−−−−→

−−−−→

c ∈ C2

r ∈ R3d
−−−→

−−−→

r ∈ R2

V =fK,W (c)∈Vn−1,3

s∈S

K = π(c) ∈ K

1a)

1b)
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+d

−−−→

vr ∈ Tr R3d

−−−→

v r ∈ Tr R2

vcom ∈Trcom R3

vcom ∈Trcom R3

+d

−
−−−
→

vc ∈ Tc C 3d

−
−−−
→

v c ∈ Tc C 2

Ic−1 J(c,vc )∈so(3)

∆=dfK,W (Av (vc ))∈TfK,W (c) Vn−1,3

v s ∈ Ts S

SK = dπc (vc ) ∈ TK K

2a)

2b)

+d

[vcom ...vcom ]

vc

(Ic−1 J(c, vc )) × c

vr ∈ Tr R3d

−→
−−
−−
→ −−
−
−−
−−
→
−−
−−
−−−
−→

→
−−
−−
→ −−
−
−−
−−
→
−−
−−
−−
−
−−
→

v r ∈ Tr R2

[vcom ...vcom ]

hor(vc )

vc

Av (vc )

3a)

3b)

E(r, vr )

−→
−−
−−
−−
−−
→

→
−−
−−
−−
−
−
−−
→

E(r, vr )

−
−
−−
→

M
|vcom |2
2

Erel

→
−−
−−
−−
−
−
−−
→

M
Erel−
Ecom =
|vcom |2
−−
2
−−
−−
→
1
T −1
J(c, vc ) Ic J(c, vc )
Eshape
Edem
2
= Erot

Ecom =

S(c, vc )c

4a)

1
tr(S(c, vc )KS(c, vc ))
2
= EK

4b)

Comparison Diagrams. Diagrams comparing the classical fiber bundle of
section 3.2 (denoted by ‘a’) and the alternative fiber bundle described in this
section (denoted by ‘b’).
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3.4

Decomposition of collective motions
The fiber bundle described in the previous section leads to a new decom-

position of tangent vectors (instantaneous motions), and by extension of vector
fields (global motions), for the n-body problem. Any tangent vector vr ∈ Tr R3d
can be decomposed into three “elementary” components, as in diagram 3b, or
alternatively expressed as a triple vr ≡ (vcom , ∆, SK ) as schematically shown
in diagram 2b. Vectors corresponding to triples (vcom , O, O) (i.e. for which
Ecom > 0, Edem = EK = 0) correspond to rigid translations of the collective,
while triples (0, ∆, O) (i.e. Edem > 0, Ecom = EK = 0) and (0, O, SK ) (i.e.
EK > 0, Ecom = Edem = 0) are “vertical” and “horizontal” vectors respectively
(with no rigid translation). Here vertical tangent vectors are those which preserve (instantaneously) the coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective, whereas
horizontal tangent vectors induce no instantaneous motion along the fibers (no
particle reshuffling) while changing the coefficient of inertia tensor. Of course a
generic tangent vector will be given by a combination of these elementary tangent
vectors.
This classification of elementary tangent vectors becomes even more interesting when combined with the one given by the classical fibering (see diagrams
1a-4a), for which “vertical” tangent vectors correspond to instantaneous rigid rotations of the collective about the center of mass. The two classifications are not
independent, but coupled from the fact that Erot + Eshape = Erel = Edem + EK .
The combined set of elementary types of tangent vectors, which can be thought of
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as the set of elementary instantaneous motions of the collective, is listed in table
3.1. Except in very special cases, elementary motions in one of the classifications
do not correspond to elementary motions in the other; this will be evident from
the following discussion on some of the elementary motion types.
Elementary motion type

Ecom

Erot

Eshape

Edem

EK

Rigid translation

>0

=0

=0

=0

=0

Rigid rotation

=0

>0

=0

>0

>0

Shape transformation

=0

=0

>0

>0

>0

Democratic motion

=0

>0

>0

>0

=0

Inertia tensor transformation

=0

>0

>0

=0

>0

Special case: compression/expansion

=0

=0

>0

=0

>0

Table 3.1: Characterization of elementary types of tangent vectors in T R3d (instantaneous motions of three-dimensional collectives)
Rigid rotations with respect to the center of mass. A tangent vector
vr ∈ Tr R3d is a (instantaneous) rigid rotation with respect to the center of mass
if it satisfies vr = vc = a × c, where a = Ic−1 J(c, vc ), and hence, in terms of
energies, E(r, vr ) = Erot = 12 J(c, vc ))T Ic−1 J(c, vc ). Alternatively, vr = vc = Ac
for some A ∈ so(3), the skew-symmetric matrix associated to a. It is interesting to
decompose tangent vectors of this type (elementary for the classical fiber bundle of
diagram 3a) with respect to the alternative fiber bundle (diagram 3b). From the
definition of horizontal space (3.41), the first obvious result is that there is always
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a vertical component (a motion along the democracy group orbit) associated to
each rigid rotation: if the motion was purely horizontal, it would have to be
vc = Sc for some S ∈ R3×3 symmetric, which is clearly impossible.
The horizontal component of a rigid rotation vc = Ac can be computed
using (3.42)-(3.45), where in this case F̃ = Q(AcMcT + cMcT AT )QT = Q(AK −
KA)QT = QAQT Λ − ΛQAQT , yielding:







T 
hor(Ac) = Q 



ã12 ã13
 0


where Ã = 
0
ã23
 −ã12


−ã13 −ã23 0

0

ã12 (λ2 −λ1 )
λ1 +λ2

ã13 (λ3 −λ1 )
λ1 +λ3

ã12 (λ2 −λ1 )
λ1 +λ2

0

ã23 (λ3 −λ2 )
λ2 +λ3

ã13 (λ3 −λ1 )
λ1 +λ3

ã23 (λ3 −λ2 )
λ2 +λ3

0








 Q c,




(3.62)




 , QAQT .




The horizontal component therefore does not vanish unless at least two
eigenvalues are identical and ãij = 0 ∀i, j s.t. λi 6= λj . These cases correspond to
rotations about an axis orthogonal to the eigenspace of a repeated eigenvalue, i.e.
to rotations about a symmetry axis of the ellipsoid of inertia tensor. Aside from
these special cases, every rigid rotation of the collective induces a transformation
of the coefficient of inertia tensor given by (using (3.53) and Ã defined as above):


0
ã12 (λ2 − λ1 ) ã13 (λ3 − λ1 )



SK = Q T 
0
ã23 (λ3 − λ2 )
 ã12 (λ2 − λ1 )


ã13 (λ3 − λ1 ) ã23 (λ3 − λ2 )
0
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Q.




(3.63)

As will be shown in the following, (3.63) is a transformation that leaves invariant
the eigenvalues of K, and only rotates its eigenvectors; we can think of it as a
rigid rotation of the ellipsoid associated to K (in the sense of section 3.3.2) or
equivalently a rigid rotation of the ellipsoid of inertia tensor.
As for the non-vanishing vertical component of a rigid rotation vc = Ac, it
can be computed as:


λ1
ã
λ1 +λ2 12

0



λ2
Ac − hor(Ac) = 2 QT 
ã12
0
 − λ1 +λ
2


3
3
ã13 − λ2λ+λ
ã23
− λ1λ+λ
3
3

λ1
ã
λ1 +λ3 13
λ2
ã
λ2 +λ3 23

0






 Q c,




(3.64)

or in terms of a tangent vector to the Stiefel manifold diffeomorphic to the fiber
passing through c (obtained using (3.39)):




∆ = dfK,W (Ac − hor(Ac)) = 2 V 




√

√

√

√

0

− λ1 λ2
ã12
λ1 +λ2

− λ1 λ3
ã13
λ1 +λ3

√
λ1 λ2
ã
λ1 +λ2 12

0

√ √
− λ2 λ3
ã23
λ2 +λ3

√
λ2 λ3
ã
λ2 +λ3 23

0

√

√
λ1 λ3
ã
λ1 +λ3 13

√

√






,




(3.65)

where V = fK,W (c) ∈ Vn−1,3 .
Inertia tensor transformations. We define a tangent vector vr ∈ Tr R3d
an inertia tensor transformation if it modifies the coefficient of inertia tensor (and
thus the corresponding ellipsoid) while inducing no instantaneous motion along
the democracy group orbit. In terms of energies, an inertia tensor transformation
must satisfy E(r, vr ) = EK = 12 tr(S(c, vc )KS(c, vc )) = 12 tr(FΛ (vc )ΛFΛ (vc )).
As discussed in section 3.3, vectors with these characteristics are obtained
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by horizontally lifting tangent vectors SK ∈ TK K using (3.54)-(3.57). Every
K ∈ K can be expressed as K = QT ΛQ, where Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ) is the matrix
of eigenvalues of K and Q ∈ SO(3) is the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors.
Hence there are two special types of vectors SK ∈ TK K: those that (instantaneously) change the eigenvectors of K but not its eigenvalues and those that
change the eigenvalues but not its eigenvectors. On the ellipsoid associated to
K, and equivalently on the ellipsoid of inertia, the first vectors have the effect of
a rotation, while the others have the effect of a deformation. For this reason, we
call the inertia tensor transformations obtained by horizontal lift of these special
types of vectors as inertia tensor rotations and inertia tensor deformations
respectively.
The curves in K corresponding to inertia tensor rotations have the form
K(t) = QT (t)ΛQ(t), and hence tangent vectors of this type are given by: SK =
AT QT ΛQ + QT ΛQA, for some A ∈ so(3) (in fact TQ SO(3) = {QA, A ∈ so(3)}).
Comparing with (3.62)-(3.63) confirms that the transformations of the coefficient
of inertia tensor induced by rigid rotations of the collective are indeed rotations
of the ellipsoid of inertia. Moreover, since it is impossible to have rigid rotations
of the collective with no democratic motion, it cannot be E = Erot = EK and
therefore it is also impossible to have rigid rotations of the ellipsoid of inertia
without shape transformation. Hence in general rotations of the ellipsoid of
inertia are characterized by Edem = 0, EK > 0, Erot > 0, Eshape > 0.
The curves in K corresponding to inertia tensor deformations are instead
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given by: K(t) = QT Λ(t)Q, with tangent vectors of the type: SK = QT VΛ Q,
for some VΛ = diag(vλ1 , vλ2 , vλ3 ). Horizontal lift to Tr R3d (using (3.56)-(3.57))
yields:



vλ1
λ1



1 T
vr = vc = Q 
 0
2


0

0
v λ2
λ2

0



0 


0 
 Qc.


v

(3.66)

λ3

λ3

The angular momentum associated to tangent vectors like (3.66) is:






n
X

T
J(c, vc ) =
mi 
ci × Q

i=1


vλ

 λ11


 0



0

0

vλ2
λ2

0

0 






0  Qci 
,




v

(3.67)

λ3

λ3

hence in general J(c, vc ) 6= 0 and Erot > 0 for deformations of the ellipsoid of
inertia. Nevertheless there is a special set of deformations, those which satisfy
vλ1 = αλ1 , vλ2 = αλ2 , vλ3 = αλ3 for some α ∈ R, which have zero angular
momentum. Notice that these tangent vectors reduce to the simple form: vr =
vc = αc ⇒ vri = α(ri − rcom ) ∀i = 1, ..., n for some α ∈ R, and hence they really
correspond to instantaneous pure compressions (if α < 0) or pure expansions
(if α > 0) of the collective, with respect to the center of mass. Compressions and
expansions are rare examples of motions that are elementary with respect to both
classifications; in particular they are “horizontal” motions with respect to both
fiber bundle formulations.
In general, any ellipsoid of inertia transformation vc = S(c, vc )c can be decomposed into a compression (or expansion) and another component, orthogonal
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to the compression (expansion):
S(c, vc )c = α(c, vc )c + S̃(c, vc )c,

(3.68)

hα(c, vc )c, S̃(c, vc )cic = 0.

(3.69)

It is easy to verify that the only value of α(c, vc ) that satisfies (3.68)-(3.69) (with
the usual metric (3.8)) is:
α(c, vc ) =

tr(K(c)S(c, vc ))
tr(vc McT )
=
,
tr(K(c))
tr(K(c))

(3.70)

where in the last step we have used (3.43). Hence the component of relative
kinetic energy of a collective motion that is associated to its expansion (or compression) can be computed as follows:
Esize (c, vc ) = hα(c, vc )c, α(c, vc )cic = α2 (c, vc )tr(cMcT ) =

tr2 (vc McT )
.
tr(K(c))
(3.71)

The same result could have been obtained by orthogonal decomposition of shape
transformations (vc − Ic−1 J(c, vc ) × c), which also have pure compressions or
expansions as components.
Other elementary motions. The other elementary (instantaneous) motions that can be identified are rigid translations, shape transformations and
democratic motions. The rigid translations are the simplest collective motions, characterized by all the individual particles moving in the same direction:
vr = [vcom ... vcom ] for some vcom ∈ R3 , and E = Ecom =

M
|vcom |2 .
2

The rigid

motions (rigid translations and rigid rotations) correspond to relative equilibria
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in the language of the classical fiber bundle (motions that project to equilibria in shape space). Conversely, shape transformations are defined as those
with zero angular momentum with respect to the center of mass, i.e. those
that instantaneously produce no rigid motion of the collective. They are characterized by vr = vc s.t. J(c, vc ) = 0 and therefore Erot = 0, but in general
Edem > 0 and EK > 0. Finally we call democratic motions the tangent vectors vr = vc s.t. sym(vc McT ) = O and hence, in terms of energies, EK = 0.
Democratic motions are interesting because they correspond to particle motions
that leave invariant the coefficient of inertia tensor, which in the sense explained
before coarsely approximates the overall configuration of the collective. Tangent
vectors that are democratic motions can be associated to tangent vectors on a
Stiefel manifold, as detailed in section 3.3.3.
Classification of elementary vector fields. This classification of elementary tangent vectors (instantaneous motions) can be extended to a classification of elementary vector fields in the obvious way: an elementary vector
field can be defined as one composed only of tangent vectors of a certain elementary type. For example a vector field X ∈ X (R3d ) is a “rigid rotation with
respect to the center of mass” if Xr = a(r) × (r − rcom ) ∀r ∈ R3d (and hence
Erot (r, Xr ) > 0, Ecom (r, Xr ) = Eshape (r, Xr ) = 0 ∀r ∈ R3d ). Here one has to
be careful in giving the right interpretation to the elementary vector fields that
are composed of purely horizontal tangent vectors. If in fact the curvature of
the connection is non-trivial, i.e. it does not vanish everywhere, even vector
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fields composed of horizontal tangent vectors can produce displacements along
the fiber, or “vertical motions”. For example it is a well-known fact that the
mechanical connection for the principal bundle of section 3.2 is non-trivial (see
for example [35]), and as a result a “shape transformation” typically produces
some rigid rotation while changing the shape of the collective. In particular,
horizontal lifts of closed loops in shape space generate rigid rotations of the collective, known as geometric phases, which have been studied extensively (e.g. [1],
[35]). As will be shown later, the Ehresmann connection (3.42) for the alternative
fiber bundle of section 3.3 has also non-trivial curvature, and certain vector fields
of the type “inertia tensor transformation” may also induce a particular class
of democratic motions. Hence horizontal elementary vector fields such as shape
transformations and inertia tensor transformations should not be thought of as
motions that exclusively modify the quantities of interest (shape, coefficient of
inertia tensor) but rather as motions for which the kinetic energy is solely allocated to the modification of such quantities, and the generation of other types
of motion, though not excluded, comes at “no kinetic energy cost”. In this sense
shape transformations are the optimal choice for modifying the shape of the collective, and inertia tensor transformations are the optimal choice for modifying
the coefficient of inertia tensor.
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3.5

Curvature computation for the alternative fibering
Given vector fields X, Y ∈ X (C 3d ), the curvature form for an Ehresmann

connection A can be computed from (2.2):
Bc (X(c), Y (c)) = −Ac ([hor(X), hor(Y )](c)) ∀c ∈ C 3d ,

(3.72)

where hor(X), hor(Y ) are the horizontal projections of the vector fields X and
Y , and [hor(X), hor(Y )](c) is their Jacobi-Lie bracket (also a vector field on
C 3d ) at c. For Ehresmann connection (3.42), hor(X) and hor(Y ) are defined by
hor(X)(c) = SX (c)c and hor(Y )(c) = SY (c)c, with SX (c), SY (c) given implicitly
as the solutions to Lyapunov equations SX (c)K(c) + K(c)SX (c) = F (c, X(c))
and SY (c)K(c) + K(c)SY (c) = F (c, Y (c)) respectively. Alternatively, except at
configurations for which K has repeated eigenvalues, one could use the explicit
formulae SX (c) = QT (c)FΛ (c, X(c))Q(c), SY (c) = QT (c)FΛ (c, Y (c))Q(c) ∈
3×3
Rsym
from (3.45)-(3.46).

Proposition 3.5.1. The Jacobi-Lie bracket of two horizontal vector fields SX (c)c,
SY (c)c is given by:
[SX (c)c, SY (c)c](c) = MXY (c)c,

(3.73)

where MXY (c) , MXY,sym (c) + MXY,skew (c) ∈ R3×3 has the following symmetric
and skew-symmetric components:
MXY,sym (c) =

d
dt

t=0

SY (c + tSX (c)c) −

d
dt

MXY,skew (c) = SY (c)SX (c) − SX (c)SY (c).
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SX (c + tSY (c)c)

(3.74)

t=0

(3.75)

Proof. Given vector fields X, Y ∈ X (C 3d ), their Jacobi-Lie bracket can be computed in the ambient space R3×n (of which C 3d is a subset) as follows:
[X, Y ](c) =(DY )c X(c) − (DX)c Y (c) =
=
=

d
dt
d
dt

d
dt

t=0

Y (FlX
t c) −

X(FlYt c)

t=0

Y (c + tX(c)) −

t=0

d
dt

X(c + tY (c)).

(3.76)

t=0

Applying this to the special case X(c) = SX (c)c, Y (c) = SY (c)c:
[SX (c)c, SY (c)c](c) =

d
dt
−

=



−

SY (c + tSX (c)c)(c + tSX (c)c)
t=0

d
dt
d
dt


SX (c + tSY (c)c)(c + tSY (c)c)
t=0



SY (c + tSX (c)c) c + SY (c)SX (c) c
t=0

d
dt

t=0



SX (c + tSY (c)c) c − SY (c)SX (c) c

=MXY (c)c.

(3.77)

3×3
Since SX (c + tSY (c)c), SY (c + tSX (c)c) ∈ Rsym
∀t, their derivatives with respect

to t are also symmetric; on the other hand, the matrix commutation of two
symmetric matrices, and in particular of SX (c), SY (c), is always skew-symmetric.
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Proposition 3.5.2. The curvature form of Ehresmann connection (3.42) is:
Bc (X(c), Y (c)) = Ac (−MXY,skew (c)c)




where M̃XY

λ1
m̃
0

λ1 +λ2 12


λ2
= 2 QT 
m̃12
0
 − λ1 +λ
2


3
3
m̃13 − λ2λ+λ
m̃23
− λ1λ+λ
3
3

m̃12 m̃13
 0


=
0
m̃23
 −m̃12


−m̃13 −m̃23 0



(3.78)
λ1
m̃
λ1 +λ3 13
λ2
m̃
λ2 +λ3 23

0






 Q c,




(3.79)




 , −Q MXY,skew QT ,




and MXY,skew (c) = SY (c)SX (c) − SX (c)SY (c).

Proof. From (3.72) and (3.73): Bc (X(c), Y (c)) = −Ac (MXY (c)c). Since clearly
MXY,sym (c)c is in the horizontal subspace of vectors orthogonal to the fiber (recall Proposition 3.3.7), Ac (MXY,sym (c)c) = O and (3.78) follows. The expression
(3.79) then follows observing that −MXY,skew (c)c is an instantaneous rigid rotation of the collective with respect to the center of mass, whose vertical component
can be computed using (3.64).
Remark 3.5.3 Proposition 3.5.2 shows that the infinitesimal vertical (democratic) motion obtained from an infinitesimal loop constructed using horizontal vector fields hor(X)(c) = SX (c)c and hor(Y )(c) = SY (c)c (which is how
the Jacobi-Lie bracket [hor(X), hor(Y )](c) can be interpreted), is the same that
would be obtained from an infinitesimal rigid rotation of the collective about the
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axis corresponding to the skew-symmetric matrix −MXY,skew (c) = SX (c)SY (c) −
SY (c)SX (c).
It is very easy to find examples of vector fields for which MXY,skew (c) does
not vanish, and hence the curvature B(X, Y ) is nonzero; for example consider
3×3
constant vector fields X(c) = SX c, Y (c) = SY c with SX , SY ∈ Rsym
constant

and non-commuting. Hence the Ehresmann connection for the alternative fiber
bundle of section 3.3 is indeed non-trivial. On the other hand, there are choices
of vector fields for which the curvature vanishes; this is the case, for example, if
both X and Y are inertia tensor deformations, since the corresponding symmetric
matrices SX (c) and SY (c) always commute (recall (3.66)).

3.6

Application to the analysis of a starling flock
The decomposition of collective motions presented in section 3.4 could be

useful in the analysis and interpretation of collective behaviors in nature. Given a
set of individual trajectories (positions and velocity vectors) recorded during natural events, decomposing the kinetic energy or the velocity vectors themselves as
in sections 3.2 and 3.3 (classical and alternative fibering), could yield important
information on what are the predominant components of motion. For example,
questions regarding the “rigidness” of the collective motion and the relevance
of “reshufflings” (exchange of positions between the individuals) could be quantitatively answered by evaluating the rigid rotation, shape transformation and
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democratic motion components of kinetic energy.
In this section, we present an example of such analysis applied to experimental data collected from a starling flock. The time-sampled trajectories of individual starlings, obtained from high-resolution stereo photography of a flocking
event in Rome, Italy, were kindly provided by Dr. A. Cavagna and collaborators
(Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche and Università di Roma “La Sapienza”). Notice that extracting this information requires reconstruction, at each time-sample,
of the three-dimensional positions of the birds via stereoscopic matching of the
photographs, followed by temporal matching between different time-samples to
identify which is the data belonging to a same bird. The sophisticated techniques
used by the group of Dr. Cavagna are described in [14] and in the supporting
information of [13]. The starling velocities were obtained by smoothing of the
time-sampled trajectories, using the regularized optimization method described
in [46], and further improved upon by Biswadip Dey (private communication).
This method searches for the optimal trajectory, among those with piecewise
constant curvatures and speeds, that minimizes the sum of a fit-error cost (evaluating how well the reconstructed trajectory fits the samples) and a smoothing
cost (penalizing sharp curvature changes between subsequent samples).
The flocking event analyzed had duration 4.5 seconds, with bird positions
originally sampled at 10 Hertz; upsampling to 40 Hertz was performed as part of
the trajectory smoothing, yielding 180 time-samples of reconstructed individual
positions and velocities of the birds. The flock had roughly 120 birds, which is a
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Reconstructed starling trajectories
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Figure 3.2: Reconstructed starling trajectories in the flocking event analyzed.
relatively small number in the context of starlings. From the reconstructed trajectories, showed in figure 3.2, it is quite easy to assess qualitatively the flocking
event as a sharp turn performed by the flock in a strikingly coordinated fashion.
The decomposition of kinetic energy, performed using the mathematical tools described in section 3.4 (considering unit masses for all the birds), allows to attach
some quantitative evaluation to this qualitative assessment.
We concentrate on four energy ratios that, once computed at a particular
instant of time, capture all the information on the instantaneous kinetic energy
distribution at that time:
(a) Ecom /Etot captures the percentage of energy that goes into the rigid translation component of motion; it is a measure of how much the birds are moving
in the same direction, versus how much they are accomplishing other types of
motion.
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(b) Edem /Erel captures the percentage of relative kinetic energy (after the rigid
translation component has been removed) that goes into the democratic motion
of the flock; it is a measure of how much the birds are reshuffling their positions
while maintaining constant coefficient of inertia tensor of the flock, versus how
much they are changing the coefficient of inertia tensor.
(c) Erot /Erel captures the percentage of relative kinetic energy that goes into the
rigid rotation of the flock with respect to its center of mass; it measures how
much the flock is rotating as a rigid body, versus how much it is changing in
shape.
(d) Esize /Erel captures the percentage of relative kinetic energy that goes into
expansion (or compression) of the flock; it measures how much the flock is changing its volume, versus how much it is performing volume-preserving motions.
Notice that Esize /Erel will always be less or equal than both 1 − Erot /Erel and
1 − Edem /Erel .
Figures 3.3-3.6 show how these energy ratios evolve in time and their statistical distributions over the whole flocking event.
Figure 3.3 shows that the rigid translation of the flock is by far the dominant component of motion; the percentage of kinetic energy that goes into rigid
translation is in fact always above 95%, except for a few time samples (around
time-sample 70) when it reaches a minimum value of 92%. This gives a strong
quantitative support to the qualitative assessment of this flocking event as a striking example of efficient coordination of the motion of starlings during high-speed,
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sharp turns. The relatively abrupt decrease from 98% to 92% around time-sample
70 corresponds to the sharpest part of the turn.
Among the other modes of collective motion, figure 3.4 shows that the
percentage of relative kinetic energy associated to democratic motion is almost
always greater than 50%; this means that there is more energy spent in reshufflings of positions that preserve the coefficient of inertia tensor, rather than in
coefficient of inertia transformations. The energy percentage associated to democratic motion reduces almost linearly, from 90% to 30%, at the end of the flock
turn (after time-sample 160). A complementary effect is observed in the energy
component associated to expansion or compression of the flock (figure 3.6) which
increases almost linearly from 0% to 35% during the same time period. Since the
volume of the flock increases, this seems to imply that after the turn the flock
undergoes some significant expansion.
Figure 3.5 shows instead that the rigid rotation of the flock with respect to
the center of mass accounts for always less than 50% (and often less than 25%) of
the relative kinetic energy. Even if qualitatively it has been observed that starling
flocks perform some sort of rigid banking during turns [4], quantitative analysis
for this event does not support rigid rotation of the flock as one of the main
components of motion. For this event, shape transformation is almost always
more significant that rigid rotation.
Finally, figure 3.6 shows that the percentage of relative kinetic energy that
goes into expansion (or compression) of the flock is very low (less than 0.05%)
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for most of the event. This means that the flock maintains its volume almost
constant during the turn. Only in the first and last few samples, the pure expansion (compression) accounts for more than 20% of the kinetic energy; as already
observed, after time-sample 160 there is an almost linear growth of this energy
component, corresponding to expansion of the flock after the turn.
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Figure 3.3: Ratio between rigid translation energy (Ecom ) and total kinetic energy
(Etot ) during starling flock event: (a) time evolution; (b) histogram.
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Edem/Erel evolution
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Figure 3.4: Ratio between democratic motion energy (Edem ) and kinetic energy
relative to the center of mass (Erel ) during starling flock event: (a) time evolution;
(b) histogram.
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Figure 3.5: Ratio between rigid rotation energy with respect to the center of mass
(Erot ) and kinetic energy relative to the center of mass (Erel ) during starling flock
event: (a) time evolution; (b) histogram.
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Esize/Erel evolution
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Figure 3.6: Ratio between expansion (or compression) energy with respect to the
center of mass (Esize ) and kinetic energy relative to the center of mass (Erel )
during starling flock event: (a) time evolution; (b) histogram.
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Chapter 4

Synthesis of elementary collective motions

The decomposition of collective motions described in the previous chapter
can be useful not only for the analysis of observed collective behaviors (e.g. in
nature) but also for the synthesis of new behaviors for multi-agent engineered
systems (e.g. teams of robots). If the agents are modeled as point particles, the
artificial collective can be modeled as in chapter 3, and the choice of a vector field
on configuration space can be thought of as a design step, having the objective of
enforcing a certain behavior to the collective. In this context, elementary vector
fields (in the sense of section 3.4) can be used to produce certain simple behaviors,
which could then be combined to generate complex ones. For example, to obtain a
“rigid” behavior characterized by constant relative positions between the agents,
the vector field must be a combination of rigid translations and rotations. Inertia
tensor transformations are suitable instead for changing the coefficient of inertia
tensor (corresponding to the covariance of the distribution of agents, if the masses
are equal) with minimal agent reshufflings. Conversely, democratic motions are
useful if it is desired to have reshuffling of the positions of the agents while the
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coefficient of inertia tensor is maintained constant.
In this chapter, we present the synthesis of some interesting elementary
vector fields that could be applicable, for example, to the motion planning of a
team of robots engaged in a collective task such as distributed sensing.
We first concentrate on vector fields that modify the coefficient of inertia
tensor of the collective. In section 4.1.1, we prove that the most energy-efficient
method of modifying the coefficient of inertia tensor is by designing appropriate
inertia tensor transformations (the horizontal vector fields for the alternative
fibering, introduced in section 3.4). In particular, we derive a locally optimal
choice for regulating the coefficient of inertia to a desired one in fixed time.
When certain sensing and communication constraints are satisfied, inertia tensor
transformations can be implemented in distributed fashion; in section 4.1.2 we
present several distributed algorithms that can be used under different scenarios.
We then discuss vector fields that preserve the coefficient of inertia tensor of
the collective (the democratic motions of section 3.4), while achieving other goals.
In particular, in section 4.2.1 we introduce a democratic motion which maximizes
a reward function quantifying the separation between “neighboring” agents, defined in accordance with some interaction graph. The result is a reshuffling of the
agent positions towards certain fixed configurations, that depend on the choice
of the graph. Certain choices produce very interesting and potentially useful results, such as distributing the agents along some sort of three-dimensional chain,
or splitting the agents into two groups symmetrically distributed with respect to
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the center of mass.
Finally, in section 4.3 we suggest an application of the motions synthesized
in this chapter to the task of sensing a physical spatial variable with a team of
robots.

4.1

Motions that modify the coefficient of inertia tensor

4.1.1

Optimal regulation of the coefficient of inertia tensor

In this section, we study the problem of designing the individual motion
of each agent (modeled as a point particle) with respect to the center of mass,
so that the coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective reaches a desired value
K1 ∈ K in fixed time (say T = 1) while minimizing the path-energy (with respect
to the center of mass). The problem can be formalized as follows.
Problem 4.1.1 (Coefficient of inertia regulation) Given initial configuration c0 ∈ C 3d with coefficient of inertia tensor K(c0 ) , K0 ∈ K, and a desired
coefficient of inertia K1 ∈ K, find (if it exists) a differentiable curve in C 3d ,
Γ : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d , such that Γ(0) = c0 , K(Γ(1)) = K1 , that minimizes the pathenergy with respect to the center of mass:
Epath (Γ) ,

Z

1
0

hΓ̇(t), Γ̇(t)iΓ(t) dt =

Z

1

tr(Γ̇(t) M Γ̇T (t))dt.

(4.1)

0

Using the mathematical machinery developed in section 3.3 for the alter79

native fiber bundle, it is simple to reduce the problem to the computation of
path-energy minimizing geodesics on the space of coefficient of inertia tensors K.
Theorem 4.1.2. Assume that the coefficient of inertia regulation problem admits
(at least) a solution. Then:
(i) there exists a differentiable curve Γ : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d solving the coefficient of
inertia regulation problem, with the property that all its tangent vectors are inertia
tensor transformations, i.e. are horizontal with respect to the alternative fiber
bundle:
3×3
Γ̇(t) = S(t, Γ(t))Γ(t), S(t, Γ(t)) ∈ Rsym
, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]

(4.2)

(ii) such curve Γ is the horizontal lift, computed using (3.54)-(3.57), of a pathenergy minimizing geodesic curve on K, with respect to the induced Riemannian
metric (3.58):
Γ̇(t) = liftΓ(t) K̇(t) ∀t ∈ [0, 1],

(4.3)

where K : [0, 1] 7→ K satisfies K(0) = K0 , K(1) = K1 and minimizes the pathenergy functional:
E(K) ,

Z

1
0

hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) dt =

Z

1

tr(S(K(t), K̇(t)) K(t) S(K(t), K̇(t)))dt.
0

(4.4)
Here S(K(t), K̇(t)) is the solution to the Lyapunov equation:
S(K(t), K̇(t)) K(t) + K(t) S(K(t), K̇(t)) = K̇(t), ∀t ∈ [0, 1].

(4.5)

If Γ(t) is the horizontal lift of a curve in K, i.e. Γ(t) = liftK(t), then Epath (Γ) =
E(K); hence the existence of a path-energy minimizing geodesic (a curve mini80

mizing (4.4)) follows from the existence, guaranteed by (i), of a solution of the
type (4.2) minimizing (4.1).
Conversely:
(iii) if K : [0, 1] 7→ K, K(0) = K0 , K(1) = K1 is a path-energy minimizing
geodesic in K with respect to the induced Riemannian metric (3.58), then its
horizontal lift is a solution of the coefficient of inertia regulation problem.
Proof. (i) Let Γs : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d be any solution of the coefficient of inertia regulation problem and Epath (Γs ) its corresponding path energy. Then we can define
another curve Γ : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d which satisfies Γ(0) = c0 , K(Γ(1)) = K1 and
(4.2), by taking: Γ(0) = Γs (0), Γ̇(t) = hor(Γ̇s (t)) ∀t ∈ [0, 1], with the horizontal
projection computed as in section 3.3.4. Now observe that:
Epath (Γs ) =
Z

1
0

Z

1
0

hΓ̇s (t), Γ̇s (t)iΓs (t) dt =

Z

hAΓs (t) (Γ̇s (t)), AΓs (t) (Γ̇s (t))iΓs (t) dt ≥

1

hhor(Γ̇s (t)), hor(Γ̇s (t))iΓs (t) dt+

0

Z

1
0

hΓ̇(t), Γ̇(t)iΓs (t) dt = Epath (Γ),

where in the last step we have used the invariance of the Riemannian metric
along the fibers: hΓ̇(t), Γ̇(t)iΓs (t) = hΓ̇(t), Γ̇(t)iΓ(t) ∀t, since π(Γs (t)) = π(Γ(t)) ∀t.
Hence Γ must also be solution of the coefficient of inertia regulation problem.
(ii) The curve Γ from (i) is certainly the horizontal lift of some curve K in K:
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Γ(t) = liftK(t), t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence:
Epath (Γ) =
=
=

Z

Z

Z

1

tr(Γ̇(t) M Γ̇T (t))dt
0
1

tr(S(K(Γ(t)), K̇(t))Γ(t) M ΓT (t)S(K(Γ(t), K̇(t)))dt
0
1
0

hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) dt

= E(K),
since S(K(Γ(t)), K̇(t)) is indeed the solution of (4.5) (by the definition of horizontal lift). The fact that Γ minimizes Epath (Γ) implies that the corresponding
K minimizes, among all curves with K(0) = K0 and K(1) = K1 , the path-energy
functional E(K). Hence Γ is the horizontal lift of a path-energy minimizing
geodesic on K, with respect to the induced Riemannian metric (3.58).
(iii) If K is a path-energy minimizing geodesic, then it minimizes E(K) among
all the curves in K, hence its horizontal lift is a minimizer for Epath (Γ) among
all horizontal lifts of curves in K connecting K0 and K1 . By (i), this horizontal
lift is indeed a minimizer among all possible curves Γ : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d , such that
Γ(0) = c0 , K(Γ(1)) = K1 .
Theorem 4.1.2 proves that a solution of the coefficient of inertia regulation problem, if it exists, can be computed by finding a path-energy minimizing
geodesic on K with respect to the Riemannian metric (3.58), with end points
K(0) = K0 , K(1) = K1 , and then lifting it horizontally to C 3d using (3.54)(3.57). The problem of finding path-energy minimizing geodesics in K can be
formalized as a calculus of variations problem.
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Problem 4.1.3 (Computation of a path-energy minimizing geodesic)
Given fixed end points K0 ∈ K and K1 ∈ K, find (if it exists) a differentiable
curve in K, K : [0, 1] 7→ K, with K(0) = K0 , K(1) = K1 , that minimizes the
path-energy functional:
E(K) =

Z

1

L(K(t), K̇(t))dt,

(4.6)

0

with Lagrangian:
L(K(t), K̇(t)) , hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) = tr(S(K(t), K̇(t)) K(t) S(K(t), K̇(t))), (4.7)
where S(K(t), K̇(t)) is the solution to the Lyapunov equation (4.5).
By the classical variational argument in the calculus of variations, a curve
K : [0, 1] 7→ K is a path-energy minimizing geodesic only if it satisfies, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]:
d
3×3
D2 L(K(t), K̇(t)) · I − D1 L(K(t), K̇(t)) · I = 0 ∀I ∈ Rsym
= TK K,
dt

(4.8)

which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations:
d
D2 L(K(t)K̇(t)) − D1 L(K(t), K̇(t)) = 0.
dt

(4.9)

Here Di denotes the Frechet derivative with respect to the i-th argument.
Remark 4.1.4 Solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.9), when the Lagrangian is given by the instantaneous energy hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) or equivalently
q
by hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) (whose integral is the length of the curve), are typically

referred to as geodesics, but should not to be confused with the path-energy minimizing geodesics defined above.
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All geodesics are locally path-energy minimizing, in the following sense:
given any initial K0 , there exists a sufficiently small ǫ(K0 ) > 0 such that every geodesic satisfying K(0) = K0 , K̇(0) = K̇0 with hK̇0 , K̇0 iK0 < ǫ(K0 ) is
a path-energy minimizing curve between K0 and some other point. Note that
geodesics have constant speed, i.e. hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) = hK̇(0), K̇(0)iK(0) ∀t; this
follows from the fact that the Hamiltonian H(K(t), K̇(t)) , D2 L(K(t), K̇(t)) ·
K̇(t) − L(K(t), K̇(t)), which is a conserved quantity along solutions of the EulerLagrange equations whenever the Lagrangian is time-invariant, is equal to the
Lagrangian itself in this problem. Hence geodesics are guaranteed to be pathenergy minimizing between points that are “close enough”.
A path-energy minimizing geodesic that solves problem 4.1.3 is instead a
curve (if it exists) that globally minimizes the path-energy between given points
K0 and K1 . Since K0 , K1 might not be close to each other, the local property
of geodesics described above does not guarantee that every geodesic connecting
K0 and K1 , if it exists, minimizes the path-energy. On the other hand, the
Euler-Lagrange equations are necessary conditions for any path-energy minimizing geodesic, hence it is among the geodesics that potential candidate solutions
for problem 4.1.3 can be found.
The example of the sphere, equipped with the canonical Riemannian metric,
helps clarifying these concepts. On the sphere, the geodesics (solutions to the
Euler-Lagrange equations) are the segments of great circles; hence for any given
pair of points there are two geodesics connecting them: the shorter and the
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longer segment of the great circle passing through the two points. Only one of
these geodesics (the shorter segment) minimizes the path-energy between the two
points.
In the case of the sphere, for any pair of points there exists a path-energy
minimizing geodesic connecting them (the shorter segment of the great circle
passing through the points). This is a property of all Riemannian manifolds that
are geodesically complete, i.e. for which every geodesic is maximally definable on
the whole of R, as proved by the Hopf-Rinow theorem (see for example [37]).
Hence for geodesically complete manifolds, such as the sphere, the path-energy
minimizing geodesic between two given points (guaranteed to exist) is given by
the geodesic with lowest path-energy (among those connecting the given points).
For manifolds that are not geodesically complete, there could be pairs of
points for which a path-energy minimizing geodesic does not exist, i.e. there
might not be a curve with path-energy lower than or equal to that of any other
differentiable curve. For example, consider the sphere removed of a single point;
this manifold is not geodesically complete, since geodesics starting on the great
circle passing through the removed point cannot be extended indefinitely in time.
For two points lying on the same great circle of the removed point, and close to
this point but on opposite sides, there is no path-energy minimizing geodesic;
one can in fact define a sequence of curves connecting these points and having
monotonically decreasing path-energy, which has as a limit the shorter segment
of the great circle connecting these points, which does not live on the manifold.
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In this case, the unique geodesic that connects the two points, given by the long
segment of the great circle, is not path-energy minimizing. Nevertheless, for pairs
of points for which a path-energy minimizing geodesic exists, the latter is indeed
given by the geodesic with lowest path-energy; this is true even for manifolds
that are not geodesically complete.
We therefore concentrate on finding the geodesics for the Lagrangian (4.7).
Proposition 4.1.5. The geodesic curves in K (for Lagrangian (4.7)) are the
solutions to the following Euler-Lagrange equations:
K̈(t) = 2 S(K(t), K̇(t))K(t)S(K(t), K̇(t)),

(4.10)

where ∀t S(K(t), K̇(t)) is the unique solution to Lyapunov equation (4.5).
3×3
Proof. Let I ∈ Rsym
= TK K. Then, at each t ∈ [0, 1] (which we drop for

convenience of notation):
D2 L(K, K̇) · I =

d
dǫ

ǫ=0

=

d
dǫ

ǫ=0

L(K, K̇ + ǫI)
tr(Ŝ(K, K̇ + ǫI) K Ŝ(K, K̇ + ǫI)),

where Ŝ(K, K̇ + ǫI) is the solution to the Lyapunov equation ŜK + K Ŝ = K̇ + ǫI.
The latter is given by Ŝ(K, K̇ + ǫI) = S(K, K̇) + ǫT (K, I), where T (K, I) is the
solution to another Lyapunov equation T K + KT = I; therefore:
D2 L(K, K̇) · I =

d
dǫ

tr((S(K, K̇) + ǫT (K, I))K(S(K, K̇) + ǫT (K, I)))
ǫ=0

= tr(S(K, K̇) K T (K, I) + T (K, I) K S(K, K̇))
= tr(2 S(K, K̇) K T (K, I)).
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Derivation with respect to time yields:


d
d
D2 L(K, K̇) · I = 2 tr
S(K, K̇) K T (K, I)
dt
dt
= 2 tr[Ṡ(K, K̇) K T (K, I) + S(K, K̇)(K̇ T (K, I) + K Ṫ (K, I))].
Taking time derivatives of both sides of the Lyapunov equation SK + KS =
K̇, we obtain that ṠK + K Ṡ = 2 sym(ṠK) = K̈ − S K̇ − K̇S and hence
tr(Ṡ K T ) = tr(sym(ṠK) T ) + tr(skew(ṠK) T ) =

1
2

tr[(K̈ − S K̇ − K̇S)T ], since

the trace of the product of a symmetric matrix and a skew-symmetric one is always zero. Similarly, by time derivation of both sides of the Lyapunov equation
T K + KT = I, we obtain that K̇T + K Ṫ = −T K̇ − Ṫ K is skew-symmetric, and
hence tr(S(K̇ T + K Ṫ )) = 0. We conclude that:
h
i
d
D2 L(K, K̇) · I = tr (K̈ − S(K, K̇)K̇ − K̇S(K, K̇)) T (K, I) ,
dt

(4.11)

where: S(K, K̇)K + KS(K, K̇) = K̇ and T (K, I)K + KT (K, I) = I.
Furthermore, at each t ∈ [0, 1]:
D1 L(K, K̇) · I =

d
dǫ

L(K + ǫI, K̇)
ǫ=0

h
i
d
tr S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) (K + ǫI) S̃(K + ǫI, K̇)
dǫ ǫ=0


d
S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) ,
= tr S(K, K̇) I S(K, K̇) + 2 S(K, K̇)K
dǫ ǫ=0

=

where S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) is the solution to the Lyapunov equation S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) (K +
ǫI)+(K +ǫI) S̃(K +ǫI, K̇) = K̇, which is symmetric (and so is its derivative with
respect to ǫ) and corresponds to S(K, K̇) when ǫ = 0. Now taking derivatives
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with respect to ǫ of both sides of the Lyapunov equation, and setting ǫ = 0,
yields:
d
dǫ

S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) K + K
ǫ=0

d
S̃(K + ǫI, K̇) = −S(K, K̇) I − I S(K, K̇),
dǫ ǫ=0

and therefore:




d
S̃(K + ǫI, K̇)
D1 L(K, K̇) · I = tr S(K, K̇) sym I S(K, K̇) + 2 K
dǫ ǫ=0



= tr[−S(K, K̇) sym(I S(K, K̇))]
1
= − tr[S(K, K̇) I S(K, K̇) + S 2 (K, K̇) I] = −tr[S 2 (K, K̇) I]
2
= −tr[S 2 (K, K̇) T (K, I) K + S 2 (K, K̇) K T (K, I)]
= −tr[K S 2 (K, K̇) T (K, I) + S 2 (K, K̇) K T (K, I)],

(4.12)

where again: S(K, K̇)K + KS(K, K̇) = K̇ and T (K, I)K + KT (K, I) = I.
The necessary condition (4.8) of the calculus of variations therefore requires that,
3×3
∀ I ∈ Rsym
:

tr[(K̈ − S(K, K̇)K̇ − K̇S(K, K̇) + K S 2 (K, K̇) + S 2 (K, K̇) K) T (K, I)] = 0,
3×3
which yields the following Euler-Lagrange equations (in fact ∀ I ∈ Rsym
there is
3×3
a different T (K, I) ∈ Rsym
such that T (K, I) K + K T (K, I) = I):

K̈ − S(K, K̇)K̇ − K̇S(K, K̇) + K S 2 (K, K̇) + S 2 (K, K̇) K = O.

(4.13)

The form (4.10) of the Euler-Lagrange equations follows from substituting (4.5)
into (4.13).
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The Euler-Lagrange equations (4.10) are given in implicit form, a natural
consequence of the fact that the Lagrangian itself is given as an implicit function
of K(t), K̇(t). A quite simple (but still somewhat implicit) expression for the
solutions to these equations can be obtained through further manipulation of
(4.10) and (4.5).
Proposition 4.1.6. The geodesic curve in K (for Lagrangian (4.7)) starting at
3×3
K0 and with initial tangent vector K̇0 ∈ Rsym
is given by:

K(t) = (1 + tS0 (K0 , K̇0 )) K0 (1 + tS0 (K0 , K̇0 )),

(4.14)

where S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation:
S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) K0 + K0 S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) = K̇0 .

(4.15)

Proof. Taking time derivatives of both sides of (4.5), and comparing with (4.10),
we obtain that:
Ṡ(K, K̇)K + S(K, K̇)K̇ + K̇S(K, K̇) + K Ṡ(K, K̇) = 2 S(K, K̇) K S(K, K̇)
⇒ Ṡ(K, K̇)K + K Ṡ(K, K̇) = −S 2 (K, K̇)K − KS 2 (K, K̇).
Hence Ṡ(K, K̇) must satisfy: Ṡ(K, K̇) = −S 2 (K, K̇) + U (K), with U (K) any
matrix such that U (K) K + K U (K) = O. Since S(K, K̇) is symmetric, so is
Ṡ(K, K̇), thus U (K) must be symmetric and U (K) K must be skew-symmetric.
By contradiction, we can show that indeed U (K) = O. Assume U (K) 6= O and
U (K) K = A, skew-symmetric (and 6= 0); then U (K) = AK −1 is the product of
a skew-symmetric matrix and a symmetric one, which is always skew-symmetric.
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This contradicts the fact that U (K) is a non-zero symmetric matrix. Therefore
the following system of equations is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations
of proposition 4.1.5:
Ṡ = −S 2

(4.16)

K̇ = SK + KS.

(4.17)

Let K(0) = K0 ∈ K be the initial coefficient of inertia tensor for a geodesic, and
3×3
K̇(0) = K̇0 ∈ Rsym
the initial tangent vector. Then there is a unique S0 (K0 , K̇0 )

that solves the Lyapunov equation (4.15), and the solution to (4.16) is given by:
S(t) = (t1 + S0−1 )−1 = (1 + tS0 )−1 S0 = S0 (1 + tS0 )−1 .

(4.18)

Notice that while we were expecting S(t) to depend on both K(t) and K̇(t) ∀t (see
proposition 4.1.5), it actually depends only on K(0) and K̇(0) (which uniquely
define S0 ). Substituting (4.18) into (4.17), we conclude that the geodesic K(t)
starting from K0 with initial tangent vector K̇0 , must satisfy ∀t:
K̇(t) = S0 (1 + tS0 )−1 K(t) + K(t)(1 + tS0 )−1 S0 ,

(4.19)

where S0 = S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation (4.15).
It is easy to verify that the solution to (4.19) is given by (4.14).
Remark 4.1.7 Manifold K is not geodesically complete (with respect to the
Riemannian metric induced by kinetic energy). Consider in fact for example any
geodesic with K̇0 = −2K0 ; from (4.15) it is clear that in this case S0 = −1,
and the corresponding geodesic (computed using (4.14)) is not well-defined at
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t = 1. In general, geodesics are not well-defined at times t at which the matrix
1 + tS0 (K0 , K̇0 ) loses full rank, because then K(t) ∈
/ K.
A consequence of the lack of completeness is that the Hopf-Rinow theorem
does not hold (recall the discussion in remark 4.1.4), and therefore the existence
of path-energy minimizing geodesics connecting any pair of coefficient of inertia
tensors is not guaranteed. In general, given two arbitrary K0 , K1 ∈ K, we do not
know if a path-energy minimizing geodesic connecting them exists, unless K1 is
“close enough” to K0 in the sense of remark 4.1.4. On the other hand, if the
path-energy minimizing geodesic exists, it has to be one of the geodesics (4.14),
so in the following we derive the set of geodesics connecting K0 and K1 as the
set of candidate solutions to problem 4.1.3.
The existence of a geodesic curve K : [0, 1] 7→ K with K(0) = K0 and
K(1) = K1 is subordinated to the existence of an initial tangent vector K̇0 ∈
3×3
3×3
Rsym
= TK0 K and a corresponding S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) ∈ Rsym
that solves the following

Algebraic Riccati Equation:
S0 K 0 + K 0 S0 + S0 K 0 S0 = K 1 − K 0 .

(4.20)

It is therefore useful to recall the following classical result on Algebraic Riccati
Equations.
Corollary 4.1.8 (J. E. Potter [45]). Consider the matrix quadratic equation:
A + BX + XB ∗ − XCX = O,
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(4.21)

where A, B, C, X ∈ Cn×n . Assume that the following 2n × 2n matrix:


 B A 
,
M =


C −B ∗

(4.22)

has a diagonal Jordan canonical form, i.e. there exist 2n eigenpairs (λi , ai ) with
all the eigenvectors ai , for i = 1, ..., 2n, linearly independent.
Then every solution of (4.21) has the form:
X = [b1 b2 ...bn ][c1 c2 ...cn ]−1 ,

(4.23)

where the column vectors bi ∈ Cn and ci ∈ Cn are the upper and lower halves of an
eigenvector ai ∈ C2n of M . Conversely, if ai = [bi T ci T ]T , i = 1, ..., n, are eigenvectors of M and [c1 c2 ...cn ] is nonsingular, then X = [b1 b2 ...bn ][c1 c2 ...cn ]−1
satisfies (4.21). Moreover, if A and C are hermitian, ai = [bi T ci T ]T , i = 1, ..., n,
are eigenvectors of M corresponding to eigenvalues λ1 , ..., λn such that λi 6= −λ∗j
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and [c1 c2 ...cn ] is nonsingular, then the solution (4.23) is hermitian.
The Algebraic Riccati Equation (4.20) is indeed a special case of (4.21),
3×3
3×3
with X = S0 , A = K0 − K1 ∈ Rsym
and B = B ∗ = −C = K0 ∈ Rsym,>0
. The

matrix (4.22) associated to (4.20) has the particularly simple form:


 K0 K0 − K1 
,
M =


−K0 −K0

(4.24)

with eigenvectors that can be directly derived from those of the matrix K1 K0 ∈
R3×3 . To see that this is the case, observe first of all that M is similar to the
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following matrix:


M′ = 












−K1   1 1  K0 K0 − K1  1 −1 

=

 , P −1 M P.

 


O 1
−K0 −K0
O
O 1

O

−K0

(4.25)

Hence the eigenpairs (λi , ai ) for M can be found searching for the corresponding
eigenpairs (λi , P −1 ai ) for M ′ . Any eigenpair (λi , [ui T vi T ]T ) for M ′ must in turns
satisfy:





O

−K0









−K1   ui 
−K1 vi = λi ui
−K1 vi = λi ui
 ui 

 = λi 
⇒
,
⇒




2
O
K1 K0 ui = λi ui
vi
−K0 ui = λi vi
vi

hence ui must be eigenvector of K1 K0 associated to some eigenvalue λ2i > 0,
1/2

and vi = −K1−1 λi ui . Let K0

be the principal square root (symmetric and

−1/2

positive-definite) of K0 , and K0
1/2

decomposition of K0 , then K0
−1/2

K1 K0 = K0
1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

K0 K1 K0 K0

its inverse; if K0 = QT0 Λ0 Q0 is an eigen1/2

−1/2

, QT0 Λ0 Q0 and K0

−1/2

, QT0 Λ0

Q0 . Since

is similar to the symmetric positive definite ma-

1/2

trix K0 K1 K0 , K1 K0 is diagonalizable and has strictly positive eigenvalues; i.e.
K1 K0 admits linearly independent eigenvectors u1 , u2 , u3 associated to strictly
positive (possibly repeated) eigenvalues µ1 , µ2 , µ3 .
Let (µi , ui ) be one of these eigenpairs for K1 K0 ; then there are two corre√
√
√
sponding eigenpairs for M ′ given by: ( µi , [ui T − K1−1 µi ui T ]T ) and (− µi ,
√
[ui T K1−1 µi ui T ]), and more importantly two corresponding eigenpairs for M =
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P M ′ P −1 given by:



√
K1−1 µi ui

√  ui +
 µi , 


√
−K1−1 µi ui



 

√
K1−1 µi ui

  √  ui −
 ,  − µ i , 

 
√
+K1−1 µi ui




 .


(4.26)

Since the eigenvectors u1 , u2 , u3 of K1 K0 are linearly independent, so are

the six eigenvectors in the eigenpairs of type (4.26), and therefore the matrix M
in (4.24) is itself diagonalizable.
The algebraic Riccati equation (4.20) satisfies therefore the conditions of
corollary 4.1.8. In particular, since the matrices A = K0 − K1 and C = −K0
√
√
√
are symmetric, and the matrices [∓K1−1 µ1 u1 ∓ K1−1 µ2 u2 ∓ K1−1 µ3 u3 ] constructed using the (linearly independent) eigenvectors of K1 K0 are certainly invertible, there exist multiple symmetric solutions to (4.20) given by:
√
√
√
√
S0 = [u1 ± K1−1 µ1 u1 .. u3 ± K1−1 µ3 u3 ][∓K1−1 µ1 u1 .. ∓ K1−1 µ3 u3 ]−1
√
√
√
= [u1 u2 u3 ][∓ µ1 u1 ∓ µ2 u2 ∓ µ3 u3 ]−1 K1 − 1


1

 ∓ √ µ1


=[u1 u2 u3 ]
∓ √1µ2




∓ √1µ3




[u1 u2 u3 ]−1 K1 − 1.




(4.27)

For each of the matrices S0 identified in (4.27), there is a curve of the type
(4.19) that satisfies the necessary conditions for a geodesic as well as the boundary
conditions K(0) = K0 , K(1) = K1 . To identify which of these curves is truly a
candidate for being a path-energy minimizing geodesic, we need to evaluate the
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corresponding path-energy functionals (4.6):
E(K) =

Z

1

tr(S(K(t), K̇(t)) K(t) S(K(t), K̇(t)))dt =
0

Z

1

tr(S0 K0 S0 )dt
0

= tr(K1 − K0 ) − tr(S0 K0 ) − tr(K0 S0 ) = tr(K1 − K0 ) − 2 tr(S0 K0 )



1


 ∓ √ µ1





= tr(K1 + K0 ) − 2 tr [u1 u2 u3 ]
∓ √1µ2






∓ √1µ3









[u1 u2 u3 ]−1 K1 K0.







(4.28)

The path-energy is minimal when the trace on the right hand side of (4.28) is
maximal. Since (µ1 , u1 ), (µ2 , u2 ), (µ3 , u3 ) are eigenpairs for K1 K0 , we have that:


 µ1


[u1 u2 u3 ] = (K1 K0 )−1 [u1 u2 u3 ]
 µ2






1


 ∓ √ µ1





tr
∓ √1µ2
[u1 u2 u3 ]





µ3



∓ √1µ3




 ⇒












−1
[u1 u2 u3 ] K1 K0 = ∓√µ1 ∓ √µ2 ∓ √µ3 .







Therefore the choice of S0 in (4.27) that guarantees minimization of the pathenergy (among the geodesics connecting K0 and K1 ) is the one with all positive
signs:


1
 √ µ1



S0 =[u1 u2 u3 ]





√1
µ2
√1
µ3




[u1 u2 u3 ]−1 K1 − 1 , (K1 K0 )− 21 K1 − 1,
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(4.29)

1

where we have indicated with (K1 K0 )− 2 the inverse of the principal square root
1

of the matrix K1 K0 (i.e. the inverse of the unique matrix (K1 K0 ) 2 with all
1

1

positive eigenvalues such that (K1 K0 ) 2 (K1 K0 ) 2 = K1 K0 ). The computation of
1

(K1 K0 )− 2 is independent of the order in which the eigenpairs (µi , ui ) appear,
hence the matrix S0 defined by (4.29) is unique.
We have therefore derived the unique candidate solution to the problem of
finding a path-energy minimizing geodesic connecting K0 and K1 , which of course
is the solution if the problem admits one; the following theorem summarizes this
result.
Theorem 4.1.9 (Path-energy minimizing geodesic). Let K0 ∈ K and K1 ∈
K be symmetric positive definite matrices. Then the unique path-energy minimizing geodesic (with respect to the metric (3.58)) K : [0, 1] 7→ K, K(0) = K0 ,
K(1) = K1 , if it exists, is given by:
1

1

K(t) = ((1 − t)1 + t(K1 K0 )− 2 K1 )K0 ((1 − t)1 + t(K1 K0 )− 2 K1 ),

(4.30)

1

where (K1 K0 )− 2 can be computed from the eigenpairs (µ1 , u1 ), (µ2 , u2 ), (µ3 , u3 )
of K1 K0 (taken in any order, as long as the eigenvectors ui are linearly independent) as follows:

1

(K1 K0 )− 2





1

 √ µ1


= [u1 u2 u3 ]
√1

µ2
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√1
µ3




[u1 u2 u3 ]−1 .




(4.31)

The value of path-energy associated to the geodesic K is:
E(K) =

Z

1
0

√
√
√
hK̇(t), K̇(t)iK(t) dt = tr(K0 ) + tr(K1 ) − 2( µ1 + µ2 + µ3 ). (4.32)

Direct application of theorem 4.1.2 leads to the following solution to the
coefficient of inertia regulation problem 4.1.1.
Theorem 4.1.10 (Optimal coefficient of inertia regulation). Let c0 ∈ C 3d
be an initial configuration for the collective, with coefficient of inertia tensor
K(c0 ) , K0 ∈ K, and let K1 ∈ K be a desired coefficient of inertia. Then the
unique differentiable curve in C 3d , Γ : [0, 1] 7→ C 3d , Γ(0) = c0 , K(Γ(1)) = K1 ,
that minimizes the path-energy (4.1), if it exists, is given by the solution to the
following ordinary differential equation, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]:
1

1

Γ̇(t) = ((K1 K0 )− 2 K1 − 1)((1 − t)1 + t(K1 K0 )− 2 K1 )−1 Γ(t),

(4.33)

Γ(0) = c0 .
The corresponding path-energy is:
Epath (Γ) =

Z

1
0

√
√
√
hΓ̇(t), Γ̇(t)iΓ(t) dt = tr(K0 )+tr(K1 )−2( µ1 + µ2 + µ3 ). (4.34)

Remark 4.1.11 If K0 and K1 differ only in their eigenvalues (i.e. K0 = QT Λ0 Q,
K1 = QT Λ1 Q, for Q ∈ SO(3), Λ0 = diag(λ1,0 , λ2,0 , λ3,0 ) and Λ1 = diag(λ1,1 , λ2,1 ,
λ3,1 )), then the optimal coefficient of inertia regulation, if it exists, is given by
an inertia tensor deformation, i.e. the horizontal lift of a curve K(t) = QT Λ(t)Q
(see section 3.4). In fact in this case K1 K0 = QT Λ1 QQT Λ0 Q = QT Λ1 Λ0 Q,
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−1

1

−1

(K1 K0 )− 2 = QT Λ1 2 Λ0 2 Q, and the candidate path-energy minimizing geodesic
connecting K(0) = K0 and K(1) = K1 is:
1

−1

1

−1

K(t) = ((1 − t)1 + t(QT Λ12 Λ0 2 Q))QT Λ0 Q((1 − t)1 + t(QT Λ12 Λ0 2 Q))
1

1

= QT ((1 − t)2 Λ0 + 2t(1 − t)Λ12 Λ02 + t2 Λ1 )Q

p
p
p
( λ1,0 − t( λ1,0 − λ1,1 ))2


p
p
p
T
=Q 
( λ2,0 − t( λ2,0 − λ2,1 ))2


p
p
p
( λ3,0 − t( λ3,0 − λ3,1 ))2

The horizontal lift of this curve, given by (4.33), has the simple form:
1

−1

1

−1

1






Q.




−1

Γ̇(t) = ((QT Λ12 Λ0 2 Q − 1)(((1 − t)1 + tQT Λ12 Λ0 2 Q)−1 Γ(t)
1

−1

= QT ((Λ12 Λ0 2 − 1)((1 − t)1 + tΛ12 Λ0 2 )−1 )Q Γ(t)

√
√
λ1,1 − λ1,0
 √λ + t (√λ −√λ )
1,1
1,0
 1,0

√
√

λ2,1 − λ2,0
= QT 
√
√
√

λ2,0 + t ( λ2,1 − λ2,0 )

√
√

λ3,1 − λ3,0
√
√
√
λ3,0 + t (

with corresponding path-energy:

Epath (Γ) = tr(QT Λ0 Q) + tr(QT Λ1 Q) − 2(
=(

λ3,1 −



λ3,0 )





Q Γ(t),




p
p
p
λ1,0 λ1,1 + λ2,0 λ2,1 + λ3,0 λ3,1 )

p
p
p
p
p
p
λ1,1 − λ1,0 )2 + ( λ2,1 − λ2,0 )2 + ( λ3,1 − λ3,0 )2 .

Conversely, if K0 and K1 have the same eigenvalues but differ in their
eigenvectors (i.e. K0 = QT0 ΛQ0 , K1 = QT1 ΛQ1 for some Q0 , Q1 ∈ SO(3) and
Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )), the optimal coefficient of inertia regulation, if it exists,
is not given by an inertia tensor rotation, i.e. the horizontal lift of a curve
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K(t) = Q(t)T ΛQ(t). From the expression (4.30) for the candidate path-energy
minimizing geodesic connecting K0 and K1 , and the fact that K0 = QT0 ΛQ0 , the
geodesic cannot in fact be in the form K(t) = Q(t)T ΛQ(t) unless the matrix
1

((1 − t)1 + t(K1 K0 )− 2 K1 ) is symmetric and orthogonal (hence a permutation
matrix) ∀t ∈ [0, 1], which is not the case. Therefore the optimal coefficient of
inertia regulation, if it exists, involves temporarily changing the eigenvalues of the
coefficient of inertia tensor, despite the fact that the initial and final coefficient
of inertia tensors have the same eigenvalues.
Corollary 4.1.12. If the desired coefficient of inertia tensor K1 has to be reached
in an arbitrary fixed time T (instead of exactly one second, i.e. T = 1), the
optimal coefficient of inertia regulation is given by (cfg. (4.33)):
1

1

Γ̇(t) = ((K1 K0 )− 2 K1 − 1)((T − t)1 + t(K1 K0 )− 2 K1 )−1 Γ(t),

(4.35)

Γ(0) = c0 .
Proof. The path-energy minimizing geodesic in K starting at K0 must still satisfy
3×3
(4.14), but now S0 (K0 , K̇0 ) ∈ Rsym
must solve the following Algebraic Riccati

Equation (instead of (4.20)):
T (S0 K0 + K0 S0 ) + T 2 (S0 K0 S0 ) = K1 − K0 .

(4.36)

If S0 is the solution to (4.20) (given by (4.29)), then the solution to (4.36) is given
by S0 /T . Hence S(t) must be given by (instead of (4.18)):

−1
1
t
S(t) = S0 1 + S0
= S0 (T 1 + tS0 )−1 ,
T
T
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(4.37)

which yields exactly (4.35).

4.1.2

Distributed implementations

The implementation of an inertia tensor transformation ċ(t) = S(t)c(t),
3×3
with S(t) ∈ Rsym
∀t, requires each member of the collective to move with respect

to the center of mass according to:
ċi (t) = S(t)ci (t) ∀i = 1, ..., n,

∀t.

(4.38)

Even when the prescribed evolution of S(t) is known to every agent (it could
be for example the one given by (4.33), that modifies the coefficient of inertia
tensor from K0 to K1 ), in general each agent needs to know its relative position
and velocity with respect to the center of mass (ci (t), ċi (t)), and control the latter
in accordance to (4.38). Since the center of mass depends on the position of all
the agents (recall (3.3)), condition (4.38) might appear to exclude a distributed
implementation of vector fields of this type, which is needed when each agent is
able to sense only a limited number of other agents. On the contrary, we prove
in this section that under certain conditions on the “sensing network” between
the agents, it is possible to indirectly guarantee (4.38) through alternative constraints on the individual agent motions that are compatible with distributed
implementation.
There are two types of alternative constraints, one prescribing the relative
motion of each agent with respect to one other agent (among those it can sense),
the other prescribing its relative motion with respect to the center of mass of a
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subset of the agents it can sense. Note that the same results could be applied to
the distributed implementation of rigid rotations of the collective (vector fields
of the type ċ(t) = A(t)c(t), with A(t) skew-symmetric ∀t).
Some terminology and results from graph theory are needed before introducing the conditions for distributed implementation. The “neighbors” of an
agent are the other agents that it actively senses, in particular with respect to
which relative positions and velocities are known and used by the agent in the
control of its own motion. Notice that agent sensing could, but does not have to,
rely on exchange of information between neighbors via communication lines; even
in cases where sensing does depend on communication, the sensing network does
not have to be equal to the underlying communication network, but it could be a
subset of it. Agents that are outside the sensing (or, if needed, communication)
range of a particular agent cannot be part of its “neighborhood”, but the latter
does not have to include all the agents within the range, since the agent might
use only some of the available information in controlling its motion.
We define the sensing network, that describes the neighborhood associated
to each agent, as a simple directed weighted graph G with n vertices (one for
each agent) and edges (i, j), directed from vertex i to vertex j, whenever agent j
is a neighbor of agent i. The number of edges starting from a vertex is called its
out-degree, and corresponds to the number of neighbors of that particular agent.
The number of edges ending at a particular vertex is instead called its in-degree.
The degree of a vertex in a directed graph is the sum of its in-degree and its
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out-degree.
To the graph G, we associate a weighted adjacency matrix AG and a corresponding weighted Laplacian matrix LG . The weighted adjacency matrix is
defined as: AG = [aij ], where aij 6= 0 ∈ R if G has an edge (i, j), and aij = 0
otherwise; the weighted Laplacian matrix is defined as LG = DG − AG , where
DG is the diagonal matrix defined so that all the rows of LG add up to zero (i.e.
dii =

P

j6=i

aij , and dij = 0 ∀i 6= j).

The simplest choice for the weights associated to the edges is to take aij ∈

{0, 1} ∀i, j (1 if there is an edge (i, j), 0 otherwise); in that case DG is the diagonal
matrix of out-degrees of the vertices. For the proof of one of the theorems below,
it is instead more convenient to choose the edge weights equal to the masses, as
follows: aij = mj if (i, j) is an edge of G, and aij = 0 otherwise.
Let (i, j) be an edge of G; we refer to (i, j) as a bidirectional edge if (j, i)
is also an edge, and as a unidirectional edge otherwise. The undirected graph
associated to G is the graph obtained from G by substituting every unidirectional
edge with a bidirectional edge (i.e. adding an edge (j, i) with weight aj,i = ai,j
whenever (i, j) is a unidirectional edge of G). The graph G is strongly connected if
there exists a path (a sequence of edges (i, j), (j, k), (k, l), ...) that connects every
pair of vertices, and weakly connected if the undirected graph associated to G is
strongly connected (clearly strong connectivity implies weak connectivity).
A spanning tree of G directed into vertex i, if it exists, is a subgraph of
G containing all of its vertices, and such that: (i) each vertex has out-degree 1
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except i, which has out-degree 0, and (ii) there exists a path between every vertex
and i. The weight of a spanning tree is the product of all the weights of the edges
in the spanning tree. Notice that a spanning tree has always exactly n − 1 edges;
moreover an undirected graph is connected if and only if it has a spanning tree.
A Hamiltonian path of G, if it exists, is a path that touches all the nodes
exactly once. A Hamiltonian path that is also a cycle (i.e. closed loop) is called
Hamiltonian cycle. Clearly a Hamiltonian path that is not a cycle is a special
type of spanning tree. A graph that has a Hamiltonian path is called traceable,
and one that also has a Hamiltonian cycle is called Hamiltonian graph.
The (weighted) Laplacian of a graph G has several important properties:
(i) Since all the rows add up to zero, LG is singular (has always a zero eigenvalue).
(ii) The minor of LG obtained by removing its i-th row and i-th column is equal to
the sum of the weights of all spanning trees directed into vertex i (this is referred
to as the matrix-tree theorem [52]).
(iii) If all the weights associated to the edges are non-negative (which is the case
with the choice aij = mj ), then all the nonzero eigenvalues of LG are in the right
half plane (this follows from the Gershgorin disk theorem, see for example [26]).
Moreover, for non-negative weights, the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of LG
is one (the rank of LG is n − 1) if and only if there exists a spanning tree directed
into one of the vertices of G (this follows from (ii)).
(iv) For an undirected graph with non-negative edge weights, the multiplicity of
the zero eigenvalue of LG is one if and only if the graph is connected (this directly
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follows from (iii)), and is in general equal to the number of connected components
in the graph (see for example [43]).
We are now ready to state several sufficient conditions for the distributed
implementation of inertia tensor transformations. We start by considering the
case in which each agent controls its motion with respect to one other agent
or, alternatively, moves independently of all the others (we allow for “terminal
vertices” in the graph). Therefore we initially restrict our attention to sensing
graphs in which each vertex has at most out-degree one.
Theorem 4.1.13. Assume that the sensing network G has the following properties: (i) it is weakly connected, (ii) each of its vertices has at most out-degree one,
i.e. the neighborhood of each agent is composed of at most one other agent. For
each agent i, let ji denote its neighbor (if any), and ri,ji , ri − rji , ṙi,ji , ṙi − ṙji
the corresponding relative position and velocity. Then a sufficient condition for
the collective to implement the inertia tensor transformation (4.38) is that the
relative motion of each agent with respect to its neighbor, if any, satisfies:
∀i = 1, ..., n,

ṙi,ji (t) = S(t)ri,ji (t)

∀t.

(4.39)

Proof. For each agent i, the relative position and velocity with respect to the
center of mass can be expressed as:
ci = ri − rcom = ri −
ċi =

n
X
mj
j=1

M

n
X
mj
j=1

M

rj =

n
X
mj
j=1

M

ṙi,j ,

ri −

n
X
mj
j=1

M

rj =

n
X
mj
j=1

M

ri,j ,

(4.40)
(4.41)
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where M =

Pn

i=1

mi and ri,j = ri − rj . Hence a sufficient condition for (4.38)

to be satisfied is that ṙi,j (t) = S(t)ri,j (t) ∀i, j, ∀t. For all pairs of neighbors
(i, ji ) this is guaranteed by (4.39); we want to prove that the condition is also
satisfied for non-neighboring pairs of agents. By the hypothesis that the graph G
is weakly connected, ∀i, j there exists a path in the undirected graph associated to
G that connects vertices i and j. Denote as kl , l = 1, ..., nij the nij intermediate
vertices in such path (nij ≤ n − 2, can vary with the pair i, j). Then: ri,j =
ri,k1 + rk1 ,k2 + ... + rknij ,j and ṙi,j = ṙi,k1 + ṙk1 ,k2 + ... + ṙknij ,j . Since vertex
i is connected with vertex k1 in the undirected graph associated to G, in the
original graph G either k1 is the neighbor of i, or i is the neighbor of k1 ; in
the first case, hypothesis (4.39) directly guarantees that ṙi,k1 (t) = S(t)ri,k1 (t) ∀t,
while in the other case it guarantees that ṙk1 ,i (t) = S(t)rk1 ,i (t) ∀t. In either
case, ṙi,k1 (t) = S(t)ri,k1 (t) ∀t; the same argument could be used to prove that
ṙkl ,kl+1 (t) = S(t)rkl ,kl+1 (t) ∀l = 1, ..., nij − 1, ∀t, and ṙknij ,j (t) = S(t)rknij ,j (t) ∀t.
Therefore ṙi,j (t) = (ṙi,k1 + ṙk1 ,k2 + ... + ṙknij ,j )(t) = S(t)(ri,k1 + rk1 ,k2 + ... +
rknij ,j )(t) = S(t)ri,j (t) ∀i, j, ∀t.
Remark 4.1.14 By definition, G is weakly connected if and only if the undirected
graph associated to G is (strongly) connected, and hence it admits a spanning
tree (with n − 1 undirected edges); hence G must have at least n − 1 edges, and
at most one vertex can be a “terminal vertex” (with out-degree zero).
Sensing networks in which each agent relies only on the information ob-
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tained from one other agent, to which theorem 4.1.13 applies, are appealing for
they require the minimum amount of individual sensing (or communication).
On the other hand, it might sometimes be preferable (e.g. for robustness) to
have each agent rely on cumulative information obtained from multiple neighbors
(rather than a single one). For this reason, we present two alternative examples
of decentralized implementations of inertia tensor transformations, in which each
agent controls its relative motion with respect to the center of mass of its neighborhood, which can be composed of multiple agents. Let Ni , {ji1 , ji2 , ..., jini } be
the set of ni neighbors of agent i (ni ≤ n − 1, can vary with the agent i); the
center of mass of the neighborhood of agent i, or the local center of mass of agent
i, is given by:
ni
X mj
X
mjil
,
rj =
rjli ,
M
M
i
i
j∈N
l=1

rcom,i

(4.42)

i

where Mi ,

P

j∈Ni

mj =

Pni

l=1

mjil .

Theorem 4.1.15. Assume that the sensing network G has the following properties: (i) it is weakly connected, (ii) the sum of the number of unidirectional edges
(nue ) and bidirectional edges (nbe ) is less than or equal to the number of vertices
with at least one outgoing edge (given by n − nter , where nter is the number of
terminal vertices):
nue + nbe ≤ n − nter .

(4.43)

Then a sufficient condition for the collective to implement the inertia tensor transformation (4.38) is that the relative motion of each agent with respect to its local
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center of mass satisfies:
ṙi,comi (t) = S(t)ri,comi (t)

∀i = 1, ..., n,

∀t.

(4.44)

Proof. We first show that the hypothesis of the theorem are sufficient to guarantee
that for each pair of neighboring vertices (i, jil ), i = 1, ..., n, l = 1, ..., ni :
ṙi,jli (t) = S(t)ri,jli (t) ∀i = 1, ..., n,

∀l = 1, ..., ni ,

∀t.

(4.45)

To prove this, observe that for each agent i that has at least one neighbor (its
corresponding vertex in the sensing graph is not a terminal vertex), condition
(4.44) yields an equation of the type:
ni
X
mj l
i

l=1

Mi

ṙi,jli (t) =

ni
X
mj l
i

l=1

Mi

S(t)ri,jli (t).

(4.46)

The overall system of n − nter such equations, for a fixed time t, can be thought
of as a linear system in the unknowns ṙi,jli (t), ∀i = 1, ..., n, ∀l = 1, ..., ni (whereas
S(t) and the relative agent positions at time t are known quantities). A feasible solution to this system of equations is given by (4.45). Not all the unknowns
ṙi,jli (t) are in general linearly independent; for example if there is a pair of vertices
(a, b) connected by a bidirectional edge, then ṙa,b (t) = −ṙb,a (t). The number of
independent unknowns is therefore ≤ nue + nbe , with equality achieved if there is
exactly one path connecting each pair of vertices in the undirected graph associated to G (i.e. if the latter is a spanning tree). When (4.43) holds, the number
of unknowns is less than or equal to the number of constraints, hence the only
solution is (4.45).
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Finally, since the graph G is weakly connected, (4.45) allows to use the same
steps of the proof of theorem 4.1.13 to show that ṙi,j (t) = S(t)ri,j (t), ∀i, j, ∀t,
which in turns guarantees (4.38).
Remark 4.1.16 The number of edges of the undirected graph associated to G is
exactly nue + nbe ; since G is weakly connected, it must be nue + nbe ≥ n − 1 (see
remark 4.1.14). Hence n − 1 ≤ n − nter ⇒ nter ≤ 1. Note also that if a graph
satisfies the conditions of theorem 4.1.13, then it has either n − 1 unidirectional
edges (if there is a terminal node) or it has n − 2 unidirectional edges and 1
bidirectional node; in both cases, the conditions of theorem 4.1.15 are satisfied.
Hence theorem 4.1.13 can be thought of as a special case of theorem 4.1.15.
Condition (4.43) is quite limiting in terms of number of edges in the sensing
graph (and hence in terms of number of neighbors that each agent considers); for
example if all the edges are bidirectional, then their number has to be lower than
or equal to n (note that there cannot be terminal nodes, or the graph would not
be connected). The next theorem does not impose limitations on the maximum
number of edges; on the contrary, a sufficient condition to satisfy its conditions
on the topology of the sensing graph (existence of a spanning tree) is for the
graph to have a large enough number of edges.
Theorem 4.1.17. Assume that the sensing network G admits a spanning tree
directed into one of its vertices. Then a sufficient condition for the collective to
implement the inertia tensor transformation (4.38) is that the relative motion of
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each agent with respect to its local center of mass satisfies:
ṙi,comi (t) = S(t)ri,comi (t)

∀i = 1, ..., n,

∀t.

(4.47)

Proof. As shown by (4.40)-(4.41), the inertia tensor transformation (4.38) is implemented if and only if, for each agent i,

Pn

j=1

mj ṙi,j (t) = S(t)

Pn

j=1

mj ri,j (t),

∀t. For each agent i, the other agents (j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, j 6= i) can be partitioned
into the set of neighbors Ni and the set of non-neighbors, which we denote as Ñi ;
defining Ri,Ni ,

P

j∈Ni

mj ri,j and Ri,Ñi ,

be conveniently expressed as:

P

j∈Ñi

mj ri,j , the condition above can

Ṙi,Ni (t) + Ṙi,Ñi (t) = S(t)Ri,Ni (t) + S(t)Ri,Ñi (t), ∀t.

(4.48)

In the proof of theorem 4.1.15, we showed that hypothesis (4.47) guarantees that,
for each agent i, (4.46) holds, or equivalently (multiplying both sides by Mi ):
Ṙi,Ni (t) = S(t)Ri,Ni (t), ∀t.

(4.49)

Hence what remains to be proved is that, under the hypothesis of the theorem:
Ṙi,Ñi (t) = S(t)Ri,Ñi (t),

∀i = 1, ..., n,

∀t.

(4.50)

In theorems 4.1.13 and 4.1.15, (4.50) was guaranteed by the stronger conditions
(4.39) and (4.45) respectively. The hypothesis of this theorem are not sufficient
for (4.45) to hold, but we will show that they are sufficient for each Ri,Ñi to be
a linear combination of the Rj,Nj , j = 1, ..., n, which in turns guarantees (4.50)
when (4.49) is satisfied.
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Without loss of generality, let the spanning tree in G be directed into vertex
n. Each ri,j , ∀i, j, and hence each Ri,Ni , Ri,Ñi , ∀i, can be expressed as linear
combinations of the relative positions: r1,2 , r2,3 , ..., rn−1,n ; in particular, for each
i
i
i, there exist coefficients αl,l+1
and βl,l+1
, l = 1, ..., n − 1 such that: Ri,Ni =

Pn−1
l=1

i
αl,l+1
rl,l+1 and Ri,Ñi =

Pn−1
l=1

i
βl,l+1
rl,l+1 .

Ri,Ñi is a linear combination of Rj,Nj , j = 1, ..., n, if and only if there exist n
coefficients γ1i , γ2i , ..., γni such that:
Ri,Ñi =

n
X

γji Rj,Nj

j=1

⇒

n−1
X

i
rl,l+1
βl,l+1

=

n
X

γji

j=1

l=1

n−1
X

j
αk,k+1
rk,k+1 ,

(4.51)

k=1

or, alternatively, if there exists a vector Veciγ , [γ1i γ2i ... γni ]T ∈ Rn that solves
the matrix equation:

1
α1,2

2
α1,2




 α1
2
α2,3

2,3


..
..

.
.



1
2
αn−1,n
αn−1,n
{z
|

···

n
α1,2

···

n
α2,3

...

..
.

···

n
αn−1,n

M atα














γ1i
γ2i
..
.

γni
} | {z

Veciγ





i
β1,2

 
 
 
  βi
  2,3
=
 
..
 
.
 
 
 
i
βn−1,n
} | {z
Veciβ








.






(4.52)

}

A sufficient condition for all the matrix equations of the form (4.52) (for i =
1, ..., n) to admit a solution, is that the matrix M atα ∈ R(n−1)×n is full rank.
Then the solutions can be computed using the pseudo-inverse of M atα : Veciγ =
M atTα (M atα M atTα )−1 Veciβ , ∀i = 1, ..., n. We can show that the existence of the
spanning tree in G directed into vertex n guarantees that M atα is full rank. Since
each relative position between two agents can be expressed as ri,j =
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Pj−1
k=i

rk,k+1

if i < j, or ri,j = −rj,i = −
Ri,Ni =

X

Pi−1

k=j

rk,k+1 if i > j, Ri,Ni is given for each i by:

mj ri,j =

aij ri,j =

j=1

j∈Ni

=

n
X

j−1

n
X

X

aij

j=i+1

k=i

X

aij ri,j +

j>i

rk,k+1 −

i−1
X

aij

j=1

i−1
X

X

aij ri,j

j<i

rk,k+1 ,

k=j

where aij is the (i, j)-th component of the weighted adjacency matrix AG (aij =
i
mj if j is a neighbor of i, aij = 0 otherwise). Hence the coefficients αl,l+1
,l=

1, ..., n − 1 such that Ri,Ni =
i
if l < i and αl,l+1
=

Pn

Pn−1

k=l+1

l=1

i
i
αl,l+1
rl,l+1 , are given by: αl,l+1
=−

 a12 + a13 + ... + a1n



a13 + ... + a1n

1
Vecα = 

..

.



a1n

−a31



 −a − a

31
32
3
Vecα = 

..

.



a3n







n
Vecα = 






k=1

aik

aik if l ≥ i; therefore the columns of the matrix

M atα = [Vec1α Vec2α ... Vecn−1
Vecnα ] have components:
α






Pl



−a21







 a + ... + a

 23
2n
2
 , Vecα = 


..


.






a2n


−a(n−1)1







 −a


(n−1)1 − a(n−1)2
n−1
 , ... , Vecα = 


..


.






a(n−1)n


−an1

−an1 − an2
..
.
−an1 − an2 − ... − an(n−1)
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.













,












,






(4.53)

We prove that M atα is full rank, by showing that the first n−1 columns Veciα , i =
1, ..., n − 1, are linearly independent; to do that, we investigate the determinant
d
] ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) . Exploiting
of the square matrix M
atα = [Vec1α Vec2α ... Vecn−1
α

some basic property of the determinant operator, we obtain the following useful
expression (where the matrix on the right hand side is obtained by subtracting
d
to each row of M
atα , except the first one, its

P
−a21
 j6=1 a1j


P
 −a

12
j6=2 a2j
d
det(M
atα ) = det 

..
..

.
.



−a1(n−1) −a2(n−1)

preceding row):
···

−a(n−1)1

···

−a(n−1)2

...

..
.

···

P

j6=n−1

a(n−1)j








.






(4.54)

Consider now the matrix LTG ∈ Rn×n , the transpose of the Laplacian of G:


P
−a21
···
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·
·
·
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12
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LG = 






P

 −a
−a
·
·
·
a
−a

1(n−1)
2(n−1)
n(n−1) 
j6=n−1 (n−1)j




P
−a1n
−a2n
···
−a(n−1)n
a
j6=n nj

The matrix in (4.54) is equal to the submatrix of LTG obtained by removing its
n-th row and n-th column. By one of the properties of the Laplacian listed
earlier, the determinant of this submatrix is equal to the sum of the weights of all
spanning trees directed into vertex n; since by hypothesis there is at least one such
spanning tree, and the weights of spanning trees can only be non-negative (having
d
chosen non-negative weights for the edges), this guarantees that det(M
atα ) 6= 0.
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Therefore M atα is full rank, which completes the proof.
Several sufficient conditions for a directed graph to be Hamiltonian (hence
traceable, and hence admitting a spanning tree directed into one of its vertices)
can be found in the literature of graph theory; here we report a few classical
results based on the graph being strongly connected and having “enough edges”.
Corollary 4.1.18 (see for example [5] and references therein). The following conditions are sufficient for a directed graph G with n vertices to be Hamiltonian (and hence to admit a spanning tree directed into one of its vertices):
(i) G is strongly connected and for all non-adjacent vertices a and b (for which
neither (a, b) nor (b, a) are edges): degree(a)+degree(b)≥ 2n − 1
(ii) G is strongly connected and for all pairs of vertices a, b with no edge (a, b):
out-degree(a) + in-degree(b) ≥ n
(iii) G is strongly connected and for each vertex a ∈ G: degree(a)≥ n.
Figure 4.1 shows examples of sensing networks with five agents that satisfy
the conditions of one or more of the theorems presented in this section. The
graphs that satisfy the conditions for theorem 4.1.13 are the leftmost ones. All
the graphs except the rightmost ones satisfy the conditions of theorem 4.1.15.
Finally, all the graphs satisfy the conditions of theorem 4.1.17. Notice that in the
upper three graphs, the neighborhoods of each agent are defined by a common
rule (e.g. agent i has neighbors (i + 1) and (i − 1) or (i + 2), all modulo n) while
in the lower three graphs there is either one agent or a pair of agents playing
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the role of “leaders” (they affect the motion of all the others, but they are not
affected by any of them).

Figure 4.1: Examples of five-agent network graphs that satisfy the hypothesis of
theorem 4.1.13 (graphs on the left), theorem 4.1.15 (on the left and center) or
theorem 4.1.17 (all the graphs)

4.2

Motions that preserve the coefficient of inertia tensor

4.2.1

Maximization of separation between neighbors

The collective motions that allow to reshuffle the particles (agents) while
preserving the coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective, are the democratic
motions introduced in section 3.4. As there are many configurations corresponding to a same coefficient of inertia tensor, it can be useful to design democratic
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motions that steer the collective towards certain preferred configurations, or at
least away from undesirable ones. To each coefficient of inertia tensor, for example, correspond certain configurations in which two or more particles share the
same position (thus colliding), the extreme case being given by (3.25) and other
similar configurations having (n − 4) collisions at the center of mass. Inspired by
the consideration that physical artificial collectives (e.g. teams of robots) need to
operate away from these configurations, we introduce a democratic motion that
maximizes a measure of cumulative distance between neighboring particles, with
the objective of spreading the particles apart. We frame the problem as follows.
Problem 4.2.1 (Maximization of cumulative distance between neighbors) Given an initial configuration c0 ∈ C 3d with coefficient of inertia tensor
K = K(c0 ) ∈ K, design a vector field that preserves K (hence is a democratic
motion) and converges to a configuration maximizing the following “reward” function, which is a weighted sum of squares of the distances between neighboring
particles (a measure of cumulative distance between neighbors):
n

n

n

n

1 XX
1 XX
R(r) ,
wij |ri − rj |2 =
wij |ci − cj |2 .
2 i=1 j=1
2 i=1 j=1

(4.56)

The fixed weights are chosen to satisfy wij ≥ 0, wii = 0, ∀ i, j = 1, ..., n. A
compact way of expressing (4.56) is:
n

n

n

n

XX
1 XX
wij ci T cj = tr(cWcT ),
R(c) =
(wij + wji )|ci |2 −
2 i=1 j=1
i=1 j=1

(4.57)

where we have introduced for convenience the “weight matrix” W (the bolder
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script is just to distinguish it from the matrix W
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2
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..
..
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···
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···

−w2n

...

..
.

···

1
2

Pn

j=1 (wnj



+ wjn )






.






(4.58)

In the reward function (4.56), only the weights wij corresponding to pairs
of neighboring particles should be chosen to be nonzero, with the concept of
neighborhood defined by some underlying weighted graph GW (not necessarily
equal to the sensing graph G introduced before). We will only consider the case
of symmetric weights wij = wji ∀i, j, so that the weighted graph GW is undirected
(while G is typically directed) and W is the weighted Laplacian of this graph (see
definitions in section 4.1.2). Neighbors of an agent could be chosen among those
that are physically closest to it at the initial time, but, since the weights are
not dynamically updated, it is possible that at some later time one or more
of the non-neighbors could be closer to an agent than some of its neighbors.
Alternatively, one could choose a fixed number of neighbors for each particle, for
example defining that particle i has neighbors i ± 1, i ± 2, ... , i ± k, all modulo
n, for some k ≤ (n − 1)/2. The nonzero weights wij could be chosen to be all
identical, or proportional to the masses, for example. In general, the matrix W
should be fairly sparse, since we want the democratic motion to take care of
the “local” interactions (reshufflings) between particles rather than the “global”
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configuration of the collective, which is approximately fixed by K. Note that in
the special case of a fully connected graph with weights wij = mi mj , then the
reward function becomes R = M tr(K), which is invariant to democratic motions;
this highlights that not all the choices of W are useful, as will also become clear
later.
To solve the problem of maximizing the cumulative distance between neighbors, we use the diffeomorphisms (3.29)-(3.30) to design a gradient vector field
for R on the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 diffeomorphic to the fiber π −1 (K), and then
map it to the corresponding vector field on π −1 (K).
1

1

Since each c ∈ π −1 (K) can be expressed as c = QT Λ 2 V T W T M− 2 for some
V ∈ Vn−1,3 (recall (3.30)), the reward function R restricted to the Stiefel manifold
diffeomorphic to π −1 (K) is:
1

1

1

1

1

1

R(V ) =tr(QT Λ 2 V T W T M− 2 WM− 2 W V Λ 2 Q) = tr(Λ 2 V T AV Λ 2 )
=tr(ΛV T AV ),
1

(4.59)

1

where A , W T M− 2 WM− 2 W ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) is symmetric under the assumption
that the graph is undirected (so that W is symmetric). As usual, K = QT ΛQ is
an eigendecomposition of the (constant) coefficient of inertia tensor.
For a given Riemannian metric h., .i on Vn−1,3 , the gradient of R is defined
as the vector field ∇R that satisfies, ∀V ∈ Vn−1,3 , ∀∆ ∈ TV Vn−1,3 :
h∇R(V ), ∆iV = tr(RVT (V )∆) = 2 tr(ΛV T A∆).
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(4.60)

The fact that RV (V ) = 2 AT V Λ is shown by the following calculation:
(RV (V ))(∆) =

d
dt

R(V + t∆) =
t=0

d
dt

tr(Λ(V T + t∆T )A(V + t∆)) =
t=0

=tr(Λ∆T AV + ΛV T A∆) = 2 tr(ΛV T A∆) =
=2 tr((AT V Λ)T ∆) ∀∆ ∈ TV Vn−1,3 .
Let us first consider the metric induced on the Stiefel manifold diffeomorphic
to π −1 (K) by the Riemannian metric (3.8) on C 3d :
−1
−1
(∆2 )if −1
(∆1 ), dfK,W
h∆1 , ∆2 iV ,hdfK,W

K,W (V

1

1

)

−1
−1
(∆2 )T )
(∆1 ) M dfK,W
= tr(dfK,W

1

1

1

1

=tr(QT Λ 2 ∆T1 W T M− 2 MM− 2 W ∆2 Λ 2 Q) = tr(Λ 2 ∆T1 ∆2 Λ 2 )
=tr(Λ∆T1 ∆2 ).

(4.61)

The gradient vector field with respect to this metric is given by:





T
∇R(V ) = 2A V − 2V 




ṽ11

2λ1
ṽ
λ1 +λ2 12

2λ1
ṽ
λ1 +λ3 13

2λ2
ṽ
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2λ3
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2λ3
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with Ṽ = 
 ṽ12 ṽ22 ṽ23


ṽ13 ṽ23 ṽ33






 , VT AV.







,




(4.62)

(4.63)

It is in fact a simple exercise to verify that (4.62) satisfies (4.60) and
the condition for being a tangent vector to the Stiefel manifold: ∇R(V )T V =
−V T ∇R(V ) ∀V .
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An alternative approach is to consider the canonical metric on the Stiefel
manifold, defined in section 2.3, instead of the induced metric (4.61). The corresponding gradient vector field, computed using (2.13), is:
∇R(V ) = RV (V ) − V RVT (V )V = 2(AT V Λ − V ΛV T AV ).

(4.64)

One advantage of this approach is that, since A is symmetric and positive semidefinite, (4.64) is equivalent to a vector field used to perform principal
component analysis of the covariance matrix of an input process (or any other
symmetric positive semidefinite matrix) using neural networks, which was introduced in [55] and further discussed in [15]. In the special case that V ∈ SO(3),
which occurs when there are exactly four particles, (4.64) is also an instance of
the Brockett flow [12]. Using some of the relevant results, it is possible to prove
that, under certain conditions on the weight matrix W, almost all integral curves
of (4.64) converge to one of the global maxima of (4.59).
Theorem 4.2.2 (adapted from theorems 5-6 in [55]). Let the matrix A
in the gradient vector field (4.64) be symmetric positive definite with eigenpairs
(ai , ai ), i = 1, ..., n − 1. Then the following holds true.
(i) The equilibria (corresponding to critical points of the gradient) are:
Veq,p = [±ap(1) ± ap(2) ± ap(3) ],

(4.65)

where p is any permutation of the index set {1, ..., n} to {p(1), ..., p(n)}.
If all the eigenvalues of A are distinct, there are
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n!
23
3!(n−3)!

such equilibria.

(ii) The global maximizers for the reward function are:
Veq,p̃ = [±ap̃(1) ± ap̃(2) ± ap̃(3) ],

(4.66)

where p̃ is any permutation that maximizes the sum ap̃(1) λ1 + ap̃(2) λ2 + ap̃(3) λ3 .
Hence the global maximizers have columns that are eigenvectors associated to the
three largest eigenvalues of A, ordered like the elements of Λ (i.e. λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , which
are the eigenvalues of K) when the latter are organized in a decreasing sequence
(e.g. if λ1 ≥ λ3 ≥ λ2 , then it must be ap̃(1) ≥ ap̃(3) ≥ ap̃(2) ). If all the eigenvalues
of A are distinct and all the eigenvalues of K are distinct, there are only 23 such
global maxima.
(iii) The reward function has no local maximizers. The only stable equilibria are
those corresponding to the global maximizers Veq,p̃ .
(iv) All the integral curves of (4.64), excluding those starting in the stable manifold of one of the saddle point equilibria, converge to one of the maximizers Veq,p̃ .
Sketch of the proof. (i) Let QA be a matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of
A, and let ΛA be the corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, so that A =
QA ΛA QTA . Let the singular value decomposition of a generic V ∈ Vn−1,3 be:
V = ΨDRT , where Ψ ∈ O(n − 1), R ∈ O(3) and D = [D1 | O]T ∈ R(n−1)×3
with D1 ∈ R3×3 diagonal and positive definite. Let the corresponding singular
value decomposition of A−1 V be: A−1 V = Ψ′ D′ R′T , where Ψ′ ∈ O(n − 1),
R′ ∈ O(3) and D′ = [D1′ | O]T ∈ R(n−1)×3 with D1′ ∈ R3×3 diagonal and positive
definite. Comparing the two singular value decompositions, it must be: R = R′ ,
D = P ΛA P T D′ and Ψ = Ψ′ = QA P T for some permutation matrix P . Therefore
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every V ∈ Vn−1,3 can be written as: V = QA P T DRT . Critical points of the
reward function must satisfy ∇R(V ) = 0 and hence AV Λ = V ΛV T AV . Plugging
the decompositions V = QA P T DRT and A = QA ΛA QTA into this equality, yields
that R must be equal to the identity matrix, and the components of D1 must be
all equal ±1. Hence the critical points are all given by: Veq,p = QA P T D, with
D = [D1 | O]T satisfying D13 = 1. This is just a compact way of expressing (4.65).
(ii) The value of the reward function at each equilibrium is:
T
R(Veq,p ) = tr(ΛVeq,p
AVeq,p ) = tr(ΛDP ΛA P T D) = λ1 ap(1) +λ2 ap(2) +λ3 ap(3) . Hence

the global maximizers are the equilibria that maximize this sum.
(iii) Let Veq,p be a critical point for the reward function, that is not a global
maximizer. Then there exists at least one of the columns of Veq,p , say the jth column ±ap(j) (j ∈ {1, 2, 3}), that is different from ±ap̃(j) . Consider the
following perturbation about Veq,p and the corresponding perturbed value of the
reward function:
ǫ
Veq,p
=

±ap(j) + ǫ ap̃(j)
1
ǫ
√
, R(Veq,p
) = R(Veq,p ) +
(λj ap̃(j) − λj ap(j) ).
2
1 + ǫ2
1+ǫ

ǫ
Clearly R(Veq,p
) > R(Veq,p ) no matter how small we take ǫ. Hence the critical

point Veq,p cannot be a local maximizer, but can at most be a saddle point equilibrium.
(iv) Observe that the reward function increases monotonically along solutions of
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(4.64):
d
d
R(V (t)) = tr(ΛV T (t)AV (t)) = 2 tr(ΛV T (t)AV̇ (t))
dt
dt
= 2 tr(ΛV T (t)A∇R(V (t))) = h∇R(V (t)), ∇R(V (t))iV (t) ≥ 0 ∀t,
with

d
R(V
dt

(t)) = 0 ⇔ ∇R(V (t)) = 0. Hence a typical integral curve will

eventually converge to one of the maximizers of the reward function, given by
(4.66). The only exceptions are the integral curves starting on the stable manifold
of one of the saddle point equilibria, which converge to the corresponding saddle
point.

The following theorem specializes these results to the case in which A =
1

1

W T M− 2 WM− 2 W .
Theorem 4.2.3. If W is the Laplacian of a connected weighted undirected
graph, then almost all the integral curves of the gradient vector field (4.64) converge to one of the global maxima of the reward function (4.59), given by:
Veq,p̃ = [±W T ep̃(1) ± W T ep̃(2) ± W T ep̃(3) ],
1

(4.67)

1

where (µi , ei ), i = 1, ..., n − 1, are eigenpairs of M− 2 WM− 2 with µi > 0, and p̃
is any permutation that maximizes µp̃(1) λ1 + µp̃(2) λ2 + µp̃(3) λ3 .
Proof. From the properties of Laplacians for weighted undirected graphs with
non-negative weights, described in section 4.1.2, W is positive semidefinite; moreover, if the graph GW is connected, W has exactly n − 1 eigenvalues in the open
1

1

right half plane, and so does the matrix M− 2 WM− 2 . It is easy to prove that for
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1

1

each of the eigenpairs (µi , ei ) of M− 2 WM− 2 with µi > 0, there is an associated
eigenpair (µi , W T ei ) for A:
1

1

AW T ei =W T M− 2 WM− 2 W W T ei =
√
√
√
√
1
1
=W T M− 2 WM− 2 (1 − [ m1 · · · mn ]T [ m1 · · · mn ]/M )ei =
1

1

=W T M− 2 WM− 2 ei = µi W T ei .
Here we used (3.37) and the fact that W[1...1]T = 0. Notice that the other eigen√
1
1
1
pair (0, M 2 [1...1]T / M ) of M− 2 WM− 2 does not yield a corresponding eigenpair
√
1
of A because W T M 2 [1...1]T / M = 0 (by construction of W ). The fact that
|W T ei | = |ei | = 1 ∀i follows from the properties of W . Hence the hypothesis of
the theorem are sufficient for the matrix A to be symmetric positive definite with
eigenpairs (ai , ai ) = (µi , W T ei ), i = 1, ..., n − 1. The result then follows from
theorem 4.2.2.
When the conditions of theorem 4.2.3 are satisfied, the gradient vector
field on the Stiefel manifold (4.64) accomplishes the objective of maximizing
the reward function R. Under the same conditions, the vertical vector field on
−1
C 3d obtained by the mapping dfK,W
(3.40) applied to (4.64), maximizes R while
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preserving K:
1

1

−1
Xc =dfK,W
(∇R(V )) = QT Λ 2 (∇R(V ))T W T M− 2 =
1

1

=2QT Λ 2 (AT V Λ − V ΛV T AV )T W T M− 2 =
1

1

1

1

1

=2QT (ΛQcM 2 W A − QcM 2 W AW T M 2 cT cM 2 W )W T M− 2 =
1

1

=2KcWM− 2 W W T M− 2 − 2cWcT c =
=2KcWM−1 − 2cWcT c ∀c ∈ C 3d .

(4.68)

The vector field (4.68) converges to one of the configurations corresponding
−1
to ceq,p̃ , fK,W
(Veq,p̃ ), given by:



ceq,p̃

 ±ep̃(1) T


T 21 
= Q Λ  ±ep̃(2) T


±ep̃(3) T



√

 m1 · · ·




  −1
..
 M 2 − 1 
. ···


M


 √

mn · · ·

√



m1  


..
 .
.



√
mn

(4.69)

Notice that in the derivation of (4.68) and (4.69), we have used the fact
√
√
1
1
that W W T M− 2 = M− 2 − [ m1 ... mn ]T [1...1]/M (cfg. (3.37)) and therefore
1

1

1

1

cM 2 W W T M− 2 = c, WM− 2 W W T M− 2 = WM−1 .
Remark 4.2.4 Maximization of the reward function (4.56) does not guarantee
collision avoidance between every pair of particles. On the other hand, for any
choice of the weight matrix W, it is possible to use (4.69) to verify if the resulting
particle distributions are collision-free. Different choices of W produce different
results, sometimes surprising. For example, consider a unit-weighted graph GW
in which each particle i has neighbors i ± 1, i ± 2, ... , i ± (n/2 − 1), all modulo
n. If the number of particles (n) is even, this corresponds to maximizing the
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cumulative distance of each particle i from all other particles except one (particle
i + n/2, modulo n). Simulations show that in this case, if all the masses are
equal, the resulting configurations ceq,p̃ have exactly n collisions: ∀i = 1, ..., n,
particles i and i + n/2 (modulo n) end up sharing the same position. Conversely,
if the number of particles is odd, the same graph corresponds to maximizing
the cumulative distance of each particle i from all other particles except two
(particles i + (n ± 1)/2, modulo n) and the resulting configurations are not only
collision-free but also produce a nice chain-like distribution of particles. Hence
this choice of W can produce positive or negative results (for collision-avoidance
considerations) depending on the number of particles. A choice of unit-weighted
graph that produces collision-free and interesting distributions of particles, is
the Hamiltonian cycle obtained by choosing the neighbors of each particle i to be
given by particles i+1 and i−1, modulo n. If there is an odd number of particles,
and the masses are equal, this choice produces a nice chain-like distribution of
particles. Conversely, if n is even, the particles split into two groups, each having
n/2 particles distributed along circles of same radii and symmetrically located
with respect to the center of mass. Figure 4.2 shows examples of these interesting
particle distributions.

Remark 4.2.5 It is interesting to compare (4.68) with the gradient vector field
of the reward function R on C 3d that would have been obtained if the requirement
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Figure 4.2: Examples of particle distributions obtained with an Hamiltonian
cycle: (a) n=16 particles; (b) n=17 particles.
of preserving K was not enforced. To compute the latter, observe that:
(∇R(c))(vc ) =

d
R(c + tvc )
dt

=
t=0

d
tr((c + tvc )W(c + tvc )T )
dt

=
t=0

=tr(vc WcT + cWvc T ) ∀vc ∈ Tc C 3d .
When W is symmetric, then (∇R(c))(vc ) = tr(2cWvc T ) ∀vc ∈ Tc C 3d and
therefore the gradient vector field is ∇R(c) = 2cW, similar to the first component
of (4.68). An important difference between the two vector fields is that ∇R(c)
has a decentralized nature, since the tangent vectors associated to each particle
are in the form vci = ∇Ri (c) = 2

Pn

j=1

wij (ci − cj ), which depend only on the

relative position of the particle from its neighbors. Conversely in (4.68) each
tangent vector vci depends on the configuration of all the other particles, making
nontrivial the distributed implementation of these democratic motions.
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4.3

Application to distributed sensing
A potential application for these ideas is in the context of distributed sens-

ing of spatial physical variables. Assume we have autonomous robotic agents that
have access to noisy measurements of a spatial physical variable of interest, such
as the position of a landmark (e.g. a point source of sound, light or chemical pollutant). By merging their measurements, the agents can obtain a joint estimate
of the landmark position that is better than that obtainable by each agent alone.
After the estimate is computed, it might be useful for the agents to distribute in space in such a way that their center of mass corresponds to the estimated position of the landmark, and their coefficient of inertia tensor with respect
to the center of mass corresponds to the covariance matrix of the estimate. One
motivation for the robotic agents to distribute in this way could be to smartly
reposition themselves before taking further measurements. Another motivation
could be to “communicate” the sensed information on the landmark position (its
estimate and the covariance of such estimate) to an external “supervisor”, located away from the landmark, without the need of an actual communication
line. If in fact the supervisor could track the positions of the robotic agents (e.g.
visually), then it would just need to compute the corresponding center of mass
and coefficient of inertia tensor to reconstruct the estimated position of the landmark, and the covariance of such estimate (useful to evaluate the confidence in
the estimate).
In addition to being robust to unavailability or unreliability of a communi127

cation line between the robotic agents and the supervisor, this approach has the
advantage that the robotic agents can save the battery power (typically one of the
operational bottlenecks for autonomous robots) that would otherwise be needed
for establishing and maintaining a communication line with the supervisor. In a
typical scenario, the robotic agents would still need to maintain a communication network to exchange information among themselves (to estimate the spatial
variable, for example by jointly implementing a maximum likelihood estimator,
and to coordinate their motion), but these short-range communications would be
less power-demanding than any long-range communication with a supervisor.
After completing the estimate, the robots would need to collectively move to
the correct positions, so that their center of mass matches the estimated landmark
position, and their coefficient of inertia tensor matches the covariance of the
estimate. The required collective motion is a composition of rigid translation
and inertia tensor transformation; the results of section 4.1.1 provide a recipe for
accomplishing the latter task in the most energy-efficient way.
Once the robots are in the correct position, then the vector field described
in section 4.2 would provide a method for taking care of another potentially
important task, such as spreading the robots apart, while still achieving the
main task of relaying the landmark position information to the supervisor.
The following algorithm suggests a concrete implementation of these ideas
when the agents can locally exchange information with some of their neighbors,
defined by an underlying communication network graph GC ; the latter should not
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be confused with the sensing network G defined in section 4.1.2 for distributed
implementation of inertia tensor transformations.
Algorithm 4.1
1. Each agent computes a “global” estimate p̂ ∈ R3 for the landmark position
3×3
p ∈ R3 , and the corresponding estimate covariance Wp̂ ∈ Rsym,>0
, based on

all of the agents measurements; this must be accomplished by each agent
using only local exchange of information with its neighbors (as defined by
the communication network GC ).
2. Using only local exchange of information, each agent computes the current
relative position of the center of mass of the collective with respect to the
estimated landmark position (i.e. p̂ − rcom (0))), and the current coefficient
of inertia tensor of the collective (K(0)).
3. The agents jointly implement in decentralized fashion the following collective motion, which yields rcom (T ) = p̂ and K(T ) = Wp̂ at a suitable fixed
time T :
ṙ(t) = [ṙ1 (t) ... ṙn (t)] = [ṙcom (t) ... ṙcom (t)] + S(t)[c1 (t) ... cn (t)]; (4.70)
where ṙcom (t) =

1
(p̂
T

− rcom (0)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] produces the desired rigid
1

translation of the collective, and S(t) = ((Wp̂ K(0))− 2 Wp̂ − 1)((T − t)1 +
1

t(Wp̂ K(0))− 2 Wp̂ )−1 ∀t ∈ [0, T ] produces the optimal inertia tensor transformation, as prescribed by (4.35), when K0 = K(0) and K1 = Wp̂ . Assume it is feasible to establish a sensing network G that, possibly (but not
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necessarily) relying on the underlying communication network GC , satisfies
the conditions for one of the theorems of section 4.1.1, for example theorem 4.1.17. Then (4.70) can be implemented in distributed fashion by each
agent controlling its relative motion with respect to the center of mass of its
“sensing” neighborhood according to ṙi,comi (t) = S(t)ri,comi (t), while at the
same time adding to its velocity a constant “drift” given by T1 (p̂ − rcom (0)).
Notice that this drift is common to each agent, hence it does not affect the
relative motion between agents.
4. (Optional) The agents jointly implement some useful democratic motion,
for example (4.68) with appropriate choice of W, to spread themselves apart
without affecting the center of mass and coefficient of inertia tensor of the
formation.
5. Repeat from 1.
The first step of the algorithm requires the agents to combine their local
measurements of the physical spatial variable p, to jointly compute an estimate p̂
(for example the maximum likelihood estimate given all the individual measurements) and the corresponding covariance Wp̂ . Similarly, the second step requires
the agents to share some of their locally sensed data, e.g. their relative positions
with respect to the neighbors and to the estimated landmark position, to jointly
compute some global quantity of the collective, such as the relative position of the
center of mass with respect to the landmark and the coefficient of inertia tensor
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with respect to the center of mass. These are “data-fusion” problems that can be
solved, for example, using variants of the so-called consensus dynamics. In the
remainder of this section, we recall some results on consensus dynamics in continuous time that are simply based on the properties of the Laplacian matrix of
a weighted directed graph, already introduced in section 4.1.2. These simple results, along with discrete-time versions of consensus dynamics and more complex
results that include dynamically changing graphs and asynchronous peer-to-peer
communication, can be found in the literature (see for example [6], [29] and [36]).
We will then describe how to use consensus dynamics to solve the data-fusion
problems in algorithm 4.1.

Let us first consider scalar consensus dynamics. For each agent i, let xi (t) be
a scalar variable of interest, that is initialized at a value xi (0) and then updated
in time according to the following dynamical rules:
ẋi (t) = −

n
X
j=1

aij (xi (t) − xj (t)),

(4.71)

where aij > 0 if j ∈ Ni (j is a neighbor of i in the communication graph GC ), and
aij = 0 otherwise. The values xj (t), ∀j ∈ Ni , are assumed to be known to agent
i via local communication with its neighbors.
All the equations of the type (4.71), ∀i = 1, ..., n, are coupled to each other
in such a way that if we define a vector x , [x1 x2 ... xn ]T ∈ Rn , then its evolution
satisfies:
ẋ(t) = −LGC x(t),
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(4.72)

where LGC is the Laplacian of the communication graph.
Since the weights aij , corresponding to the elements of the weighted adjacency matrix, are non-negative, LGC has all eigenvalues on the right half plane,
with the zero eigenvalue being unique if and only if there is a spanning tree directed into one of the vertices of GC . If such a spanning tree exists, the eigenspace
associated to the zero eigenvalue is given by α[1 1 ... 1]T , α ∈ R, and corresponds
to an attracting equilibrium subspace for the dynamics (4.72). This means that
the individual variables xi (t), ∀i, will converge asymptotically to a common “consensus” value, in general depending on the initial values xi (0), i = 1, ..., n. For
this reason, the coupled dynamics (4.72) induced by local update rules (4.71),
are referred to as “consensus dynamics”.
If there is a vertex (say k) that has out-degree zero in the communication
graph (i.e. it does not communicate with anybody else), then xk (t) = xk (0) ∀t,
and the consensus value achieved by all agents must be xk (0).
If the communication graph GC is undirected and connected, with unit
weights (aij = 1 ∀j ∈ Ni ), then the consensus value is equal to the average of the
initial conditions:
the sum

Pn

1
n

Pn

i=1

xi (0). To see this, observe that under these conditions

xi (t) is a conserved quantity of the system:
!
n
d
d X
xi (t) =
([1 1 ... 1]x(t)) = −[1 1 ... 1]LGC x(t) = 0.
dt i=1
dt
i=1

In this case, we refer to the coupled dynamics (4.72) as “average consensus dynamics”.
Similar results apply to vector consensus dynamics, which arise when each
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agent i has a vector of interest xi (t) ∈ Rm which is updated according to a rule
equivalent to (4.71):
ẋi (t) = −

n
X
j=1

aij (xi (t) − xj (t)).

(4.73)

If we define a long vector x , [x1 T x2 T ... xn T ]T ∈ Rnm , then its evolution satisfies:
ẋ(t) = (−LGC ⊗ 1)x(t),

(4.74)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, and 1 is the m-dimensional identity matrix.
As in the scalar case, consensus is achieved asymptotically if the communication graph admits a spanning tree directed towards one of its vertices; average
consensus is achieved if the graph is undirected, connected and has unit weights.
Finally, matrix consensus dynamics, which arise when each agent updates
a matrix of interest Mi (t) ∈ Rm×n according to:
Ṁi (t) = −

n
X
j=1

aij (Mi (t) − Mj (t)),

(4.75)

can be thought of as n vector consensus dynamics of the type (4.73)-(4.74) by
considering each column of the matrix separately.
We can show that, under certain assumptions, all the data-fusion problems
in algorithm 4.1 can be solved using some kind of consensus dynamics.
Problem 4.3.1 (Distributed estimation of a physical spatial variable
p ∈ R3 ) Assume that each agent i has access to a noisy measurement zi of the
physical variable p, with additive noise having multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance Wi , i.e. zi ∼ N (p, Wi ). Also assume that
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the noises affecting the agents are statistically independent of each other and
of p. Then the maximum likelihood estimate of p given a set of measurements
z1 , z2 , ..., zn is:
p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) =

n
X

Wi−1

i=1

!−1

n
X

!

Wi−1 zi .

i=1

(4.76)

Under the given assumptions, (4.76) is also the least square estimate of p,
i.e. p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) minimizes Ep|z1 ,z2 ,...,zn (p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) − p)2 . The estimate
(4.76) is unbiased, in the sense that if p is the actual value of the variable,
then Ez1 ,z2 ,...,zn |p p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) = p; the covariance of the estimate, defined as
Wp̂ , Ez1 ,z2 ,...,zn |p [(p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) − p)(p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) − p)T ], is instead given
by:
Wp̂ =

n
X

Wi−1

i=1

!−1

.

(4.77)

Notice that the maximum likelihood estimate of p that an agent could compute
using only its own measurement, would be p̂i (zi ) = zi and would have covariance
equal to Wi ; clearly the “global” estimator (4.76) performs better than any of
the individual estimators.
If the communication graph is undirected, connected and has unit weights,
the following vector consensus dynamics introduced in [49] allow each agent i to
obtain asymptotically the estimate (4.76) by exchanging information only with
its neighbors:
ẋi (t) = −Wi

X

j∈Ni

(xi (t) − xj (t))

xi (0) = zi .

(4.78)
(4.79)
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The only difference between (4.78) and the update rule (4.73) for the standard
vector consensus dynamics is the presence of the positive definite matrix Wi ; it
is easy to see that this does not affect the asymptotic achievement of consensus,
but only the value at which consensus is achieved, which is now:
lim xi (t) =

t→∞

n
X
i=1

Wi−1

!−1

This follows from the fact that

n
X

Wi−1 xi (0)

i=1

Pn

i=1

!

= p̂(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) ∀i.

(4.80)

Wi−1 xi (t) is a conserved quantity of the

coupled dynamics given by (4.78), for i = 1, ..., n.
Under the same hypothesis on the communication graph, the covariance of
the estimator (4.77) can be asymptotically computed using the following matrix
average consensus dynamics (adapted from [49]):
Ṁi (t) = −

X

j∈Ni

(Mi (t) − Mj (t))

Mi (0) = nWi−1 ,

(4.81)
(4.82)

which converge asymptotically to the inverse of the desired Wp̂ :
n

n

X
1X
lim Mi (t) =
Mi (0) =
Wi−1 = Wp̂−1 ∀i.
t→∞
n i=1
i=1

(4.83)

Problem 4.3.2 (Distributed computation of p̂ − rcom ) In the implementation of algorithm 4.1, each agent needs to know the relative position of the center
of mass of the collective with respect to the estimated position p̂ of the landmark.
Since the center of mass depends on the positions of all the agents, individual
agents might not have direct access to this variable; instead, they might only
have access to their own relative position ri − p̂. Assuming that the positions of
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the center of mass and of the landmark are constant, each agent could asymptotically compute the required rcom − p̂ through the following average consensus
dynamics:
ẋi (t) = −
xi (0) = n
where M =

Pn

i=1

X

j∈Ni

(xi (t) − xj (t))

(4.84)

mi
(ri − p̂),
M

(4.85)

mi . Under the usual assumptions on the communication graph

(undirectedness, connectedness and unit weights), the dynamics induced by (4.84)
converge asymptotically to the desired vector rcom − p̂:
n

1 X mi
1
lim xi (t) =
n (ri − p̂) =
t→∞
n i=1 M
M

n
X
i=1

!

mi ri − M p̂

= rcom − p̂ ∀i.

Problem 4.3.3 (Distributed computation of the coefficient of inertia
tensor K) The coefficient of inertia tensor K, like the center of mass, depends
on all of the agent positions, hence might not be directly available to the agents.
Nevertheless it can be expressed in terms of quantities known locally to individual
agents, such as those introduced in the proof of theorem (4.1.17):
K=

n
X
i=1

n
1 X
T
mi (ri − rcom )(ri − rcom ) = 2
mi
M i=1

n
X
j=1

mj ri,j

!

n
X
j=1

n
T

1 X
= 2
mi Ri,Ni + Ri,Ñi Ri,Ni + Ri,Ñi
M i=1
!
!T
n
n
n
X
X
1 X
mi Ri,Ni +
γji Rj,Nj
Ri,Ni +
= 2
.
γji Rj,Nj
M i=1
j=1
j=1

mj ri,j T

!

(4.86)

For each agent i, Ni and Ñi are its sets of neighbors and non-neighbors in the
sensing network G (that might be different from the communication network
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GC ); Ri,Ni ,

P

j∈Ñi

P

j∈Ni

mj ri,j is known to agent i via local sensing, while Ri,Ñi ,

mj ri,j is not known to agent i, but we assume there exist coefficients γji ,

j = 1, ..., n, such that Ri,Ñi =

Pn

j=1

γji Rj,Nj . Recalling the results obtained

in the proof of theorem (4.1.17), if the sensing graph G has a spanning tree
directed into one of its vertices, the coefficients γji certainly exist and can be
computed explicitly from the formulae Veciγ = M atTα (M atα M atTα )−1 Veciβ , ∀i =
1, ..., n. Provided that every agent knows the masses of the others and knows
the sensing graph G, and the latter does admit a spanning tree, every agent can
compute the coefficients γji and then use (4.86) to compute the coefficient of
inertia tensor from all the local quantities R1,N1 , R2,N2 , ... , Rn,Nn . Under these
assumptions, the agents only need to communicate to each other these locally
sensed quantities. If the communication network GC is undirected and connected,
and includes G as a subgraph, each agent can asymptotically obtain the vector
[R1,N1 T R2,N2 T ... Rn,Nn T ]T containing all these quantities, through the following
average consensus dynamics:
ẋi (t) = −

X

j∈Ni

(xi (t) − xj (t))


T
xi (0) = n 0T · · · 0T Ri,Ni T 0T · · · 0T ∈ R3n ,

(4.87)
(4.88)

which in fact converge to:
n

1X
lim xi (t) =
xi (0) = [R1,N1 T R2,N2 T ... Rn,Nn T ]T ∀i.
t→∞
n i=1
Remark 4.3.4 If instead of having access only to locally sensed information
(such as the vector Ri,Ni ), each agent i has also access to its relative position
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with respect to the center of mass (ci = ri − rcom ), then the following matrix
average consensus dynamics (dimensionally more convenient than (4.87)-(4.88))
can alternatively be used to obtain K:
Ṁi (t) = −

X

j∈Ni

(Mi (t) − Mj (t))

Mi (0) = nmi ci ci T .

(4.89)
(4.90)

It is easy to verify, in fact, that:
n

n

X
1X
Mi (0) =
mi ci ci T = K ∀i.
lim Mi (t) =
t→∞
n i=1
i=1
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(4.91)

Chapter 5

Collective motion based on Motion Camouflage

In this chapter we pursue a biologically-inspired approach to the synthesis
of collective motion, using a steering law called motion camouflage proportional
guidance, first derived in [47] (and in [32] for a planar version), as a “buildingblock”. As explained in section 5.2, if the pursuer is modeled as a self-steering particle, motion camouflage proportional guidance provides a biologically-plausible
implementation for a pursuit strategy called motion camouflage (with respect to
infinity), described in section 5.1. This strategy, also referred to as constant absolute target direction, has been observed in experimental data of echolocating bats
and dragonflies chasing insect prey, male hoverflies chasing females, and male
dragonflies engaged in territorial aerial battles.
Most of section 5.3 is devoted to studying the simple but fundamental case
of two individuals in mutual pursuit, which we call mutual motion camouflage.
Before analyzing the general three-dimensional case, we study the simpler case in
which both individuals are constrained on a plane (section 5.3.1). The dynamics
of mutual motion camouflage on a plane are theoretically interesting because
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they produce an oscillatory system somewhat similar to the Kepler problem, a
comparison with which is presented in section 5.3.2. The planar dynamics are
also closely related to the full dynamics of mutual motion camouflage in three
dimensions, which are derived in section 5.3.3. The mutual motion camouflage
dynamics can be extended to a kind of swarming motion for a n-unit collective,
with the individuals moving on average in a common direction, as explained in
section 5.4.
Note that while the synthesis of collective motion in chapter 4 is in the
context of first-order dynamical models, with the velocities of the individuals
being the controls, this chapter focuses on second-order dynamical models. The
controls are expressed as curvature (steering) laws, but can also be thought of as
gyroscopic forces imposed on unit-mass particles.
The notation here is independent from that of the previous chapters; unless
otherwise specified, quantities represented with a certain symbol in this chapter
are not related to quantities defined previously with the same symbol.

5.1

Motion Camouflage pursuit strategy
For many animal species, survival and reproduction depend on their ability

to pursue potential preys and mates. Given the importance of this task, many
species have highly developed pursuit skills, often tailored to effectively use their
sensory and motor capabilities.
Different animal species typically accomplish pursuit tasks in different ways,
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and even within the same species, different types of pursuit seem to be used in
different circumstances. Nevertheless there are some common pursuit strategies,
which can be identified by studying the geometry of the trajectories of pursuers
and evaders, that are recurring across different species. Certain animal pursuers
employ the most basic strategy of going straight towards the current position of
the evader; this strategy is sometimes called classical pursuit or tracking and is
geometrically described by the pursuer velocity being aligned with the baseline
(or line-of-sight vector) between pursuer and evader. A somewhat similar strategy employed by other animal pursuers is to go towards the current position of
the evader while keeping a fixed offset angle with the line-of-sight vector. This
strategy is called constant bearing pursuit. Our focus is on another strategy, in
which the pursuer moves so that the absolute direction of the line-of-sight vector
remains constant in time, or in other words the relative velocity between pursuer
and evader is always parallel to the relative position. In mathematical terms, if
r = rp − re is the relative position of the pursuer with respect to the evader, and
ṙ is its time derivative, then this strategy holds when:
Γ(r, ṙ) ,

ṙ r
·
= −1.
|ṙ| |r|

(5.1)

This strategy is sometimes referred to as constant absolute target direction
or as parallel navigation, in reference to the constraint that the relative position
vector remains always parallel to itself. If perfectly executed, this strategy leads
a pursuer that moves faster than the evader to always intercept the latter; for
this reason, it is also sometimes called interception (for example in [44]).
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The classical pursuit and constant absolute target direction strategies are
observed for example in experimental data collected from echolocating bats. It
appears that the strategy used by a single bat in hunting for prey (such as a
praying mantis) can be identified with a strategy of constant absolute target
direction [21]; conversely, when there are two bats competing for the same prey,
the bat behind follows the first one with a classical pursuit strategy for most
of the time, before changing strategy at the end to attempt (often successfully)
capture of the prey [16]. An example of constant bearing pursuit can instead
be found in the study of peregrine falcon stoop [51]. The peregrine falcon spots
a prey from very high distance and altitude, and then starts a spiral trajectory
towards the target which is driven by a constant bearing condition; the motivation
for this could be that the falcon needs to maintain sideways vision due to the
lateral position of the eyes, and of the deep fovea in particular, but at the same
time it needs to keep the head aligned with the direction of flight to minimize
aerodynamic drag.
The constant absolute target direction strategy appears not only in the
study of echolocating bats but also of visual insects. In [44], it is shown that
dragonflies intercept their prey by keeping the absolute angle to the prey constant.
Moreover, in the context of male hoverflies chasing female ones [50] and malemale territorial air-battles between dragonflies [41], it has been observed that
the pursuer moves in such a way that the direction of the line-of-sight between
pursuer and evader remains always parallel to itself or always intersects a common
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point. It has been postulated that the pursuer moves in this way to null the
optic flow produced in the eyes of the evader, hence making it believe that the
pursuer is co-located with a familiar, stationary object (such as a flower). It is
well-known that insects like hoverflies and dragonflies have compound eyes that
are very effective at detecting optic flow, but have poor sensitivity to looming.
This strategy allows therefore the pursuer to “camouflage” its motion towards
the evader, and for this reason it is called motion camouflage. In this context
the constant absolute target direction strategy is seen as a special case, in which
the stationary object of reference is placed at infinity; this motivates yet another
name for this strategy: motion camouflage with respect to infinity. Figure 5.1
sketches the two strategies of motion camouflage with respect to a point and
with respect to infinity (identical to constant absolute target direction).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Motion camouflage strategy: (a) with respect to a point p; (b) with
respect to infinity (constant absolute target direction).

As an additional motivation for considering this pursuit strategy, a gametheoretical comparison of the three different strategies has showed that it is the
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most effective in capturing randomly moving evaders [54].
Biologically-plausible steering laws that execute this strategy, for a pursuer
modeled as a self-steering particle, have been introduced in [47] and [32] (for
a three-dimensional and a planar setting respectively) and will be recalled in
the following section. These steering laws are referred to as motion camouflage
proportional guidance (MCPG) laws, hence for consistency we will refer to the
constant absolute target direction strategy as simply motion camouflage (MC)
strategy in the remainder of the chapter.

5.2

Motion Camouflage Proportional Guidance steering
law
Let the pursuer be modeled as a unit-mass particle moving along twice-

differentiable curves in R3 , and capable of controlling its own steering (i.e. a “selfsteering particle”). Then a convenient set of equations to describe the pursuer
dynamics is the one based on the natural Frenet framing of curves in R3 (described
for example in [8] and [31]):
ṙp = νp xp
ẋp = νp (up yp + vp zp )

(5.2)

ẏp = −νp up xp
żp = −νp vp xp .
Here rp is the position of the pursuer and xp is the unit vector in its
direction of motion, while yp , zp complete with xp a right-handed orthonormal
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frame for the particle trajectory. Notice that yp , zp need to be chosen arbitrarily
at the initial time; then their evolution in time is uniquely defined by (5.2). The
natural curvatures up , vp can be thought of as the steering controls, which do not
affect the speed νp ; to see this, notice that they act on ẋp in directions yp and
zp , orthogonal to xp . The speed is not considered an active control, but a time
function dictated by propulsive or lift mechanisms; this assumption simplifies the
model and is reasonable in the context of birds and other pursuers that need to
maintain a certain speed to remain aloft. Alternatively, (5.2) can be interpreted
as the model for a particle subject only to a gyroscopic force, controllable through
the scalar functions up and vp , leaving unchanged the kinetic energy,.
For these pursuer dynamics, the motion camouflage proportional guidance
steering law is defined as follows [47]:
h

i
r(t)
CP G
uM
(t)
=
−µ
z
(t)
·
ṙ(t)
×
p
p
|r(t)|
i
h

r(t)
,
vpM CP G (t) = +µ yp (t) · ṙ(t) × |r(t)|

(5.3)

where µ > 0 is a constant gain, and r = rp − re is the line-of-sight vector between
the pursuer and the evader, also modeled as a particle.
Motion camouflage proportional guidance, with high gain µ, is a biologically-plausible steering law that a pursuer interested in executing the motion
camouflage strategy could successfully employ. It is in fact shown in [47] that
if the initial conditions satisfy Γ(r(0), ṙ(0)) 6= 1 and |r(0)| > 0, and the motion
of the evader satisfies certain constraints (slower than the pursuer, trajectories
with bounded and continuous curvatures), then (5.3) guarantees that the mo145

tion camouflage state (5.1) is “accessible in finite time”: ∀ǫ > 0, there exists
a finite time T > 0 such that Γ(T ) ≤ −1 + ǫ if the gain µ is sufficiently high.
This result holds independently of how the speed of the pursuer varies, provided
it is bounded, has bounded and piecewise continuous derivatives, and remains
higher than the evader speed. In support of the claim that this control law is
a biologically-plausible implementation of the motion camouflage strategy, [46]
reports high correlation between the curvatures produced by a delayed version of
(5.3), which accounts for sensorimotor reaction times, and the actual curvatures
extracted from experimental trajectories of single echolocating bats engaged in
prey pursuit.
Remark 5.2.1 If the pursuer model (5.2) is interpreted as a particle subject to
gyroscopic force, the motion camouflage proportional guidance law corresponds
to the following force (and corresponding lateral acceleration) applied on the
pursuer:
CP G
r̈p,lat (t) = FMCPG (t) = νp2 (uM
(t)yp (t) + vpM CP G (t)zp (t))
p

= µνp |r(t)|(Ωl (t) × ṙp (t)),
where Ωl ,



r(t)
|r(t)|2

(5.4)


× ṙ(t) is the angular velocity of the baseline vector r, con-

sidered instantaneously as a rigid rod.
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5.2.1

The planar case

It is also useful to introduce a planar version of the motion camouflage
proportional guidance law, which executes the motion camouflage strategy when
both pursuer and evader are constrained on a common plane.
In this case the pursuer is modeled as a unit-mass self-steering particle
moving along twice-differentiable curves in R2 , its dynamics described by the
planar natural Frenet frame equations:
ṙp = νp xp
ẋp = νp up yp

(5.5)

ẏp = −νp up xp .
Here rp ∈ R2 is the position of the pursuer on the plane, xp ∈ R2 is the
tangent vector to the pursuer trajectory and yp = xp ⊥ is its counterclockwise
rotation by π/2 radians, which completes with xp an orthonormal frame. The
curvature up is the steering control, which affects the direction of motion of
the pursuer but not its speed νp , assumed to be an independently defined time
function.
The planar motion camouflage proportional guidance law, first introduced
in [32], is given by:
CP G
(t)
uM
p

= −µ




r(t)
⊥
· ṙ (t) ,
|r(t)|

(5.6)

where µ > 0 is a constant gain, and r = rp − re ∈ R2 is the line-of-sight vector
between the pursuer and the evader.
Just as in the three-dimensional case, if Γ(r(0), ṙ(0)) 6= 1 and |r(0)| > 0,
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and the motion of the evader satisfies certain constraints (its trajectories have
bounded and continuous curvatures and its speed is always lower than that of
the pursuer), then (5.6) guarantees that the motion camouflage state (5.1) is
accessible in finite time.
Remark 5.2.2 The planar motion camouflage proportional guidance steering
law can alternatively be expressed as follows:
CP G
uM
(t) = µ|r(t)|ωr (t),
p

(5.7)

where ωr is the angular rate of the baseline vector r with respect to an absolute
reference frame (given r = (|r|, αr ) in polar coordinates, ωr , α̇r ). This alternative expression highlights the simplicity of the control law and the variables
required for its implementation, namely the distance and the angular rate, which
can be easily sensed without the need of inertial frame information.

5.3

Mutual Motion Camouflage
In this section we study the coupled system composed of two individuals

engaged in a mutual (reciprocal) pursuit, with each individual executing the motion camouflage proportional guidance steering law with the other one as the
“target”. We refer to this system as Mutual Motion Camouflage (MMC). We
first study the dynamics of mutual motion camouflage in the planar case, which
are interesting in their own right and as a stepping stone in the analysis of the
general three-dimensional case. Parts of sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 are adapted
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from [39], and part of the analysis in section 5.3.3 can also be found in [40], together with modifications of the system that are tailored towards spatial coverage
applications.

5.3.1

Planar Mutual Motion Camouflage

We define as planar Mutual Motion Camouflage the system composed
of two individuals, each subject to dynamics (5.5) and moving at constant speeds
(not necessarily equal) that are in mutual pursuit with the motion camouflage
proportional guidance law (5.6), with gains inversely proportional to the speeds:
ui (t) = −µi




r(t)
⊥
· ṙ (t) ,
|r(t)|

µi =

µ
,
νi

i = 1, 2.

(5.8)

Here r , r1 − r2 is the relative position of particle 1 with respect to particle
2, and µ > 0 is a constant gain. The individual gains µ1 , µ2 are chosen to be
inversely proportional to the speeds to preserve a certain symmetry in the system
even when the individual (constant) speeds are different; this allows the mutual
motion camouflage system to produce coordinated motion of the particles, as
will be proved in the following. For the purpose of obtaining coordinated motion
patterns, it is not important that µ is a high-gain (as it would be if, instead,
each individual wanted to intercept the other); we will therefore consider it as a
free positive parameter, that can be chosen to affect certain characteristics of the
resulting coordinated motion.
In studying the planar mutual motion camouflage system, we separate the
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relative motion between the two self-steering particles from the evolution of the
pair with respect to the absolute reference frame, described by the motion of
the center of mass. For the relative motion analysis, in addition to the relative
position r = r1 − r2 we define the relative velocity g , ν1 x1 −ν2 x2 and the vector
h , ν1 y1 −ν2 y2 , which satisfies h = g⊥ = ṙ⊥ by the linearity of vector rotation.
For the center of mass, we introduce the scaled position z , r1 + r2 and velocity
k , ν1 x1 +ν2 x2 ; we also introduce w , ν1 y1 +ν2 y2 = k⊥ . The equations of the
coupled system, when the particles are controlled according to (5.8), are:
ṙ = g
ġ = −µ
ḣ = +µ



r
|r|



r
|r|



r
|r|


·h h

·h g

(5.9)

ż = k
k̇ = −µ
ẇ = +µ



r
|r|


·h w

· h k.

(5.10)

It is possible to apply a reduction to equations (5.9)-(5.10), by introducing
the scalar variables ρ , |r| = (r · r)1/2 , γ , ρ̇ = (r · g)/ |r| and λ = (r · h)/ |r|
for the relative motion, and similarly ζ = |z| = (z · z)1/2 , ξ = ζ̇ = (z · k)/ |z| and
η = (z · w)/ |z| for the center of mass. The following propositions are used in
deriving the reduced equations; notice that the important property in proposition
5.3.1 holds not only for mutual motion camouflage but for all cases of mutual
interaction in which the steering controls satisfy u1 ν1 = u2 ν2 .
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Proposition 5.3.1. The relative velocity vector g and the (scaled) center of mass
velocity vector k have constant magnitude in mutual motion camouflage.
Proof.
d(g · g)
d(|g|2 )
=
= 2 (g · ġ) = −2 µ
dt
dt




r
· h (g · h) = 0.
|r|

An analogous proof shows that |k| is constant.
We indicate these magnitudes as |g| = |h| , δ and |k| = |w| , θ; notice
that |ν1 − ν2 | ≤ δ, θ ≤ ν1 + ν2 .
Proposition 5.3.2. The variables γ and λ, and similarly ξ and η, are related as
follows:
δ 2 = γ 2 + λ2

(5.11)

θ2 = ξ 2 + η 2 .

(5.12)

Proof. From the orthogonality of g and h:




r
g
h
r g
r h
=
·
+
·
|r|
|r| |g| |g|
|r| |h| |h|


2
2
1
r
r
1
1 = 2
·g + 2
·h
δ
|r|
δ
|r|

⇒
⇒

δ 2 = γ 2 + λ2 .
A similar calculation yields (5.12).
Using these results, the equations (5.9)-(5.10) can be reduced to:
ρ̇ = γ


1
−
µ
(δ 2 − γ 2 )
γ̇ =
ρ


λ̇ = µ − ρ1 λ γ
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(5.13)

ζ̇ = ξ
ξ˙ =

1
ζ

(θ2 − ξ 2 ) − µ λ η

(5.14)

η̇ = − ζ1 ξ η + µ λ ξ.
The process of reducing the full configuration of the system (r1 , r2 ) to the
relative position r is equivalent (on the plane) to the reduction of the translational degree of freedom described in section 3.1. Further reduction of r to the
relative distance ρ is similar to the reduction to shape space described in section
3.2, in the sense that the reduced configuration (here just ρ) is invariant to the
group SO(2) of rotations of the absolute reference frame. For this reason we will
sometimes refer to ρ as the “shape” of the system, and to (5.13) as the “shape
dynamics”, even if technically this does not fit the definition of shape given in 3.2
(where the collinear configurations were excluded and the space was R3 ). Notice
that the shape dynamics (5.13) are self-contained because the motion camouflage
proportional guidance law is invariant to rotations and translations of the absolute reference frame; in fact it can completely be expressed in terms of the shape
variable λ: uM CP G (t) = −µλ(t). The reduced center of mass dynamics (5.14) are
driven by the shape dynamics through the coupling in λ.
Remark 5.3.3 For a system of n particles described by model (5.5), an alternative definition of “shape space” is presented in [30], where the shape space is
(SE(2) × SE(2) × ... × SE(2))/SE(2), obtained by quotienting the original configuration space (equivalent to n copies of the special Euclidean group SE(2))
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by the symmetry group SE(2) corresponding to rigid motions of the absolute
reference frame. Since the variables ρ, γ, λ are invariant to this SE(2) action,
they are “shape variables”, and (5.13) can be interpreted as “shape dynamics”,
even in this alternative context.
We derive the motion patterns generated by planar mutual motion camouflage by studying (5.13)-(5.14) and then reconstructing the complete trajectories
of the particles from those in the reduced variables. We first concentrate on the
relative motion equations (5.13), and then show that the dynamics of the center
of mass can be derived from those of the relative motion in a very direct way,
thanks to a special property of the system.

Relative motion: a conservative system
The analysis of the relative motion in planar MMC reduces to the solution
of the first two scalar differential equations in (5.13):
ρ̇ = γ


1
γ̇ = ρ − µ (δ 2 − γ 2 ) ,

(5.15)

defined on the manifold M = {(ρ, γ) : ρ > 0, −δ ≤ γ ≤ δ}. The time evolution
of λ, appearing in the center of mass equations (5.14), can then be derived from
that of ρ and γ by solving the third differential equation in (5.13).
The system (5.15) has a unique equilibrium (ρeq , γeq ) = (1/µ, 0) and two
obvious invariant manifolds {γ = +δ} and {γ = −δ}, with restricted dynamics
(ρ̇ = δ, γ̇ = 0) and (ρ̇ = −δ, γ̇ = 0) respectively. On these manifolds, λ =
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0 ⇒ r ⊥ ṙ⊥ ⇒ Γ(r, ṙ) = ±1. The case γ = −δ corresponds to the motion
camouflage pursuit strategy being perfectly executed, and on this manifold the
baseline between the particles keeps shortening till the particles eventually collide;
conversely in the case that γ = δ the baseline keeps lengthening and the particle
positions diverge. The remaining part of the state space of (5.15) is also filled
with invariant manifolds, each a periodic orbit. To prove this, we use a certain
symmetry property in the vector field of (5.15), namely its F-reversibility, and
the following theorem due to Birkhoff.
Definition 5.3.4 (Involution) A diffeomorphism F : M → M from a manifold
M to itself is said to be an involution if F 6= idM , the identity diffeomorphism,
and F 2 = idM , i.e. F (F (m)) = m, ∀m ∈ M .
Definition 5.3.5 (F-reversibility) A vector field X defined over a manifold M
is said to be F-reversible, if there exists an involution F such that: F∗ (X) = −X;
i.e. F maps orbits of X to orbits of X, reversing the time parametrization. Here
(F∗ (X))(m) = (DF )F −1 (m) X(F −1 (m))∀m ∈ M is the push-forward of F . We call
F the reverser of X.
Theorem 5.3.6 (G.D. Birkhoff [7]). Let X be a F-reversible vector field on
M and ΣF the fixed-point set of the reverser F . If an orbit of X through a point
of ΣF intersects ΣF in another point, then it is periodic.
Proof. Let t 7→ x(t) be an integral curve of X and let t0 < t1 ∈ R be such that
x(t0 ) ∈ ΣF , x(t1 ) ∈ ΣF and x(t) ∈
/ ΣF ∀t0 < t < t1 . Since F∗ (X) = −X and
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F −1 = F (because F is an involution), then y(t) = F (x(2t1 −t)) is also an orbit of
X (i.e. it solves ẏ = X(y)). But y(t1 ) = F (x(2 t1 − t1 )) = F (x(t1 )) = x(t1 ), since
x(t1 ) ∈ ΣF . By uniqueness of solutions, y(t) = x(t). Hence: x(t0 + 2 (t1 − t0 )) =
y(t0 +2(t1 −t0 )) = F (x(2t1 −t0 −2(t1 −t0 ))) = F (x(t0 )) = x(t0 ), since x(t0 ) ∈ ΣF .
Thus x(t) is periodic with period 2 (t1 − t0 ). Also x(t) = F (x(2 t1 − t)).
Remark 5.3.7 This version of the proof of Birkhoff’s theorem follows the thesis
of J. Hermans (under J.J. Duistermaat) [25].
Theorem 5.3.6 can be applied to (5.15) to prove that all orbits in M , outside
of the motion camouflage invariant manifolds, are periodic. We also prove that
each of these periodic orbits is associated to a conserved quantity.
Proposition 5.3.8. The vector field defined by (5.15) is F-reversible, with reverser F (ρ, γ) = (ρ, −γ).
Proof. Consider the involution F (ρ, γ) = (ρ, −γ). Its push-forward maps the
vector field X defined by (5.15) to the vector field:





−γ

 1 0 


(F∗ (X))(ρ, γ) = 



(1/ρ − µ)(δ 2 − γ 2 )
0 −1
= −X(ρ, γ).

Hence X is F -reversible.
Lemma 5.3.9. Every orbit of (5.15) which intersects the ρ-axis twice is periodic.
Proof. From proposition 5.3.8, F (ρ, γ) = (ρ, −γ) is a reverser for the vector field
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of (5.15). The fixed-point set of F is ΣF = {(ρ, 0) : ρ > 0}, the ρ-axis. The result
then directly follows from theorem 5.3.6.
Theorem 5.3.10. Every orbit of (5.15) with initial conditions (ρ0 , γ0 ) 6= (ρeq , γeq )
and such that ρ0 > 0, −δ < γ0 < δ (i.e. not at the equilibrium point or on the
motion camouflage manifolds):
(a) has a conserved quantity
E(ρ, γ) = ρ2 (δ 2 − γ 2 ) e−2µρ

(5.16)

(b) is periodic.
Proof. (a) Orbits not on the motion camouflage manifolds (γ = ±δ) satisfy γ 2 <
δ 2 and, from (5.15):


dγ
dγ dt
1
1
=
=
− µ (δ 2 − γ 2 )
dρ
dt dρ
ρ
γ




γ
1
dγ =
− µ dρ
2
2
δ −γ
ρ


Z ρ
Z γ
1
γ
dγ =
− µ dρ
δ2 − γ 2
ρ
ρ0
γ0
 2

 
δ − γ2
ρ
1
− µ (ρ − ρ0 )
= ln
− ln 2
2
2
δ − γ0
ρ0

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

γ 2 (ρ) = δ 2 − (1/ρ2 ) E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ .

(5.17)

Hence, for an orbit starting at (ρ0 , γ0 ), E(ρ, γ) = E(ρ0 , γ0 ) ∀(ρ, γ).
(b) From (5.17), the intersections of each orbit with the ρ-axis occur when
E(ρ, 0) = ρ2 δ 2 e−2µρ = E(ρ0 , γ0 ). The function E(ρ, 0) has limit values E(0, 0) =
E(∞, 0) = 0 and a unique critical point at ρ = 1/µ corresponding to its maximum
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value δ 2 e−2 /µ2 . Hence if the initial conditions satisfy 0 < E(ρ0 , γ0 ) < δ 2 e−2 /µ2 ,
the corresponding orbit has two intersections with the ρ-axis and, by lemma
5.3.9, is periodic. Since the maximum value of energy E(ρ0 , γ0 ) = δ 2 e−2 /µ2 is
only achieved at the equilibrium (ρeq , γeq ) = (1/µ, 0), all the orbits of interest
(not at the equilibrium point or on the motion camouflage manifolds) are indeed
periodic.
Corollary 5.3.11. The periodic orbits described in theorem 5.3.10 have period:
T =2

Z

ρmax

dρ/
ρmin

p
δ 2 − E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ /ρ2 ,

(5.18)

where ρmin and ρmax are the positive solutions to equation:
ρ2 δ 2 e−2µρ = E(ρ0 , γ0 ).

(5.19)

Proof. From the proof of Birkhoff’s theorem, the period T of a periodic orbit of
(5.15) is twice the elapsed time between the two intersections of the orbit with
the ρ-axis. The latter can be computed, using (5.17) and considering without
loss of generality the half-orbit where γ > 0, in the following way:
dρ/dt = γ =

p
δ 2 − E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ /ρ2

p
dt = dρ/ δ 2 − E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ /ρ2
Z T /2
Z ρmax
p
dρ/ δ 2 − E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ /ρ2
dt =
0

T /2 =

Z

ρmin

ρmax

dρ/
ρmin

⇒
⇒
⇒

p
δ 2 − E(ρ0 , γ0 ) e2µρ /ρ2 .

As discussed in part (b) of the proof of theorem 5.3.10, the values of ρmin and
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Figure 5.2: Phase portrait of system (5.15) when µ = 0.1, δ =

√

2

ρmax are those where the orbit intersects the ρ-axis, given by the positive roots
of (5.19).
The periodic orbits of (5.15) are the level-sets of the “energy function”
E, whose shape depends on the choice of the control law gain µ and on the
magnitude δ of the initial relative velocity. Figure 5.2 shows a representative
phase portrait of (5.15); the nine orbits in the plot are those corresponding to
ρmin = nµ/10, n = 1, 2, .., 9, when µ = 0.1, δ =

√

2.

A very important feature of planar MMC is that the distance between the
particles never goes below a certain minimum value ρmin or above a maximum
value ρmax . By choosing the initial conditions and the gain appropriately, or with
the simple modifications of the control law presented in [38], it is possible to make
the orbits compatible with collision avoidance and wireless connectivity criteria
which need to be met in practical multi-vehicle applications.
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The relative motion of the particles in mutual motion camouflage displays
some similarities with that of the Kepler problem (modeling the gravitational
interaction of two bodies): both are conservative systems which produce periodic
orbits that are collision-free (the orbits in the Kepler problem are elliptic). The
theoretical analogies and differences between the two problems will be discussed
in section 5.3.2.
To conclude the discussion of the relative motion, we derive the evolution of
the remaining shape variable λ(t), important for the reconstruction of the particle
trajectories.
Proposition 5.3.12. The evolution of λ(t) is given by:
λ(t) =

λ0 ρ0 eµ(ρ(t)−ρ0 )
,
ρ(t)

(5.20)

where λ0 , ρ0 are initial conditions.
Proof. From the third differential equation in (5.13):




1
1
λ̇
γ = µ−
ρ̇
= µ−
λ
ρ
ρ
 
 
λ
ρ
ln
= µ (ρ − ρ0 ) − ln
λ0
ρ0

⇒
⇒

λ = λ0 eµ(ρ−ρ0 ) ρ0 /ρ.

Notice that the sign of λ(t) is constant, as opposed to γ(t) which assumes
both positive and negative values along every orbit.
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Motion of the center of mass
We study the motion of the center of mass of the system by analyzing the
evolution of the relevant reduced variables ζ, ξ and η; this requires solving the
six-dimensional system (5.13)-(5.14). We accomplish this using the invariance of
this system of equations to translations of the absolute reference frame, and the
existence of a choice of translation that makes the dynamics of the center of mass
a (scaled) copy of the relative motion dynamics.
Proposition 5.3.13. The mutual motion camouflage dynamics (5.13)-(5.14) are
invariant to translations of the absolute reference frame.
Proof. Let z0 /2 ∈ R2 be an arbitrary translation of the absolute reference frame.
Denote the center of mass and relative motion variables with respect to the translated frame as: z̃ = r1 − z0 /2 + r2 − z0 /2 = z − z0 , r̃ = r1 − z0 /2 − r2 + z0 /2 =
r, ζ̃ = |z̃|, ξ˜ = (z̃ · k)/ |z̃|, η̃ = (z̃ · w)/ |z̃|, ρ̃ = ρ, γ̃ = γ and λ̃ = λ. Consider now
the differential equations to which the ‘tilde’ variables are subject. The relative
motion equations will of course be identical to (5.13), since ρ̃ = ρ, γ̃ = γ and
λ̃ = λ. Also unchanged is θ = |k|, whose computation does not involve the position of the particles. Moreover it is easy to verify that (5.10), (5.12) and hence
(5.14) still hold for the ’tilde’ variables (since λ and θ are unchanged).
Lemma 5.3.14. The following is a 3-dimensional invariant manifold for (5.13)(5.14):
Mσ = {(ρ, γ, λ, ζ, ξ, η) : ζ = σ ρ, ξ = σ γ, η = σ λ},
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(5.21)

where σ = θ/δ.
Proof. The invariance of (5.21) can be proved as follows:
ζ̇ − σ ρ̇ = ξ − σ γ
ξ˙ − σ γ̇ = η 2 /ζ − σ λ2 /ρ − µ λ (η − σ λ)
η̇ − σ λ̇ = −ξ η/ζ + σ λ γ/ρ + µ λ (ξ − σ γ)
hence ζ̇ − σ ρ̇ = 0, ξ˙ − σ γ̇ = 0 and η̇ − σ λ̇ = 0 when ζ = σ ρ, ξ = σ γ, η = σ λ.
The scaling factor σ = θ/δ arises from the definition of the manifold: because
ξ 2 + η 2 = θ2 and γ 2 + λ2 = δ 2 , the choice σ = θ/δ is the only one that satisfies
ξ = σ γ and η = σ λ.
If the initial conditions of the system fall within the invariant manifold
(5.21), the behavior of the center of mass reduced variables (ζ, ξ, η) is just a
scaled version (with scaling factor σ = θ/δ) of the behavior of the relative motion
variables (ρ, γ, λ). For a fixed absolute reference frame, only a restricted set of
initial conditions will be within (5.21); nevertheless one can try to force any given
arbitrary initial conditions on Mσ by choosing an appropriate translation of the
absolute frame. It is a remarkable property of the planar MMC system that a
frame translation which makes the initial conditions fall on (5.21) exists (almost)
always.
Lemma 5.3.15. Let r1 (0), r2 (0), x1 (0) and x2 (0) be arbitrary initial positions
and orientations for the particles, defined with respect to an arbitrary absolute
reference frame. Assume that r1 (0) 6= r2 (0) and ν1 x1 (0) 6= ±ν2 x2 (0), i.e. the
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particles are not initially in the same position and their initial velocity vectors
are neither identical nor opposite. Then there exists a (unique) translation z0 /2
of the reference frame such that, for σ = θ/δ:
ζ 0 = σ ρ0
(5.22)

ξ0 = σ γ 0
η0 = σ λ0 .
The translation vector z0 is given by:

z0 = z(0) −



r(0) · g(0) −r(0) · h(0) 
1 
 k(0).


δ2 
r(0) · h(0)
r(0) · g(0)

(5.23)

Proof. Finding the desired translation vector z0 is equivalent to finding z̃(0) =
z(0) − z0 that satisfies (5.22), i.e.:
|z̃(0)| = σ |r(0)|

(5.24)

(z̃(0) · k(0))/ |z̃(0)| = σ (r(0) · g(0))/ |r(0)|

(5.25)

(z̃(0) · w(0))/ |z̃(0)| = σ (r(0) · h(0))/ |r(0)| .

(5.26)

Using (5.24) and the fact that σ 6= 0 and |r(0)| 6= 0 from the assumptions on the
initial conditions, then (5.25) and (5.26) become:
z̃(0) · k(0) = σ 2 (r(0) · g(0))
z̃(0) · w(0) = σ 2 (r(0) · h(0)),
which in matrix form can also be expressed as:






 r(0) · g(0) 
 kT (0) 
.
 z̃(0) = σ 2 





r(0) · h(0)
wT (0)
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Since w(0) = k⊥ (0) and both vectors are non-zero because of the assumptions on
the initial conditions, the matrix on the left hand side is invertible (it is a scalar
times an orthogonal matrix) and z̃(0) can be obtained from:
−1 



 kT (0) 

z̃(0) = σ 


T
w (0)
2

=

=



 r(0) · g(0) 
 r(0) · g(0) 
 = 1 [k(0) w(0)] 


 δ2



r(0) · h(0)
r(0) · h(0)

1
[(r(0) · g(0))k(0) + (r(0) · h(0))k⊥ (0)]
δ2 

r(0) · g(0) −r(0) · h(0) 
1 
 k(0).


δ2 
r(0) · h(0)
r(0) · g(0)

So the desired z0 exists and is given by (5.23) (by the definition of z̃).
The following theorem is a direct consequence of lemma 5.3.14 and lemma
5.3.15 and summarizes the “recipe” for finding the center of mass dynamics.
Theorem 5.3.16. Let z0 be the vector given by (5.23), which always exists provided r1 (0) 6= r2 (0) and ν1 x1 (0) 6= ±ν2 x2 (0). Translate the initial absolute
reference frame by z0 /2. Then the evolution in time of (ζ, ξ, η), describing the
center of mass dynamics with respect to the translated reference frame, can simply be obtained scaling the evolution of the relative motion variables (ρ, γ, λ) by a
factor σ = θ/δ.
Proof. By lemma 5.3.15, if we define ζ = |z̃|, ξ = (z̃ · k)/ |z̃| and η = (z̃ · w)/ |z̃|,
where z̃ = z − z0 , then the initial conditions satisfy (5.22) and are therefore on
the manifold (5.21). Proposition 5.3.13 shows that the state variables (ζ, ξ, η)
are subject to the differential equations (5.13)-(5.14) and therefore the manifold
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(5.21) is invariant as proved in lemma 5.3.14. Therefore the solution of the system
will be confined within the invariant manifold (5.21) for all positive times, and
ζ(t) = σ ρ(t), ξ(t) = σ γ(t), η(t) = σ λ(t), ∀t ≥ 0.
As a consequence, the center of mass reduced dynamics (5.14), computed
with respect to the translated absolute reference frame, is also a conservative
system. The trajectories of the center of mass are centered at z0 /2 and oscillate between a minimum distance ζmin = σ ρmin /2 and a maximum distance
ζmax = σ ρmax /2.

Reconstruction of the individual trajectories
To complete the analysis of the planar MMC dynamics, we need to reconstruct the trajectories of the particles (ri (t), xi (t), yi (t), i = 1, 2, ∀t ≥ 0) from
their initial conditions ri (0), xi (0), yi (0) and the reduced relative motion trajectories ρ(t), γ(t), which we have already derived qualitatively (for a quantitative
derivation one can numerically integrate (5.15) over one period). We first reconstruct the trajectories of the relative motion (r(t), g(t), h(t)) and center of mass
motion (z(t), k(t), w(t)) and then combine them to reconstruct the individual
trajectories of the particles.

(i) Reconstruction of r(t), g(t), h(t), z(t), k(t), w(t)
First of all, from the trajectories of ρ(t), γ(t) it is immediate to derive those of
λ(t) using proposition 5.3.12. Moreover if we translate the absolute reference
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frame (the one with respect to which the initial conditions are given) by z0 /2,
where z0 is computed from (5.23), we know that ζ(t) = σ ρ(t), ξ(t) = σ γ(t),
η(t) = σ λ(t). Here ζ = |z̃|, ξ = (1/ |z̃|) (z̃ · k) and η = (1/ |z̃|) (z̃ · w), with
z̃ = z − z0 .
Let the notation (|v| , αv ) describe the polar coordinates of a vector v ∈ R2
with respect to the absolute reference frame. Since |g| = |h| = δ and cos(αh −
αr ) = − sin(αg − αr ) from the fact that h = g⊥ , we observe that:



r
γ =
· g = δ cos(αg − αr )
|r|


r
λ =
· h = −δ sin(αg − αr ).
|r|

(5.27)
(5.28)

Hence:
αg − αr = tan−1 (−λ/γ).

(5.29)

If we express ṙ in terms of the polar coordinates of r:

 
ṙ =



ρ cos αr   γ cos αr − ρ sin αr α˙r 
d 

=

 

dt 
ρ sin αr
γ sin αr + ρ cos αr α˙r

and we also express g in polar coordinates:
 




 δ cos αg   δ cos(αr + (αg − αr )) 
=
=
g = 

 

δ sin(αr + (αg − αr ))
δ sin αg




 δ (cos αr cos(αg − αr ) − sin αr sin(αg − αr )) 
=
= 


δ (cos αr sin(αg − αr ) + sin αr cos(αg − αr ))


 γ cos αr + λ sin αr 
,
= 


−λ cos αr + γ sin αr
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then ṙ = g clearly implies that:
α˙r = −λ/ρ = −λ0 ρ0 eµ(ρ−ρ0 ) /ρ2 ,

(5.30)

where we have also used (5.20). Solving (5.30) by quadratures yields the time
evolution of the polar angle αr (t):
αr (t) = αr (0) − λ0 ρ0 e

−µρ0

Z

t

eµρ(s) /ρ2 (s)ds,

(5.31)

0

which completes the reconstruction of r(t) in polar coordinates since we already
know ρ(t).
Remark 5.3.17 Even if the evolution of its magnitude ρ(t) is periodic with
period T, the evolution of r(t) is not. We have in fact:
αr (t + T ) − αr (t) = −λ0 ρ0 e−µρ0 (eµρ /ρ2 )int ,
which is non-zero since (eµρ /ρ2 )int ,

R t+T
t

(5.32)

eµρ(s) /ρ2 (s)ds is the integral over one

period of a positive function, and hence is positive, and λ0 , ρ0 6= 0 for all the initial
conditions of theorem 5.3.10. Hence r(t) is aperiodic (for any period), unless in
the special case that the right hand side of (5.32) gives a rational multiple of 2π.
In all the other cases (hence almost for random initial conditions) αr (t) spans
over time the whole range [−π, π) and r(t) spans the whole annular region with
inner radius ρmin and outer radius ρmax .
The reconstruction of g(t) in polar coordinates can be completed from that
of r(t) using (5.29) and the fact that its magnitude is constant to the value δ.
We can then also derive h(t) as g⊥ (t).
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An analogous procedure can be followed to reconstruct z̃(t), k(t) and w(t) in
polar coordinates, yielding:
αk − αz̃ = tan−1 (−η/ξ) = tan−1 (−λ/γ) = αg − αr

(5.33)

α̇z̃ = −ξ/ζ = −λ/ρ = α˙r .

(5.34)

Hence αz̃ (t) = αr (t) + αz̃ (0) − αr (0), which allows to complete the reconstruction
of z̃ in polar coordinates. Just like r, z̃ is generally aperiodic even if its magnitude ζ(t) has period T . Finally k can be reconstructed from z̃ using (5.33),
and w = k⊥ . The reconstructed trajectories (in polar coordinates) of r(t), g(t),
h(t), z̃(t), k(t) and l(t) must be converted to cartesian coordinates for the reconstruction of the individual trajectories. In cartesian coordinates, we can compute
z = z̃+z0 to have the scaled center of mass trajectory with respect to the original
absolute reference frame.

(ii) Reconstruction of ri (t), xi (t), yi (t)
The individual particle trajectories can be reconstructed from r(t), g(t), z(t) and
k(t) as follows (all vectors in cartesian coordinates):
r1 = (r1 + r2 + r1 − r2 )/2 = (z + r)/2

(5.35)

r2 = (r1 + r2 − r1 + r2 )/2 = (z − r)/2

(5.36)

x1 = (ν1 x1 + ν2 x2 + ν1 x1 − ν2 x2 )/(2ν1 ) = (k + g)/(2ν1 )

(5.37)

x2 = (ν1 x1 + ν2 x2 − ν1 x1 + ν2 x2 )/(2ν2 ) = (k − g)/(2ν2 ).

(5.38)
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To have a qualitative understanding of the reconstructed particle trajectories, it is more convenient to express them with respect to the translated (by
z0 /2) absolute reference frame. Introducing r̃1 = r1 − z0 /2 and r̃2 = r2 − z0 /2
we have (similarly to (5.35) and (5.36)): r̃1 = (z̃+r)/2 and r̃2 = (z̃−r)/2. The
advantage is that now we can use (5.33), (5.34) and the fact that the reduced
variables live in the manifold (5.21), to obtain the evolution in polar coordinates:
 


ζ cos αz̃   ρ cos αr 
p
1 
+
 = 1 ζ 2 + ρ2 + 2ρζ cos(αz̃ − αr )

 

2 
2
ζ sin αz̃
ρ sin αr
r
q
ρ
ρ
ρ
k g
=
σ 2 + 1 + 2σ cos(αk − αg ) =
σ 2 + 1 + 2σ · = |k + g|
2
2
θ δ
2δ
ν1
(5.39)
= ρ
δ

|r̃1 | =









ζ cos αz̃   ρ cos αr 
p
1 
−
 = 1 ζ 2 + ρ2 − 2ρζ cos(αz̃ − αr )

 

2 
2
ζ sin αz̃
ρ sin αr
r
q
ρ
ρ
k g
ρ
=
σ 2 + 1 − 2σ cos(αk − αg ) =
σ 2 + 1 − 2σ · = |k − g|
2
2
θ δ
2δ
ν2
(5.40)
= ρ
δ

|r̃2 | =

−1



ζ sin αz̃ + ρ sin αr
ζ cos αz̃ + ρ cos αr



−1



ζ sin αz̃ − ρ sin αr
ζ cos αz̃ − ρ cos αr



αr̃1 = tan

αr̃2 = tan

= tan

−1



(a + 1) sin αr + b cos αr
(a + 1) cos αr − b sin αr



= tan

−1



(a − 1) sin αr + b sin αr
(a − 1) cos αr − b sin αr



where:
a , σ cos(αz̃ (0) − αr (0)) = σ cos(αk (0) − αg (0)) = σ k(0)
·
θ
b , σ sin(−αz̃ (0) + αr (0)) = −σ sin(αk (0) − αg (0)).
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Figure 5.3: Particle trajectories generated by planar mutual motion camouflage
when µ = 0.1, δ = θ =

√

2, ν1 = ν2 = 1, r1 (0) = [0; 0], r2 (0) = [12.5; −12.5].

It derives that, as r(t) spans in time the whole annular region with inner
radius ρmin and outer radius ρmax , the particles have the following individual
behavior:
- particle 1 spans the annular region centered in z0 /2 and having inner radius
ρmin ν1 /δ and outer radius ρmax ν1 /δ
- particle 2 spans the annular region centered in z0 /2 and having inner radius
ρmin ν2 /δ and outer radius ρmax ν2 /δ.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of trajectories generated by planar mutual
motion camouflage; in this particular case the speeds of the two individuals are
identical, hence they cover the same annular region.
The planar dynamics of mutual motion camouflage produce therefore tra-
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jectories with interesting region-filling properties. In [38], we have introduced
simple modifications to the motion camouflage proportional guidance law (and
hence to the coupled dynamics resulting from mutual pursuit) to exploit these
properties for the solution of certain coverage path-planning problems on a plane.

5.3.2

Comparison with the Kepler problem

The Kepler problem is the study of the trajectories of two bodies resulting from their mutual gravitational interaction, and has been one of the most
extensively studied problems since the seventeenth century. Here we just recall
some results from classical mechanics [22] and the theory of reduction of simple
mechanical systems with symmetry [48] which are useful to carry forward the
analogy with mutual motion camouflage.
The well-known equations of motion for the Kepler problem, for unit-mass
particles, are:
r̈1 = −r̈2 =g

r2 − r1
,
|r2 − r1 |3

(5.41)

and are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the classical Lagrangian:
L(r1 , r2 , ṙ1 , ṙ2 ) = K(ṙ1 , ṙ2 ) − V (r1 , r2 ) =

g
|ṙ1 |2 + |ṙ2 |2
+
.
2
|r2 − r1 |

(5.42)

Here K(ṙ1 , ṙ2 ) = (|ṙ1 |2 + |ṙ2 |2 )/2 and V (r1 , r2 ) = −g/|r2 − r1 | are the kinetic
and potential energies. Reduction by the symmetry group of absolute reference
frame translations (where the momentum map is given by linear momentum)
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yields the reduced equations:
r̈ = −2 g

r
,
|r|3

(5.43)

associated to the Lagrangian:
L′ (r, ṙ) = K ′ (ṙ) − V ′ (r) =

g
|ṙ|2
+ .
4
|r|

(5.44)

A further symmetry reduction, with respect to the group of absolute frame rotations, is associated to the conservation of the angular-momentum-like vector
l = r × ṙ; notice that the conservation of l implies that the relative motion of the
bodies in the Kepler problem is constrained to the fixed plane orthogonal to l.
The resulting “shape” dynamics are:
ρ̈ = −2

g
l2
+
4
,
ρ2
ρ3

(5.45)

where ρ = |r| = |r1 − r2 | and l = |l| is the (constant) magnitude of l. (5.45) is
the Euler-Lagrange equation for a reduced Lagrangian:
Ll (ρ, ρ̇) = Kl (ρ̇) − Vl (ρ) =

ρ̇2 g
l2
+ + 2,
4
ρ ρ

(5.46)

where Kl (ρ̇) = ρ̇2 /4 is the reduced kinetic energy and Vl (ρ) = −g/ρ + l2 /ρ2 is the
amended potential. Using the Legendre transformation to define the conjugate
momentum p = ∂Ll /∂ ρ̇ = ρ̇/2, we can also find the corresponding Hamiltonian
Hl (ρ, p) = 2p2 − Ll (ρ, p), conserved along orbits of the reduced system. In terms
of ρ, ρ̇, this is the total energy E(ρ, ρ̇) = Hl (ρ, ρ̇) = Kl (ρ̇) + Vl (ρ).
The qualitative behavior of the orbits in shape space is determined by the
values of l and Hl , as explained for example in [48]. In particular if Vl,min ≤
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Figure 5.4: Phase portrait for Kepler problem when l = g = 5
Hl < 0, where Vl,min = −g 2 /(4l2 ), then the orbits are periodic, with the distance
ρ(t) oscillating between extrema ρmin and ρmax given by the solutions to ρ2 Hl +
g ρ − l2 = 0. As it is well known from classical mechanics [22], these orbits are
periodic because they are the projections of relative position orbits (r(t) ∀t ≥ 0)
that are themselves periodic (typically elliptical, and circular in the special case
Hl = Vl,min ).
Figure 5.4 shows a representative phase portrait for the Kepler problem
in the reduced variables ρ and γ = ρ̇, for comparison with the MMC problem
(cf. Figure 5.2); the eight orbits plotted are those corresponding to ρmin =
5.5, 6, 6.5, ..., 9, when l = g = 5.

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian aspects of planar MMC
The periodic orbits in the reduced (ρ, γ)-space of the Kepler problem (shown
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in Figure 5.4) are level sets for the canonical Hamiltonian Hl ; the latter corresponds to the total energy (kinetic plus amended potential) and is associated to
a Lagrangian (Ll ) of the classical form “kinetic energy - potential energy”. We
show that a similar structure exists for the reduced relative motion equations
(5.15) of mutual motion camouflage, which are equivalent to the following second
order scalar system:
ρ̈ =



1
−µ
ρ



(δ 2 − ρ̇2 ).

(5.47)

Theorem 5.3.18. The following Lagrangian function (in the form “kinetic energy - potential energy”) has (5.47) as its Euler-Lagrange equation:
Lmmc (ρ, ρ̇) = Kmmc (ρ, ρ̇) − Vmmc (ρ) = 21 M (ρ)ρ̇2 − Vmmc (ρ)
=

1 2 −2µρ 2
ρe
ρ̇
2

+

(5.48)

1 2 2 −2µρ
δ ρe
.
2

Proof. All smooth scalar second order differential equations admit a Lagrangian
formulation [11], and so does (5.47). Assume that the Lagrangian has the desired
form Lmmc = M (ρ)ρ̇2 /2 − Vmmc (ρ) for some functions M (ρ) and Vmmc (ρ). Note
that M (ρ) is the “generalized mass”, which we allow to depend on ρ (otherwise
the Euler-Lagrange equation would have no terms in ρ̇). For a Lagrangian in this
form, the Euler-Lagrange equation is:
d
0=
dt



∂Lmmc
∂ ρ̇



−

∂Lmmc
1 ∂M 2 ∂Vmmc
= M ρ̈ +
ρ̇ +
.
∂ρ
2 ∂ρ
∂ρ

Compare term by term with the following form of (5.47), obtained multiplying
both sides by ρ (which is > 0) and by an arbitrary function F (ρ) 6= 0:
0 = ρ F (ρ)ρ̈ + (1 − µρ)F (ρ)ρ̇2 − (1 − µρ)F (ρ)δ 2 .
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Hence the Lagrangian (5.48) yields (5.47) if and only if:
M = ρF (ρ)

(5.49)

1 ∂M
= (1 − µρ)F (ρ)
2 ∂ρ

(5.50)

∂Vmmc
= −(1 − µρ)F (ρ)δ 2 .
∂ρ

(5.51)

The two equations (5.49)-(5.50) impose a differential constraint on F of the form:


1
′
′
− 2µ F (ρ).
ρ F (ρ) + F (ρ) = 2 (1 − µρ)F (ρ) ⇒ F (ρ) =
ρ
which admits solution F (ρ) = ρe−2µρ , corresponding to M (ρ) = ρ2 e−2µρ . Now
substituting in (5.51) we can find Vmmc (ρ) by quadrature; we choose for convenience to integrate from ρ = 0 (which we can do since we can fix Vmmc up to an
additive constant):
Vmmc (ρ) = −

Z

ρ
0

1
δ 2 (1 − µρ̃)ρ̃ e−2µρ̃ dρ̃ = − δ 2 ρ2 e−2µρ .
2

This completes the construction of a Lagrangian (equal to (5.48)) which has the
desired form and has (5.47) as its Euler-Lagrange equation.
Corollary 5.3.19. The mutual motion camouflage relative motion equations
(5.15) correspond to the Hamiltonian vector field for the following Hamiltonian
function (which can be interpreted as “total energy”):
Hmmc (ρ, ρ̇) = Kmmc (ρ, ρ̇) + Vmmc (ρ)
1 2 −2µρ 2
ρe
ρ̇
2

=

−

1 2 2 −2µρ
δ ρe
,
2

with respect to the non-canonical Poisson bracket:


{f, g}(ρ,γ) = ∇f T





0

2µρ

− e ρ2

e2µρ
ρ2

0
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 ∇g, ∀f, g ∈ C∞ (R2 ).


(5.52)

I.e. (5.15) can be obtained as:
ρ̇ = {ρ, Hmmc (ρ, γ)}(ρ,γ)

(5.53)

γ̇ = {γ, Hmmc (ρ, γ)}(ρ,γ) .
Proof. Let p be the conjugate momentum associated to the Lagrangian function
(5.48): p = ∂Lmmc /∂ ρ̇ = M (ρ)ρ̇ = ρ2 e−2µρ ρ̇. Then the canonical Hamiltonian
associated to (5.48) is Hmmc (ρ, p) = p ρ̇(ρ, p) − Lmmc (ρ, ρ̇(ρ, p)) = p2 e2µρ /(2ρ2 ) −
δ 2 ρ2 e−2µρ /2, which in terms of ρ, ρ̇ is exactly the total energy: Hmmc (ρ, ρ̇) =
−ρ2 (δ 2 − ρ̇2 )e−2µρ /2 = Kmmc (ρ, ρ̇) + Vmmc (ρ).
Since Hmmc is a conserved quantity:
dHmmc
∂Hmmc
∂Hmmc
=
ρ̇ +
γ̇ = 0,
dt
∂ρ
∂γ
and we can define a function β(ρ, γ):
β(ρ, γ) =

ρ̇

γ̇
= − ∂Hmmc

∂Hmmc
∂γ

∂ρ

such that the following holds:
ρ̇ = β(ρ, γ)

∂Hmmc
∂γ

γ̇ = −β(ρ, γ)

(5.54)

∂Hmmc
.
∂ρ

With the system in the form (5.54), it is easy to identify a choice of the Poisson
bracket:




{f, g}(ρ,γ) = ∇f T 


0



β(ρ, γ) 
 ∇g,

−β(ρ, γ) 0

(5.55)

such that (5.53) holds. It is a simple exercise to verify that (5.55) satisfies all the
properties for a (non-canonical) Poisson bracket. Notice that the above argument,
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due to Jacobi, can be applied to any two dimensional system to find a Poisson
bracket from knowledge of a conserved quantity. Finally, we complete the proof
showing that β(ρ, γ) = e2µρ /ρ2 in the case of system (5.15) with Hamiltonian
(5.52):
β(ρ, γ) =

ρ̇
∂Hmmc
∂γ

=

γ
e2µρ
=
.
γρ2 e−2µρ
ρ2

The reduced relative motion equations of mutual motion camouflage have
therefore underlying Lagrangian and Hamiltonian structures almost of the “classical” type, and similar to those of their Kepler problem counterparts. In particular the conserved quantity (5.16) is nothing else that a scaled version of the
Hamiltonian Hmmc , which can be interpreted as the total energy of the reduced
system.
The analogies between mutual motion camouflage and Kepler problem do
not extend to the complete relative motion equations (those describing the evolution of the whole relative position vector r(t) instead of just its magnitude ρ(t)).
One obvious difference is that in the Kepler problem the relative motion trajectories are periodic (when Vl,min ≤ Hl < 0) whereas in MMC they are aperiodic.
An even more fundamental difference is that the relative motion equations in the
Kepler problem are associated to a Lagrangian L′ (r, ṙ) (whose reduction by symmetry is what induces the Lagrangian structure on the shape dynamics), while
the relative motion equations in mutual motion camouflage have no underlying
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Lagrangian structure. We dedicate the last part of this section to proving this
fact, using the following result on the inverse problem of the calculus of variations
for two-dimensional systems.
Theorem 5.3.20 (J. Douglas [18]). Given the system composed of two scalar
second order differential equations:
ÿ = F (t, y, z, ẏ, ż)

(5.56)

z̈ = G(t, y, z, ẏ, ż),
where F and G are smooth functions, then the existence (or lack thereof ) of a
Lagrangian function for which (5.56) are the Euler-Lagrange equations, can be
derived studying the matrix:




 A B C 




,
∆=
A
B
C
 1
1
1 




A2 B2 C2

whose elements are expressions in the partial derivatives of F and G:
A = dFż /dt − 2Fz − Fż (Fẏ + Gż )/2
B

= −dFẏ /dt + dGż /dt + 2(Fy − Gz )
+(Fẏ − Gż )(Fẏ + Gż )/2

C

= −dGẏ /dt + 2Gy + Gẏ (Fẏ + Gż )/2

A1 = dA/dt − Fẏ A − Fż B/2
B1 = dB/dt − Gẏ A − (Fẏ + Gż )B/2 − Fż C
C1 = dC/dt − Gẏ B/2 − Gż C
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(5.57)

A2 = dA1 /dt − Fẏ A1 − Fż B1 /2
B2 = dB1 /dt − Gẏ A1 − (Fẏ + Gż )B1 /2 − Fż C1
C2 = dC1 /dt − Gẏ B1 /2 − Gż C1 .
In particular a Lagrangian function for (5.56) certainly exists in one of the following cases:
(L1) rank(∆)=0
(L2) rank(∆)=1, and the roots λ, µ of the quadratic equation Aξ 2 + Bξ + C = 0
are distinct and satisfy λλż − λẏ = 0, µµż − µẏ = 0.
Conversely a Lagrangian function certainly does not exist in the following cases:
(NL1) rank(∆)=2, and D = (BC1 − B1 C)(AB1 − A1 B) − (CA1 − C1 A)2 = 0
(NL2) rank(∆)=3.
In all the other cases, the existence of a Lagrangian depends on complicated algebraic conditions, involving the solutions to certain linear partial differential
equations, or the exactness of certain differential forms, for which we refer the
reader to [18].
Theorem 5.3.21. The relative motion equations (5.9) of planar MMC are equivalent to the second order two-dimensional system:
r̈ = µ



r
· ṙ
|r|




r
ṙ − |ṙ|
,
|r|
2

(5.58)

and are not the Euler-Lagrange equations for any Lagrangian function.
Proof. The unit vectors g/|g| and h/|h| form an orthonormal basis for R2 (here
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h = g⊥ ). We can therefore write r/|r| as:
r
=
|r|



r g
·
|r| |g|



g
+
|g|



r h
·
|r| |h|



h
.
|h|

Hence the system of equations (5.9) can be rewritten in second-order form as:
r̈ = −µ







r
r
2 r
,
·h h=µ
· g g − |g|
|r|
|r|
|r|

or equivalently as in (5.58).
Define now as r1 and r2 the cartesian coordinates of r (not to be confused
with the positions r1 and r2 of the particles). Then (5.58) is equivalent to the
following system of second order scalar differential equations:

where |r| =

p

r̈1 = F (r1 , r2 , ṙ1 , ṙ2 ) =

µ
(ṙ ṙ r
|r| 1 2 2

r̈2 = G(r1 , r2 , ṙ1 , ṙ2 ) =

µ
(ṙ ṙ r
|r| 2 1 1

− r1 ṙ22 )
−

(5.59)

r2 ṙ12 ),

r12 + r22 . It is then a lengthy but simple exercise to apply theorem

5.3.20 to (5.59) and show that it falls in case (NL1), hence it does not admit any
Lagrangian.

5.3.3

Mutual Motion Camouflage in three dimensions

We define as Mutual Motion Camouflage (in 3d) the system composed
of two individuals, moving at constant speeds in R3 subject to dynamics (5.2),
that are in mutual pursuit with the motion camouflage proportional guidance law
(5.3), with gains inversely proportional to the speeds:
i
h

r(t)
ui (t) = − νµi zi (t) · ṙ(t) × |r(t)|
i
h

r(t)
vi (t) = + νµi yi (t) · ṙ(t) × |r(t)|
.
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(5.60)

Here µ > 0 is a constant gain, and r = r1 − r2 .
Similarly to the planar case, we request the gains to be inversely proportional to the speeds to avoid the possible difference in speed from breaking the
symmetry in the problem, instrumental to obtaining coordinated motion.
The study of mutual motion camouflage in three dimensions involves the
analysis of the closed-loop system obtained by substituting (5.60) in the selfsteering particle dynamics of the form (5.2). As in the planar case, the closedloop system can be conveniently expressed by separating the equations of the
relative motion from those of the center of mass motion. Introducing r , r1 − r2 ,
g , ν1 x1 − ν2 x2 , z , r1 + r2 and k , ν1 x1 + ν2 x2 , that are some of the same
variables of section 5.3.1 but here three-dimensional, the equations are:
ṙ = g
h


ġ = µ g × g ×

r
|r|

i

h

r
|r|

i

(5.61)
,

ż = k

k̇ = µ k × g ×

(5.62)
.

A vector quantity that plays an important role in the analysis of both the
relative motion and the center of mass motion is the angular-momentum-like
vector l , r × g, which evolves according to the following dynamics:
l̇ = µ γ l,

(5.63)

where γ , g · r/|r| = ρ̇, ρ , |r|, as in section 5.3.1. Hence the direction of l
remains constant in time (it depends only on the initial conditions). We will
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denote the constant unit vector in the direction of l(t) as el and the time-varying
magnitude |l(t)| as l(t); the latter evolves according to:
l(t) = l(0) e

Rt
0

µγ(s)ds

= l(0)eµ(ρ(t)−ρ(0)) .

(5.64)

We will derive the three-dimensional trajectories induced by mutual motion
camouflage in three steps: derivation of the relative motion between the particles, derivation of the center of mass trajectory, and finally reconstruction of the
individual trajectories.

Relative motion
Using the triple vector product rule a × (b × c) = b(a · c) − c(a · b), the
system of equations (5.61) can be expressed in a form identical to (5.58):
r̈ = ġ = µ





r
2 r
.
· ṙ ṙ − |ṙ|
|r|
|r|

(5.65)

Of course the difference is that here r ∈ R3 , whereas in (5.58) r ∈ R2 .
Nevertheless, r is always orthogonal to el (by the definition of l) and, since the
latter is fixed, r evolves on a fixed plane. Let (ex , ey , el ) be any orthonormal frame
in R3 and rx , r · ex , ry , r · ey and rl , r · el the corresponding components of
r. Clearly rl and ṙl are always zero (the latter because ṙ is also orthogonal to el ),
and the evolution of the projection ofr on the plane orthogonal to el , described

 rx 
, is given by:
by the two-dimensional vector rxy , 


ry
r̈xy = µ





rxy
2 rxy
· ṙxy ṙxy − |ṙxy |
.
|rxy |
|rxy |
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(5.66)

System (5.66) is truly equivalent to (5.58), and therefore the relative motion
between the particles, constrained on the plane orthogonal to el , has the same
characteristics as in the planar MMC case: ρ(t) = |rxy (t)| = |r(t)| oscillates periodically between extrema ρmin and ρmax (depending on the value of the conserved
quantity (5.16)) and rxy (t) fills an annular region with radii ρmin and ρmax . As
in the planar case, we call δ , |ṙ| = |ṙxy | the constant relative speed between the
particles.

Center of mass motion
The dynamics of the (scaled) center of mass velocity k , ż, can be expressed
as a linear time-varying system: k̇(t) = µ(l(t) × k(t))/ρ(t) = A(t)k(t), with
A(t) , µ(l(t)/ρ(t))êl , êl ∈ so(3) being the skew-symmetric matrix associated to
the unit vector el . The solution of this system is:
k(t) = exp

Z

t

A(σ)dσ
0



k(0) = exp

Z

t
0

l(σ)
µ
dσ êl
ρ(σ)



k(0).

From the properties of the exponential map (exp : so(3) → SO(3)):
k(t) = Rot (el , α(t)) k(0),
where α(t) , µ

Rt

l(σ)
dσ.
0 ρ(σ)

(5.67)

The notation Rot(e, α) ∈ SO(3) denotes the matrix

corresponding to counterclockwise rotation by an angle α about the axis e ∈ R3 .
Remark 5.3.22 Since ρ(t) > 0 ∀t and l(t) ≥ 0 ∀t, the “rotation angle” satisfies
α(t) ≥ 0 ∀t, α(t) = 0 ⇔ l(0) = 0. Hence the center of mass velocity is constant
in time only if either r(0) is parallel to g(0) (so that l(0) = 0) or k(0) is parallel
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to el = l(0)/l(0). On the other hand, the magnitude of k, and hence the center
of mass speed, is always constant in time (just as in the planar case); we call this
quantity θ.
The rotation matrix in (5.67) can be expanded using Rodrigues formula,
yielding the more explicit expression:
k(t) = cos(α(t))k(0) + sin(α(t))(el × k(0)) + (1 − cos(α(t)))(k(0) · el )el .
(5.68)
Equation (5.68) highlights the components of the center of mass velocity in three
fixed (but in general not orthogonal) directions: k(0), el and el × k(0). Provided
that el ×k(0) 6= 0 (if this is not the case, the center of mass velocity is constant as
explained in remark 5.3.22), it is possible to conveniently rewrite (5.68) in terms
of an orthonormal frame (ex , ey , el ) in R3 , defined by ex , el × k(0)/|el × k(0)|
and ey , el ×ex = el ×(el ×k(0))/|el ×k(0)| = (el (k(0)·el )−k(0))/|el ×k(0)|. It
is a simple algebraic exercise to show that the resulting equation can be expressed
as:
k(t) = −|el × k(0)|[sin(−α(t))ex + cos(−α(t))ey ] + (k(0) · el )el ,
or component-wise:







 kx (t)   −|el × k(0)| sin(−α(t))
 

 



k(t) =  ky (t) 
 =  −|el × k(0)| cos(−α(t))
 

 

k(0) · el
kl (t)

(5.69)






.




(5.70)

From (5.70), it is clear that the center of mass velocity in the direction
of el is constant, hence the component zl (t) of the (scaled) center of mass in
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that direction grows linearly. On the other hand, it is possible to prove that
the projection of z on the plane orthogonal to el evolves like the center of mass
motion in the planar MMC case.




 zx 
 ∈ R2 be the projection of z on the plane
Theorem 5.3.23. Let zxy , 


zy

orthogonal to el , with components zx , z · ex , zy , z · ey . Then zxy satisfies the
following differential equations (equivalent to (5.10)):
z̈xy (t) = −µ λ(t) ż⊥
xy (t),

(5.71)

where λ(t) , rxy (t) · ṙ⊥
xy (t)/ρ(t).
Proof. The first two components of (5.70) give żxy (t). Hence by further differentiating with respect to time:




 |el × k(0)| cos(−α(t)) 
l(t) ⊥
 = α̇(t) ż⊥
z̈xy (t) = α̇(t) 
ż (t).
xy (t) = µ


ρ(t) xy
−|el × k(0)| sin(−α(t))

Now define λ as in section 5.3.1, using the vector rxy ∈ R2 in place of r: λ ,
2
2
2
rxy · ṙ⊥
xy /ρ. Clearly it is still true (like in the planar case) that: γ +λ = δ . Hence
2
2
2
2 2
2
2 2
rxy · ṙ⊥
xy = r · (el × ṙ) = −(|r| |ṙ| − (r · ṙ) )/|r × ṙ| = −ρ (δ − γ )/l = −ρ λ /l,

and therefore λ = −l/ρ.
Recalling the results obtained in section 5.3.1 for the planar center of mass
equations (5.10), it is clear that (5.71) implies that the projection of the center of
mass motion on the plane orthogonal to el evolves aperiodically, filling in time an
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annular region with radii proportional to ρmin and ρmax , and center (cfg. (5.23)):


zxy,0

rxy (0) · ṙxy (0) −rxy (0) · ṙ⊥
xy (0) 
1 

 żxy (0).
= zxy (0) − 2 

δ
rxy (0) · ṙ⊥
(0)
r
(0)
·
ṙ
(0)
xy
xy
xy

(5.72)

The overall center of mass motion is therefore the vector sum of a linear
motion in the direction of el (dependent on the initial conditions) and a planar
MMC motion on a plane orthogonal to el . The trajectory is a “modulated” helix,
as shown below.
Theorem 5.3.24. The curvature and torsion profiles of the center of mass trajectory in mutual motion camouflage (well-defined provided that k(0) is not parallel
to el ) are given by:
β(t)
|k(0) × el |
θ2
β(t)
τ (t) = 2 (k(0) · el ),
θ

κ(t) =

(5.73)
(5.74)

and are identical to those of a “modulated” circular helix, with periodic angular
frequency β(t) , α̇(t) = µl(t)/ρ(t).
Proof. Recall that, given a thrice-differentiable curve t 7→ z(t) ∈ R3 with |ż(t)| =
θ (constant), the curvature and torsion profiles are defined as respectively κ(t) ,
|ṫ(t)|/θ and τ (t) , (ṅ(t) · b(t))/θ. Here t(t) , ż(t)/θ, n(t) , ṫ(t)/|ṫ(t)| and
b(t) , t(t) × n(t) are the tangent, normal and binormal to the curve, which form
its Frenet-Serret frame (see for example [8]). It is easy to verify that for a circular
helix having angular frequency ω, radius |a|/ω, pitch 2πb/ω and constant speed

√

a2 + b2 (e.g. of the form z(t) = (a/ω) cos(ωt) ex + (a/ω) sin(ωt) ey + bt el , if
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the helix axis is el ), the curvature and torsion profiles are constant and given by:
κ(t) =

|a|ω
a2 +b2

∀t, τ (t) =

bω
a2 +b2

∀t.

Before computing the curvature and torsion of the center of mass trajectory,
we remark the following consequences of the fact that k̇(t) = −β(t)(k(t) × el ):
d
(k(t) × el ) · (k̇(t) × el )
|k(t) × el | =
= 0 ∀t
dt
|k(t) × el |
d
(k(t) · el ) = k̇(t) · el = 0 ∀t.
dt

Hence, ∀t > 0, |k(t) × el | = |k(0) × el | (which we assume nonzero) and k(t) ·
el = k(0) · el are constant. Exploiting these facts, we can compute the relevant
quantities for the center of mass trajectory as follows:
−β(t)(k(t) × el )
k(t)
k̇(t)
, ṫ(t) =
=
,
θ
θ
θ
−k(t) × el
ṫ(t)
=
,
n(t) =
|k(0) × el |
|ṫ(t)|

t(t) =

ṅ(t) =

−k̇(t) × el
el (k(0) · el ) − k(t)
= β(t)
,
|k(0) × el |
|k(0) × el |

b(t) = t(t) × n(t) =

−k(t)(k(0) · el ) + el θ2
.
θ|k(0) × el |

So the curvature and torsion of the center of mass trajectory are given by:
β(t)
|ṫ(t)|
= 2 |k(0) × el |,
θ
θ
ṅ(t) · b(t)
β(t)
τ (t) =
= 2 (k(0) · el ).
θ
θ

κ(t) =

If we compare with the curvature and torsion of a standard circular helix, we see
that there is an exact correspondence between the center of mass trajectory and
a “modulated” helix with periodic angular frequency β(t), radius |k(0)×el |/β(t),
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pitch 2π(k(0) · el )/β(t) and constant speed θ. It is indeed the “modulation” in
the angular frequency (driven by the changes in relative distance between the
particles) that makes the trajectory more complicated (and interesting) than a
standard circular helix.

Reconstruction of individual trajectories
Since r1 = (z + r)/2 and r2 = (z − r)/2, the individual dynamics are:
1
µ
µl
r̈1 = (z̈ + r̈) = (l × ṙ1 ) = êl ṙ1
2
ρ
ρ

(5.75)

1
µ
µl
r̈2 = (z̈ − r̈) = (l × ṙ2 ) = êl ṙ2 ,
2
ρ
ρ

(5.76)

and therefore r1 and r2 satisfy:
ṙi (t) = Rot (el , α(t)) ṙi (0),
with α(t) , µ

Rt

l(s)
ds.
0 ρ(s)

i = 1, 2,

(5.77)

The motion of the i-th agent (i = 1, 2) is rectilinear if

ṙi (0) is parallel to el , or if el = 0. In the other cases, it can be decomposed with
respect to the orthonormal frame (ex , ey , el ) as it was done for the center of mass:

 

 ṙix (t)   −|el × ṙi (0)| sin(−α(t))

 

 


ṙi (t) =  ṙiy (t) 
 =  −|el × ṙi (0)| cos(−α(t))

 

 
ṙil (t)
ṙi (0) · el




.




(5.78)

Therefore each of the particles travels at constant speed νi along a “modulated”
circular helix of the type described in theorem 5.3.24, with axis el and curvature
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and torsion profiles:
κi (t) =

β(t)
|ṙi (0) × el |
νi2

(5.79)

τi (t) =

β(t)
(ṙi (0) · el ).
νi2

(5.80)

Figure 5.5 shows a typical set of trajectories obtained for two individuals engaged in mutual motion camouflage. Notice that the speeds of the two
individuals are different in this example.
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−40

x

Figure 5.5: Representative trajectories obtained with mutual motion camouflage

Special trajectories
Among the trajectories that can be obtained with mutual motion camouflage, we highlight some interesting special cases and suitable choices of initial
conditions to achieve them.
(i) Rectilinear motion of both particles
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Both agents have constant velocity, and hence move in straight lines, if
el = 0 ⇒ r(0) × ṙ(0) = 0. Since we exclude collision configurations (otherwise
the motion camouflage proportional guidance laws are not well-defined), this can
happen only if either ṙ(0) = ν1 x1 − ν2 x2 = 0 or if ṙ(0) is parallel to r(0). The
first case is possible only if the agent speeds are equal (ν1 = ν2 ), and their initial
directions of motion are identical; in this case the agents move along parallel lines.
The second case corresponds to Γ(r(0), ṙ(0)) = ±1. Just as in planar MMC,
the sets Γ(r, ṙ) = ±1 are (non-attracting) invariant manifolds, and therefore
the particles remain in a state of motion camouflage with the distance either
increasing (if Γ = 1) or reducing till collision (if Γ = −1).
(ii) Rectilinear motion of one of the particles
The i-th agent moves along a straight line if ṙi (0) = νi el . By the definition of el , this requires ṙi (0) to be orthogonal to r(0). For given initial relative
position r(0), and desired initial velocity (and hence direction of the straight
line trajectory) for one of the agents (say ṙ1 (0) = ν1 x1 (0) ⊥ r(0)), the only
choice of velocity for the other agent that guarantees that el = ṙ1 (0)/ν1 is:
ṙ2 (0) = ν2 x2 (0) = ν1 x1 (0) + (r(0) × x1 (0)).
(iii) Rectilinear motion of the center of mass
The center of mass moves along a straight line if k(0) is parallel to el . Let
r(0) be the initial relative position between the agents, and el a vector orthogonal
to r(0) (the desired direction for the center of mass motion). For k(0) to be parallel to el , the initial relative velocity g(0) must satisfy the condition g(0)/|g(0)| =
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r(0)×el /|r(0)×el |. Since k(0) must be parallel to l(0) = r(0)×g(0), it must also
be orthogonal to g(0), and thus 2ν1 = |k(0) + g(0)| = |k(0) − g(0)| = 2ν2 . Hence
the two agent speeds must be equal: ν1 = ν2 , ν. The magnitudes δ = |g(0)| and
θ = |k(0)| must be related to the common speed by the relation

√

δ 2 + θ2 = 2ν (if

θ = 0 we have the planar mutual motion camouflage described in (v)). Provided
that these conditions are satisfied, the following initial directions of motion for
the agents guarantee that the center of mass will move in the direction el at speed
θ: x1 (0) =

k(0)+g(0)
2ν

=

δ r(0)×el
2ν |r(0)×el |

+

θ
e,
2ν l

x2 (0) =

k(0)−g(0)
2ν

=

θ
e
2ν l

−

δ r(0)×el
.
2ν |r(0)×el |

(iv) Motion of both particles along a double helix
The trajectories of the particles (and of their center of mass) are true
circular helices in the special case that the relative distance ρ(t) remains constant in time. In that case in fact β(t) = α̇(t) is constant in the curvature
and torsion profiles (5.79)-(5.80). This occurs if the initial conditions fall on
the equilibrium point ρ(0) = 1/µ, ρ̇(0) = 0 of the relative distance dynamics.
Notice that ρ̇(0) = γ(0) = (g(0) · r(0))/|r(0)| = 0 requires g(0) to be orthogonal to r(0) (and of course to el ). Hence this special motion is achieved
if initially the positions of the agents have distance 1/µ and their velocities
g(0)
satisfy: |g(0)|
=

ν1 x1 (0)−ν2 x2 (0)
|ν1 x1 (0)−ν2 x2 (0)|

=

r(0)×el
ρ(0)

= µ(r(0) × el ).When this is the case:

β(t) = α̇(t) = µl(t)/ρ(t) = µ2 |l(0)| = µ2 |r(0) × g(0)| = µ2 δρ(0) = µδ, where
δ = |g(0)| = |ν1 x1 (0) − ν2 x2 (0)|. The curvature and torsion for each agent, given
by the constants κi (t) = µδ|ṙi (0) × el |/νi2 and τi (t) = µδ(ṙi (0) · el )/νi2 , correspond
to circular helices with angular frequency µδ, pitch 2π(ṙi (0) · el )/(µδ) and radius
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|ṙi (0) × el |/(µδ), covered at speed νi .
(v) Planar mutual motion camouflage
The last special case is the one in which k(0) = 0. Then k(t) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0
and thus ṙ1 (t) = ṙ(t)/2, ṙ2 (t) = −ṙ(t)/2. From the results found before, each
agent moves on the fixed plane orthogonal to el (the direction of l(0)), and the two
agents perform a planar mutual motion camouflage on that plane. For the system
to fall into this special case, with motion constrained on the plane orthogonal to
a prescribed el , the initial positions and velocities of the particles must satisfy the
constraints ν1 x1 (0) = −ν2 x2 (0) and

(r1 (0)−r2 (0))×ν1 x1 (0)
|(r1 (0)−r2 (0))×ν1 x1 (0)|

= el . The first constraint

can be satisfied only if the speeds of the particles are identical.
Figure 5.6 shows examples of the special trajectories described above (except the simple case of rectilinear motion of both agents).

Comparison with the Kepler problem
Most of the discussion presented in section 5.3.2 also holds for mutual motion camouflage in three dimensions. The relative distance between the particles
still satisfies a second order system of the type (5.47) which, as proved before,
is Lagrangian and has significant similarities with that of the Kepler problem.
Another similarity is that the axis el = l/|l|, with l = r × ṙ, is fixed in both problems, and therefore the relative position between the particles is constrained in
both cases to a fixed plane (orthogonal to el ). Nevertheless, while in the Kepler
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Figure 5.6: Examples of special trajectories obtained with MMC-3d: (a) rectilinear motion of one agent; (b) rectilinear motion of the center of mass; (c) double
helix; (d) planar MMC.
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Full dynamics

Kepler problem

Mutual motion camouflage

r̈1 = −r̈2 = −g |r|r3

r̈i = µ

Lagrangian

L,

Relative motion

|ṙ1 |2 +|ṙ2 |2
2

+

g
|r|

−2g |r|r3

r̈ =

Lagrangian

L′ ,

Shape dynamics

ρ̈ =

|ṙ|2
4

−2g
ρ2

+

+

none

r̈ = µ

l , r × ṙ

Conservation laws


i
× ṙ × ṙi , i = 1, 2

r
|r|

|ṙ1 |, |ṙ2 |, δ , |ṙ1 − ṙ2 |

ṙ1 + ṙ2

Conservation laws

h



el ,

l
|l|

r
|r|



· ṙ ṙ − |ṙ|

2

r
|r|



(but not l , |l|)

g
|r|

none

4l2
ρ3

ρ̈ =



1
ρ


− µ (δ 2 − ρ̇2 )

Lagrangian

Ll ,

ρ̇2
4

+

g
ρ

−

l2
ρ2

Lmmc ,

ρ2 e−2µρ ρ̇2
2

+

δ 2 ρ2 e−2µρ
2

Hamiltonian

Hl ,

ρ̇2
4

−

g
ρ

+

l2
ρ2

Hmmc ,

ρ2 e−2µρ ρ̇2
2

−

δ 2 ρ2 e−2µρ
2

Periodic orbits

if

Phase portrait

−g 2
4l2

≤ Hl < 0

Figure 5.4

2 −2

if − δ 2µe 2 ≤ Hmmc < 0
Figure 5.2

Table 5.1: Comparison between the Kepler problem and the dynamics of mutual
motion camouflage (in 3d)
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problem the magnitude of l is constant, in mutual motion camouflage it changes
periodically. The main difference between the two problems is that while the
relative motion in the Kepler problem (5.43) is Lagrangian, this is not the case
for mutual motion camouflage; we observed in fact that the evolution of r(t) on
the plane orthogonal to el is described by equation (5.66), equivalent to (5.58),
that is not Lagrangian (as proved in section 5.3.2).
The comparison between the Kepler problem and mutual motion camouflage (in 3d) is summarized in table 5.1.

5.4

Swarming motion based on Mutual Motion Camouflage
The three-dimensional dynamics of mutual motion camouflage produce in-

dividual trajectories that are special types of helices with common axis el (recall
(5.75)-(5.77)). Hence, a motion of the two individuals that is in average in the
same absolute direction (el ), is achieved through a simple interaction with each
other (given by the MCPG steering law). The following theorem describes a
method, based on mutual motion camouflage, for obtaining this same feature in
artificial collectives with an arbitrary number of individuals, hence producing a
“swarming motion” in a common absolute direction through simple local interactions between the individuals. We use the term “swarming” for the resulting
motion, to highlight that the individual trajectories are quite rich and sophisti-
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cated, recalling more the “fluid” motion of insect swarms than the “rigid” motion
of military planes in formation (or flocks of geese).
Theorem 5.4.1. Consider a system of n individuals, e.g. robotic agents, modeled
as unit-mass particles moving at constant speed with dynamics described by (5.2).
Let the individual steering controls be given by the following feedback laws (for
i = 1, 2, ..., n):
i
h

(t)
ui (t) = − νµi zi (t) · ṙ12 (t) × |rr12
12 (t)|
i
h

(t)
,
vi (t) = + νµi yi (t) · ṙ12 (t) × |rr12
12 (t)|

(5.81)

where µ > 0 is a constant gain, and r12 , r1 − r2 . Notice that, for i = 1, 2,
steering laws (5.81) correspond to mutual motion camouflage.
Then the resulting individual trajectories are the following special types of helices,
with common axis el12 , r12 (0) × ṙ12 (0)/|r12 (0) × ṙ12 (0)|:
ṙi (t) = Rot (el12 , α12 (t)) ṙi (0),

i = 1, 2, ..., n.

(5.82)

Here the constant unit vector el12 and the periodic scalar function α12 (t) arise
from the mutual motion camouflage of the first two individuals, and have the
same meaning and computation of the quantities el and α(t) introduced in section
5.3.3.
Proof. The first two individuals (i = 1, 2) are in mutual motion camouflage,
hence their individual trajectories are special helices of the type (5.82), as already
showed in section 5.3.3. Hence we only need to prove (5.82) for i > 2. For that,
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we use the following:
ṙi = νi xi

⇒

r̈i = νi ui yi + νi vi zi =

µ
(l12 × ṙi ),
|r12 |

(5.83)

where l12 , r12 × ṙ12 . As discussed in the context of section 5.3.3, (5.83) has
solution given by (5.82) since the direction of l12 is constant (because the first
two individuals are engaged in mutual motion camouflage).
Remark 5.4.2 Implementation of control laws (5.81) requires each individual
to compute the vector ṙ12 (t) ×

r12 (t)
.
|r12 (t)|

The two individuals in mutual motion

camouflage need to just be able to sense their position and velocity relative to
each other (r12 (t), ṙ12 (t)). The other individuals can also locally compute the
required quantities, provided they can sense their relative positions and velocities
with respect to both individuals i = 1, 2. From knowledge of ri1 (t) , ri − r1 ,
ri2 (t) , ri − r2 and the corresponding derivatives ṙi1 (t), ṙi2 (t), each individual
can in fact compute r12 (t) = −ri1 (t) + ri2 (t) and ṙ12 (t) = −ṙi1 (t) + ṙi2 (t).
Each particle subject to (5.82) moves at constant speed in the direction
el12 and fills an annular region on the plane orthogonal to el12 . As the direction
of constant motion el12 is common for each particle, the overall motion of the
collective is a kind of “swarming motion” in that direction.
The constant speed at which the i-th particle moves along el12 is given by
ṙi (0)·el12 . The speeds along el12 of the two particles in mutual motion camouflage
(i = 1, 2) are always the same, since ṙ1 (0) · el12 =(ṙ2 (0) + ṙ(0)) · el12 =ṙ2 (0) · el12 .
For i > 2, instead, ṙi (0) · el12 is in general different from ṙ1 (0)) · el12 , hence
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the speeds of the other particles along el12 are in general different from those of
particles 1 and 2.
On the plane orthogonal to el12 , each particle fills in time an annular region
which depends on its initial conditions, its speed and the value of the gain µ.
Let the notation vxy ∈ R2 denote the projection of a vector v ∈ R3 on the
plane orthogonal to el12 . Then the centers of the annular regions covered by each
particle i, obtained following the same steps of the reconstruction of individual
trajectories in section 5.3.1, are given by (here δ12 , |ṙ12 (0)|):

r0i,xy



r12,xy (0) · ṙ12,xy (0) −r12,xy (0) · ṙ⊥
12,xy (0) 
1 

 ṙi,xy (0).
= ri,xy (0) − 2 

δ12
r12,xy (0) · ṙ⊥
(0)
r
(0)
·
ṙ
(0)
12,xy
12,xy
12,xy

(5.84)

A simple way of verifying (5.84) is to check that there is an invariant manifold
with |ri,xy −r0i,xy | = (νi,xy /δ12 )|r12,xy |, where νi,xy , |ṙi,xy | is the constant speed of
the particle i on the plane orthogonal to el12 , and (5.84) implies |ri,xy (0)−r0i,xy | =
(νi,xy /δ12 )|r12,xy (0)|.
The particles in mutual motion camouflage (i = 1, 2) cover annular regions
with common center; in particular, r01,xy = r02,xy = zxy,0 /2, where zxy,0 is given
by (5.72) (in that equation, r stands for r12 ). The centers of the annular regions
covered by the other particles (i > 2) are instead in general different from each
other and from zxy,0 /2.
Figure 5.7 shows an example of three-dimensional “swarming motion” obtained with four particles; figure 5.8 is the corresponding two-dimensional projec-
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tion on the plane orthogonal to el12 . Notice that in this example all the particles
have identical constant speeds. As a result, the annular regions covered by the
particles on the plane orthogonal to el12 have identical radii (but not centers);
on the other hand, this does not guarantee equal speeds of motion along the
direction el12 .
particle 1
particle 2
particle 3
particle 4
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Figure 5.7: Example of representative trajectories with 4 particles.

To obtain a more coherent swarming motion, the initial conditions of the
particles not in mutual motion camouflage (i.e. i > 2) must satisfy certain
conditions, as summarized in the following proposition. These can be thought
of as “merging conditions” for the other particles to coherently join the mutual
motion camouflage of particles 1 and 2.
Proposition 5.4.3. If the initial conditions of all particles i > 2 satisfy ṙi (0) ·
el12 = ṙ1 (0) · el12 (= ṙ2 (0) · el12 ) and r0i,xy = r01,xy (= r02,xy ), all the particles
move at the same speed in the direction el12 while covering annular regions with
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Figure 5.8: Projection on the plane orthogonal to el12 of the trajectories of figure
5.7.
common center on the plane orthogonal to el12 . The above conditions can be
expressed in terms of initial relative positions and velocities of each particle i > 2
with respect to particle 1 (i.e. ri1 , ri − r1 and ṙi1 ) as follows:
ṙi1 (0) · el12 = 0
ri1,xy (0) =



ṙ⊥
12,xy (0)



r12,xy (0) · ṙ12,xy (0) −r12,xy (0) ·

1 
 ṙi1,xy (0).

2 

δ12
r12,xy (0) · ṙ⊥
r12,xy (0) · ṙ12,xy (0)
12,xy (0)

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show an example of the coherent swarming motion
that can be obtained when the conditions of proposition 5.4.3 are satisfied. Even
in this example all the particles have the same constant speed, hence the annular
regions covered by the particles on the plane orthogonal to el12 are identical.
With appropriate choices of speed and initial conditions for the two particles
in mutual motion camouflage (i = 1, 2), it is also possible to obtain the n-particle
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Figure 5.9: Example of trajectories with 4 particles when the conditions of proposition 5.4.3 are satisfied.
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Figure 5.10: Projection on the plane orthogonal to el12 of the trajectories of figure
5.9.
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extensions of the special trajectories described in section 5.3.3. Figure 5.11 shows
for example the case in which the first particle moves on a straight line (while
the other particles “swarm” around the first one), and the case in which the all
the particle trajectories are exact circular helices; note that in both figures the
individual speeds were all chosen different from each other.
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Figure 5.11: Examples of special trajectories obtained with the swarming motion
based on MMC: (a) rectilinear motion of one agent; (b) circular helices.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future directions of research

In this dissertation, we have presented several mathematical tools for the
analysis and synthesis of collective motion in three-dimensional space. The unifying idea is that of considering certain simple motions, that are elementary either
from a geometrical point of view or from biological considerations, as potential
building blocks for complex collective motions. Decomposing observed collective
motions into elementary geometrical components, and studying collective motions
that can arise from simple biologically-inspired individual control laws, are two
approaches presented here that can help uncover the fundamental mechanisms
underlying collective phenomena in nature. The implementation of elementary
motions, possibly in decentralized fashion, can also be a useful step in the design
of complex coordinated motions for engineered systems, such as teams of robots.
In the following, we summarize the key results and suggest possible future
directions of research on the three main topics of this dissertation.
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Decomposition and analysis of collective motion
We have geometrically characterized as elementary collective motions those
that are either “vertical” or “horizontal” with respect to some fiber bundle structure for an n-particle system. Vertical motions are those along a fiber, i.e. that
leave unchanged the projection of the system on a lower-dimensional space; horizontal motions are those orthogonal to the vertical ones, as defined for splitting
the instantaneous kinetic energy associated to the motion in two components.
In chapter 3, we have first used this mathematical framework to decompose
an arbitrary collective motion into the classical elementary components of rigid
translation, rigid rotation and shape transformation, and then derived an alternative fiber bundle structure with associated new types of elementary motions.
This fiber bundle, which is the highlight of the chapter, has the remarkable property that both the base space and the fiber are classical manifolds: the space of
3 × 3 symmetric positive definite matrices and the Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 . The
vertical motions associated to this bundle, called democratic motions, are those
that preserve the coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective, which provides
some coarse information on the distribution of particles in space (its second moment). The horizontal motions are instead called inertia tensor deformations, and
display a remarkable “duality” with the rigid rotations of the collective, which
can be appreciated from the curvature computation for the alternative fibering.
From an abstract geometrical point of view, it would be interesting to study
if, and how, this fiber bundle extends to n-body systems in Rm (with m > 3) and
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to continuum models in which the discrete particle positions are substituted with
a continuous density function (this is relevant for collectives in which n → ∞).
For the analysis of experimental data (positions and velocities) from collective phenomena in nature, we suggest to apply the two decompositions at each
time sample and then observe the temporal evolution and the statistical distribution of the kinetic energy allocation to the different elementary components.
This provides some quantitative information on what are the predominant components of motion in the observed phenomenon, and could possibly give insight
on how the phenomenon can be approximated and modeled. At the very least,
the energy decompositions are additional tools at the disposal of researchers trying to understand natural collective motions and to validate (or discard) existing
mathematical models of such phenomena.
As a proof of concept, we have applied these ideas to the analysis of a starling flock performing a sharp turn; one of the results we observed is a very strong
dominance of the rigid translation component of motion, suggesting a very high
degree of coordination in the turn of each individual bird. Of course studying an
individual event is not sufficient to draw conclusions on the natural phenomenon
studied or on the utility, or lack thereof, of the two decompositions of collective
motion. Hence future work should include testing the suggested techniques on
multiple collective motion events, possibly across different animal species. We
speculate that collective motions performed by different species could be characterized by very different energy distributions, and certain phenomena could be
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associated to characteristic “energy signatures”. For example we speculate that
the swirling motion of certain fish schools could have a dominant component of
rigid rotation with respect to the center of the school, whereas the coordinated
migration of certain birds could have a strong rigid translation component. Analysis of the energy decomposition statistics might be a useful metric for comparing
collective phenomena across different species.
It would also be interesting to explore whether there is any biological relevance to the elementary motions arising from the alternative fiber bundle, for example if there is any natural collective motion that has either democratic motion
or inertia tensor transformation as one of its dominant components. Democratic
motions could be related to the reshufflings of positions (and maybe of roles)
between members of a collective, probably motivated by the individual needs of
reducing risk of predation, that have been observed in starling flocks [4].
Finally, a broad direction of research extending these ideas would be to
search for other fiber bundle structures, alternative to the two described in this
dissertation, to find other geometrically elementary motions and derive alternative decompositions applicable to observed collective motions.
Synthesis of elementary collective motions
In chapter 4, we have exploited the geometrical structure of the alternative
fiber bundle to design optimal inertia tensor transformations (minimizing the
kinetic energy expenditure) and democratic motions that produce useful reshufflings of the agent positions. Attaining or maintaining a prescribed coefficient of
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inertia tensor can be useful for certain applications employing many simple and
inexpensive robots, where it might be impossible (or inconvenient) to design and
implement motion planning at the individual level; planning the evolution of the
coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective, hence controlling the second moment
of the distribution of robots in space, could be a viable alternative in these cases.
We have also suggested a distributed sensing application in which controlling the
coefficient of inertia tensor of the collective would be useful to encode and convey
information, such as the covariance of a noisy spatial measurement, to external
observers.
We designed optimal inertia tensor transformations by deriving geodesic
curves on the manifold of 3 × 3 symmetric positive definite matrices, equipped
with the metric induced by kinetic energy (different from the standard metric on
this manifold). One of the key results of this chapter is the analytic expression
for the path-energy minimizing geodesic, whenever it exists, that connects an
arbitrary initial coefficient of inertia tensor to a desired one (see theorem 4.1.10).
The democratic motions were designed instead from gradient vector fields on the
Stiefel manifold Vn−1,3 , and result in the agent positions converging to distributions of interest (e.g. chain-like distribution or symmetrical splitting of the agents
in two groups) while preserving the coefficient of inertia tensor.
A significant part of chapter 4 has been devoted to deriving sufficient conditions for the implementation of inertia tensor transformations in decentralized
fashion, i.e. with each agent using only local sensing of neighboring agents. The
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key result is theorem 4.1.17, which shows that if the directed graph that describes
the neighborhood relations admits a spanning tree, then any inertia tensor transformation can be implemented by each agent controlling appropriately its relative
motion with respect to the center of mass of its neighborhood. This result can
be applied in the implementation of the optimal inertia tensor transformations.
Finding distributed implementations of the democratic motions presented in the
dissertation appears instead more problematic, and is left to future work.
Another property regarding the practical implementability of these vector
fields, is collision-avoidance; for both the optimal inertia tensor transformations
and the democratic motions we have designed, simulations show that there exists
a wide set of initial configurations guaranteeing collision-free motions, but this
set has yet to be determined analytically.
Further directions of research that could be explored include the design of
other useful democratic motions; one idea is that of designing democratic motions that produce permutations in the positions of one or more pairs of agents
(e.g. agent 1 takes the place that was initially occupied by agent 2, and viceversa). These vector fields could allow to imitate in artificial collectives the roleexchanging and risk-sharing motions which are believed to occur within some
animal collectives.
Collective motion based on Motion Camouflage
In chapter 5 we have explored a different approach to the synthesis of collective motion, using a biologically-inspired control law called motion camouflage
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proportional guidance as a building block. This control law is a biologicallyplausible model, backed by the analysis of experimental data, for how an echolocating bat controls its steering when pursuing an insect prey, such as a praying
mantis. As the pursuit strategy used by these bats is geometrically equivalent
to one used by dragonflies and hoverflies in their own pursuit encounters, known
as motion camouflage with respect to infinity, this control law is of particular
biological relevance.
Most of the chapter has been devoted to studying the case of two individuals
that are mutually pursuing each other using the motion camouflage proportional
guidance law. We showed that the closed-loop dynamics associated to the mutual pursuit (mutual motion camouflage), display very interesting theoretical and
practical properties. From a theoretical point of view, we showed that the relative
distance dynamics are Lagrangian, and evolve periodically in time along the level
sets of a certain “energy” function. The oscillations in the relative distance, and
the governing equations, have some similarities with those in the Kepler problem
describing the gravitational interaction of two bodies. From a practical point
of view, we showed that the resulting individual trajectories are special types
of coordinated helices along a common and fixed axis; on the plane orthogonal
to the axis, the trajectories fill annular regions with common center and radii
proportional to the individual speeds.
Hence this two-unit system supports the hypothesis that complex coordinated motions, in nature as in engineered systems, may be attainable through
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local pursuit between members of the collective. In separate publications, we
have also exploited the properties of mutual motion camouflage to produce useful trajectories for spatial monitoring applications (see [38] and [40]).
Future directions of research on mutual motion camouflage include the analysis of robustness of the dynamics to the presence of delays and noise in the
quantities sensed by the two individuals. Some of the nice properties of mutual
motion camouflage, such as the conservation of the “energy function”, rely on
certain symmetries in the dynamics that would be broken if the two individuals
were subject to unequal delays or noise. Nevertheless if the delays and noises
were to be “in average” balanced between the two individuals, one might be able
to recover an “average” behavior of the system similar to the one obtained in
absence of delays and noise.
It would also be interesting to verify if there is any biological relevance to the
mutual motion camouflage system; in this context, the territorial aerial battles
between two male dragonflies would be the natural candidates for comparison
with mutual motion camouflage.
Finally, we have presented an extension of the mutual motion camouflage
dynamics to systems with an arbitrary number of agents. This extension is based
on having the first two agents engaged in mutual motion camouflage, and each
of the other agents appropriately controlling their own steering on the basis of
the relative motion between the first two. The result is a kind of “swarming”
motion of all the agents in a common fixed direction, uniquely determined by
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the initial conditions of the two agents in mutual motion camouflage. A highly
coherent swarming motion, with all the agents moving at the same speed along the
common direction and covering a common annular region on the plane orthogonal
to such direction, can be obtained if the initial conditions of the agents satisfy
specific constraints.
Clearly this design has two agents playing a leading role, and all the others
acting somewhat as “followers”; it would be interesting to obtain similar swarming
behaviors with a more balanced interaction between the agents, i.e. with all the
agents playing an equal role towards generating the collective motion.
Another possible direction of research is that of studying which of the geometrically elementary motions of chapter 3 can be synthesized using the motion
camouflage proportional guidance law, or some modifications of the same. A preliminary result that we have found is that when n individuals are cyclically pursuing each other with the motion camouflage proportional guidance law, possibly
changed in sign, the resulting collective motion is approximately a combination
of rigid translation and pure compression or expansion (depending on the sign in
the control law).
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